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PREFACE

ENGLISH TEACHING CONFERENCE (ETC) is an annual academic agenda providing anopportunity for English language teachers, lecturers, practitioners and teacher candidates toshare their experience and practice in the area of English language teaching (ELT). Thisconference is also part of the bimonthly English Teacher’s Best Practices Forum hosted byEnglish Department, Faculty of Languages and Arts, Universitas Negeri Surabaya.
ETC 2017 is the third English Teaching Conference. Its design is similar to the one held back in2015, the first ETC in which we had call for papers to give opportunities to participants toshare their ideas through academic articles which are also presented in parallel sessions. Yet,different from 1st ETC whose participants were mostly nearby teachers, the participants of thisyear conference also come from out of East Java area. Beside two parallel sessions, ETC 2017has a plenary session with three speakers who will present papers based on their expertise.
This year, participants of this conference, either who come as presenters or as participants willshare their concern on language teaching by sharing ideas under the theme “Implanting 21stSkills through Language Learning”, and the subthemesare: 1) Learning and Innovating Skills, 2)Information Media and Technology Skills, and 3) Life and Career Skills. These theme andsubthemes are chosen due to wide spread concern on students’ future preparation. It isexpected that schools and teachers are able to arm their students with the skills which enablethem to compete and survive in global world. It would be an unfortunate if students are notable to survive simply because they are not prepared to face global competition by theirteachers due to their teachers’ ignorance on this area. Therefore, knowledge on the skills andthe way the students should be trained to master the skills will be the main focus of the paperspresented in this conference. I believe that all ideas shared in this conference are great andimportant for schools, universities, teachers,students, as well as policy makers on education,especially in Indonesia. Therefore, we all hope that you all will find fruitful discussion in allsessions we plan.
On behalf of ETC 2017 committee, please allow me to welcome all guests and participants ofthis conference. We highly respect your active participation in this conference, and we hopeyou enjoy and get good value from this conference.Thank you and happy conferencing
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WhatsApp And Flashcard: An Idea To Vocabulary Teaching

Mokh. Arif BakhtiyarInstitut Pesantren KH. Abdul Chalimarifbakhtiyar@ikhac.ac.id
Lasti’ahSMK Negeri 1 Jombangmbaktiek@gmail.com

AbstractNotwithstanding some non-English speaking countries’ curriculum has changedover time, the students’ vocabulary acquisition remains pathetic. The evidence of theplight of students’ mastery on vocabulary can be easily and obviously found on their dailybasis activity of English learning. Teachers are encouraged to employ various approaches,methods, or strategies to meet the goal of the improvement of pupils’ vocabulary. Thisarticle suggests an idea of how to develop it through the use of WhatsApp and flashcard.WhatsApp has now been a ubiquiotous application attached in students’ smartphonewhich bring through students and teachers to be connected anytime and anywhere.Although many consider flashcard as a traditional tool, in fact students are fond of the useof it in language learning. The presence of WhatsApp in collaboration with flashcard isbelieved to prompt learners’ motivation which in the end will lead them to learnvocabulary effectively.
Keywords: vocabulary teaching, WhatsApp, flashcard

IntroductionVocabulary inevitably prescribes the successful key of learning a foreign language.All four language skills; listening, speaking, reading, and writing, consist of and involvebundle of words which make up a unity of meaning. Anyone who possesses big storage ofvocabularies surely outperforms the one who has less. Unfortunately, students of non-English speaking country are destitute in terms of vocabulary mastery. They get difficultyto understand information as well as to deliver it. Consequently, the majority of them areleft in taking up global chance or challenge since they still do struggle on language mattermeanwhile others have no problem on it.WhatsApp (hereafter WA) has come into existence recently as the most usedapplication at user’s smartphone or personal computer. It connects everyone either inpersonal or group in the exact and real time. Almost all teachers or students have nowoperated the application in their every single day with the very high frequency of use. Ithas been a trend now in society that people do communication through WA. This situation
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should be deemed as a great chance to propel the implementation of Mobile-AssistedLanguageLearning (MALL) in classroom.Flashcard (hereafter FC) might not be a new teaching material since it hasappeared for some periods of time. Many people may consider it as a traditional stuff thatshould be left behind especially for the paper one. However, teachers and students remainuse it frequently for it is light, simple, interesting, concrete, and cheap. It can be designedinto a very attractive and colorful form. Learners can write a word, sentence, or put apicture on it.The ability of WA to connect a teacher and a group of students everywhere andevery time, which is collaborated with the characteristics of FC that is simple andattractive, would yield a new way of teaching and improving students’ vocabulary. Thisarticle will depict the importance of learning vocabulary, the presence of WA in moderndays as well as its use in language teaching, and the use of FC in vocabulary teaching. Thelast, this article will provide some steps of how to use WA and FC in vocabulary teaching.
Vocabulary: Its Importance andHow To Teach It“If language structures make up the skeleton of language, then it is vocabulary thatprovides the vital organs andthe flesh” (Harmer, 1991:153). This is to show how essentialthe existence of vocabulary in building a language. Besides, it can also be said thatvocabulary is the most important part of a language. In line with Harmer, Sadenova et al.(2017) asserted that vocabulary is one of language foundations. The stronger thefoundation, the better the language someone has. It is no wonder that a student whomasters thousands of word could communicate in spoken or written form very well.Many realize that second language acquisition is closely related to vocabularyacquisition. Acquiring vocabulary determines the success of second language use andplays vital role of forming spoken or written text (Maximo, 2000;  Nation, 2001; Schmit,2000). Many ways are available to increase the amount of memorizedwords.  Secondlanguage acquirers commonly do not bring grammar books but dictionary to master alanguage (Krashen, 1981). They simply tend to improve their bulk of vocabularies throughmemorizing by using it. Some people speak or read as much as they can with the purposeof raising their vocabulary.Rationally, the four language elements are made up of words which people call asvocabulary. In listening, the skill of catching any words spoken by someone or played byan audible media is the successful key. However, someone must have enough vocabulary
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to do so. In speaking, a student can communicate with others when he has all vocabularieshe needs in the communication. It will be hard for anyone to speak with others when he orshe has very little vocabulary. In reading, it is obvious that vocabulary appoints one’scomprehension. He may get misunderstanding or misconception when he cannot translatethe text accurately. Lastly, people may write easily when they have many vocabularies.For those reasons, teaching or learning vocabulary becomes essential as to getperfection in foreign language mastery. Teacher and learner are facing real significanceand complexity of vocabulary learning (Elekaei et al., 2015). Thus, teaching vocabularyshould be best done through a certain method or strategy. A foreign language teachershould have innovative way in doing so (Hadi, 2017). The method or strategy a teacheruses finally determines the success of a learner. Pupils are so motivated when they are ledin various ways of learning something so that they could receive materials in comfortableway. Research on vocabulary teaching recently provide a reference that teacher mayconsider before being implemented in classroom setting. Damhuis et al. (2016)investigated the the effect of adaptive word retrieval intervention children’s vocabularyacquisition in kindergarten level. The result showed that the activity could encouragehigher learning gains of the target words.  Hassinger-Das et al. (2016) examined theimpact of combination of shared book reading and gameplay on preschooler’s vocabularyknowledge. The finding revealed that the treatment could improve learner’s vocabulary.Similar research has been conducted by Wahyuni&Safei (2016) on the use of Action Bingogame to elementary students. The result denoted that the game could increase students’motivation and eased them to understand the meaning of each verb in English. Lin & Hsu(2013) examined the effects of hierarchy vocabulary exercises on elementary students’vocabulary acquisition. The finding of the research revealed that the activity couldincrease vocabulary gains. Another finding denoted that it could also improve readingcomprehension.There are quite lot of evidences that teaching vocabulary should be practicedthrough a certain design involving particular method or strategy. The research done bysome scholars above bring positive result into the practice. Teachers or educators arestrongly encouraged to widen their knowledge on how to teach vocabulary prior to thepractice.
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WhatsAppin Education, ELT, and Vocabulary TeachingWhatsApp is “a cross-platform instantmessaging application for smartphones. Itenables users tosend and receive location information, images, video, audioand textmessages in real-time to individuals and groups offriends at no cost” (Church & deOliveira, 2013:352). People just need internet connection to operate it. The user of WAgains increasing from time to time. The advent of WA ouotpeforms Short Message Service(SMS) as the king of messaging service. This is due to the extraordinary features that WAhas particularly for its real-time speed.As indicataded before, WA has capability to send message, picture, audio, and videofrom one person to another or group. This feature enables some users to be in one groupwhere they may share everything. Through this feature as well a teacher and a group ofstudents which is usually consisted of one class can join in an activity. It opens a chancethat a classroom activity or language study through WA out of school time may take place.A teacher can easily control the activity for he just needs to open his WA anytime andanywhere.In addition, dealing with education matter, WA has provided a service ofsending documents in the form of word, excel, or pdf. Thus, a teacher or student may sendsome documents required in a teaching learning activity.Research on the use of WA in educational setting has gained popularity recently.Güler (2017) investigated the use of WA as assessment tool in higher education. Theapplication was used as anonymous and non-anonymous peer assessment tool. Twogroups were created; anonymous and non-anonymous group. The anonymous group usedthe personal messaging of WA for assessment, while in doing so the non-anonymousgroup used the group chat of WA. It was confirmed that WA was a valid peer assessmenttool for such assessment required the anonymity of a method. Aljaad (2017) investigatedthe use of WA for educational usage particularly female students in Saudi Arabia. As many122 female students of a certain university were given questionnaire. The result denotedthat the most useful values of WA for female students were curriculum development,students’ club activation, and scientific research use. Nitza& Roman (2016:255) examinedthe use of WA messaging in academia. The study found that WA served “forcommunicating with students, nurturing a social atmosphere in the classroom, formingdialogue and collaborations between students and as a means of learning”. The researchfurther investigated whether the use of WA could improve students’ writing of seminarpaper. The finding revealed that WA has strong effect on students’ achievements inwriting paper of seminar.
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In English language teaching (ELT), research on the use of WA has also beenconducted by some scholars lately. Zayed (2016) designed some activities that possible touse in ELT such as writing the names of given emoticons and smileys, reading a giventopic or situation then discussing it in a group, giving equivalent proverbs in students’native language from a given proverbs in English, and still many more. Fattah (2015)examined the effectiveness of WA in improving students’ writing skill. Experimental andcontrol group were created. The experimental group used WA to develop their skill ofwriting while the control group used prescribed book. The result showed that theexperimental group outperformed the control one after a post-test.In the teaching of vocabulary, some scholars used WA as a tool to conduct theactivity. Shahbaz & Khan (2017) examined the effectiveness of the use of mobileapplication, particularly WA, to teach 40 phrases of English. They divided students intoexperimental and control group. The result revealed that students who receivedtreatment using WA got significant higher score than those who learned throughconventional method. Similar studies have been conducted by Hassan Taj et al. (2017),Jafari&Chalak (2016), and Ashiyan&Salehi (2016). All of them found that WA is effectiveto use in vocabulary teaching.
Flashcard in The Teaching of VocabularyFlashcard is very common to use in ELT especially the teaching of second language(L2) vocabulary. It is generally “a set of cards, through which an association between anL2 word form and its meaning is created; usually the L2 word is written on one side of thecard and a translation in the students’ first language, L2 synonym, or L2 definition iswritten on the other side” (Nation, 2013, cited in Alnajjar& Brick, 2017:2). Today, FC canbe presented either in the form of manual card or digital one. The manual card is usuallymade from hard paper while the digital one is produced by computer.Some researchers have conducted study on the use of FC in the vocabularyteaching. Chien (2015) investigated the effectiveness of three online vocabulary FCwebsites; Quizlet, Study Stuck, and Flashcard Exchange, on learners’ knowledge ofvocabulary. As many 64 Taiwanese college freshmen were involved in the project andexposed for their perception and attitudes toward the use of the three websites. The studyyielded two findings; students were given knowledge of form and word’s meaningthrough the websites, and students perceived positive attitudes toward the use of onlineFC to improve vocabularies.Womschall et al. (2014) examined the use of FC collaborated
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with the model lead test (MLT) format for the teaching of sight words to learners withdisabilities. The teacher gave a model of a target word then led the students to say theword, lastly the learners should guess the word given by the teacher through a model inFC. The study found that the intervention was effective though learners were getting lackof motivation. Another study was conducted by McLean et al. (2013) to examine learners’vocabulary growth through online FC website during one academic school year. As many182 first-year Japanese students were divided into three groups; two experimental andone control. The control group did one hour extensive reading, one experimental groupunderwent one hour extensive reading and one hour using Word Engine, and anotherexperimental group used Word Engine for two hours. All of the groups did the activityweekly. The finding revealed that the weekly FC site improved students’ vocabulary size.
WhatsAppand Flashcard in The Teaching of VocabularyThe background of theories and research based evidence of WA and FC as well astheir use in the teaching of vocabulary open a possibility of combining them in the ventureof teaching vocabulary. As indicated before, this article is going to provide an idea of howto collaborate WA and FC in the teaching of English vocabulary.Prior to the implementation, a teacher should create a WA chat group consisting ofhim or her and students from the same class. The FC used in this activity is the manualcard which is commonly made of cartoon paper. Colorful FC is strongly encouraged in thisactivity to make it more attractive. The teacher should prepare FC as many as the numberof students in the group. A 1 x 1 m styrofoamis also required as well as a number ofpushpins. Stick the styrofoam on the wall inside the classroom. The teacher then mayfollow the following steps:
 Make a list of words in which latter one student will hold three words. The wordscreated are better in the form of various parts of speech, i.e. verb, adjective, noun, etc.
 Ask the students to write down the words into FC that has been prepared before. Onestudent writes three words into one FC. The words are better in different form of word.
 Instruct the students to attach the FC that they have written to the styrofoam usingpushpins. After all FCs attached, tell them to take the FC when the class ends or whenthey go home. One student brings one FC.
 When they are not at school environment anymore, get them to upload the words theyget from the FC to WA group. Each word that they upload should be translated into
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their native language and then made into a sentence. Since one FC contains threewords, thus one student will make three sentences from each word.
 On the following day when they come to the class in the morning, ask them to attachthe FC onto the styrofoam. Then when they go home, get them to take different FC thanthe day before.
 The activity shouldrun everyday until all students hold all FCs, here it is called oneround. Once a week, give the students 10-15 minutes time for rehearsal. Make them inpair and ask them to write all words they have memorized. In turn, they have to speakout the words. This stage is used for reinforcement.The role of the teacher in this activity is mainly to do supervision and assessment.Supervision is absolutely required in this activity since the program might not run wellwhen there is no supervision from the teacher. Assessment is also needed for studentswould be so motivated when they know that what they are doing is assessed. Bothteachers’ roles are believed to keep the program run effectively.Giving time limitation to upload the words into WA chat group is stronglyencouraged so that when there is a student who does not upload yet till the given time, theteacher can remind him or her directly. The teacher may also remind anyone who uploadsanything out of the track. While the assessment can be done through observing students’liveliness in uploading the words and also how well they make the words into sentences.The teacher had better give comment when students write sentences withgrammaticalerror.The teacher is supposed to modify the form of FC when all students have held allFCs in the first round. In the next round, teacher may use picture in one side of the FC andits word on the other side. When this happens, the number of FC should be multipliedsince one FC will only be for one word. The list of words should also be taken intoconsideration that the teacher must create the new ones. In another chance when thestudents have acquired enough vocabularies, the teacher may ask them not to translatethe target words in their native language anymore, but the translation must be in English.
ConclusionThis article is an effort to explore the possibilty of collaborating the use of moderntool (WA) with traditional one (FC) in the teaching of vocabulary. The concept of WA andFC as well as their evidence in research have been presented as foundation before headingto the proposed activity.
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Teaching vocabulary should be done through a certain strategy for a maximumoutput. This article has provided the way how to teach vocabulary through thecollaborative use of WA and FC. Teacher or educator may take advantage of this articleand implement it into their real classroom activity.Prior to the implementation of the activity, teacher should prepare all requiredstuffs well. During the treatment, supervision and assessment should be done for itdetermines the success of the activity. After the students reach one round, teacher maymodify the form of FC, the way to translate a word, etc. The activity should not run onlyone or two rounds, but as long as the teacher teaches in the classroom where the certainstudents are there.This article opens a possibility for any researcher to do further investigationparticularly on the effectiveness of the use of WA and FC in vocabulary teaching. Thefuture research is suggested to examine the advantages and disadvantages of the activity.This article also opens a possiblity of investigating the use of WA nad FC in the teaching ofgrammar or writing.
ReferenceAljaad, N.H.M. (2017). WhatsApp for Educational Purposes for Female Students at Collegeof Education – King Saud University.Education, 137(3), 344-366.Alnajjar, M., & Brick, B. (2017).Utilizing Computer-Assisted Vocabulary Learning Tools inEnglish Language Teaching: Examining In-Service Teacher’s Perception of theUsability of Digital Flashcards.International Journal of Computer-Assisted Language
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Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services (pp. 352-361).ACM.Damhuis, C.M.P., Segers, E., Scheltinga, F. & Verhoeven, L. (2016). Effects of IndividulizedWord Retrieval in Kindergarten Vocabulary Intervention. School Effectiveness and
School Improvement, 27(3), 441-454.
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Using English as a Platform for Honing 21st Century Skills

Jonnie Lynn Hill, Felina Wilindra, Lanny Widowati Suhendro,
Lau Carina Febriany, and Gayuh PrayogaVita School, SurabayaEmail (corresponding author): jonnie.hill@vitaschool.sch.id

Abstract

This study examines the effectiveness of experiential and project-based learning inproviding opportunities for students to exercise and develop the skills they will need forthe 21st Century workplace.  An analysis of interviews with English teachers and datacollected on video will identify the skills that are being developed in the students throughthe use of Project-based Learning (PBL). Discussion will focus on what adjustments needto be made to the curriculum to ensure that all skills are addressed, or, if they areaddressed, how to help students recognize them.
Keywords: cognitive flexibility, creativity, critical thinking, experiential learning, project-based learning

“Has this ever been tried before?” asked the the English coordinator of Vita JuniorHigh School when I outlined a project-based curriculum for him when I came on board inJuly 2013.“I have done it in universities in Lebanon and the US.  A couple of years ago when Iwas at UNESA, the Regional English Language Office provided courses in project-basedlearning,” I replied, “but I do not know of any school in Indonesia that have actuallyimplemented it.”“Let’s give it a try,” said the coordinator. From there we embarked on aneducational adventure of designing and conducting project-based learning in the JuniorHigh classroom and Senior High classroom, which has seen some projects to their fourthgeneration and a handful of new projects added each year. We started with 8 projects peryear, but have gradually reduced it to six per year so that students have more time toreflect in their learning process.Last year,  when the elementary curriculum began to emphasize the learning cycleand theme-based learning, Vita School English teachers, who had some experiencedeveloping one or two collaborative projects each year, began to implement Project-based
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Learning on a regular basis, developing 6 English projects for the students to share overthe course of the year.Intuitively,  Vita teachers believed that Project-based Learning  provides anopportunity for students to exercise 21st century skills, but had never collected any datato confirm this hypothesis.  Although all of us had some idea of what 21st Century skillsare, we had not really stopped to define them exactly. The Partnership for 21st CenturyLearning ( n.d.), a consortium of American educators, businesses, and government officialssuggests collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, and communication as skills forlearning and innovation.  From a culturally broader perspective, the Future of Jobs Reportby the World Economic Forum (2016) reports the results of a survey of more than 500global companies concerning the changes in the workplace, the skills they think areimportant now, and the skills that they think their future employees should have. They listten skills that the employers will be expecting from their workforce in 2020: complex-problem solving, critical thinking, creativity, decision making, cognitive flexibility, peoplemanagement, coordinating with others, negotiation, service orientation, and emotionalintelligence. This study will first examine the literature to define these skills and observehow they are implemented in Project-based Learning in many disciplines, age-groups, andcultures. After examining PBL around the world, it will look specifically at how the Englishcurriculum at Vita School incorporates these skills.
21st Century Skills in PBL Around the WorldMuch like the learning outcomes in the national curriculum, the skills from theWorld Economic Forum can be divided into cognitive skills and social skills. The cognitiveskills include complex problem solving, critical thinking, cognitive flexibility, creativity,and judgment and decision-making. Social skills include people management, coordinatingwith others, negotiation, and service orientation. Rather than psychomotor skills,however, the third category is an intrapersonal skills: emotional intelligence.Quite a bit of research has been conducted of PBL in the last few years. Table 1shows ten studies published in the last two years, their country of origin, and the skillsthat they observed as promoting the top ten skills of WEF 2020.
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Table 1
Source Citation Country, age C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 S1 S2 S3 S4 EIAlsamani, & Daif-Allah (2016) Saudi college x x x x ?Aronis  (2016) US adult x x x x x ?Devkota, et al. (2017) Nepal primary x x x x x xFain, et al.(2016) Slovenia secondary x x x x x xKeane & Keane (2016) US primary x x x x x x xKizkapan & Bektas, O (2017) Turkey secondary x xKumar (2017). US secondary x x x x xPietikäinen, et al. (2017). Finland secondary x x x x x xRisnani et al.(2017). Indonesia,secondary x x x x ?Tseng (2017). Taiwan college x x x x xTotal 8 7 5 5 6 2 10 1 4 0
Key: C1 Complex Problem Solving, C2 Critical Thinking, C3 Cognitive flexibility, C4 creativity,
C5 decision making, S1 leadership, S2 coordinating with others, S3 negotiating, S4 Service
orientation, EI emotional intelligence.it is clear that all ten skills get coverage in project-based learning, but some may take extraeffort to include when designing the project. the most salient skills in project-basedlearning are complex problem solving and, since most require group work, coordinatingwith others.  the definitions and means of coverage for these skills as well as the othereight shed light on the potential that project-based learning has in the 21st centuryclassroom.
cognitive skillsthe cognitive skills that this century’s workforce will need the most are complexproblem solving, critical thinking, cognitive flexibility, creativity and informed decisionmaking.as seen in table 2, the most integral 21st century skill in pbl is problem solving. foramerican 4th graders (keane & keane, 2016), the problem solving took shape as studentsproposed designs for renovating their asphalt playground and planning areas of green. forindonesian students  (risnani et al, 2017) it was a simpler matter of how to keep a newlyplanted tree from toppling over. by design, projects are generally about solving oneproblem or another.  even the authors who did not observe problem solving outright,
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mentioned problems that students needed to solve to create a more harmoniousenvironment with their classmates (kizkapan & bektas, 2017).critical thinking is another buzz word in education today, bandied around so muchthat it is in danger of losing its meaning.  examples from the ten focal students help seehow it significant it is and how well pbl helps to form a foundation for students to build ontheir critical thinking skills. in bayne et al’s (1994) study of 52 pbl events in manydifferent disciplines, the researchers suggest that pbl encourages the use of higher orderthinking skills such as synthesis, analysis, and evaluation.  the saudi study (asamani &daif-allah, 2016)  was focused on the ability of pbl to address vocabulary and grammaticalconcerns  and was not set up to see how well the students engaged in critical thinking.however, the students were engaged in “gathering, processing, and reportinginformation,” which does require a level of critical thinking.  any project that requires thestudents to do a little research will require them to do critical thinking to judge thecredibility and reliability of the information they gather.cognitive flexibility may be a new concept for some. bulent gunduz (2013), whodefines cognitive flexibility as the ability to see and tackle problems with a variety ofstrategies, found that irrational beliefs, obsessive attachment, and anxiety limit cognitiveflexibility while security, autonomy, and tolerance foster it . none of the students used thekeywords “cognitive flexibility” in their discussion, but used other phrases which allude toits presence.  many of them discussed the interdisciplinary nature of pbl (fain et al., 2016;devkota et al., 2017; keane & keane, 2016; tsiplakides & fragoulis, 2009); several notedthat students fostered a respect for differing viewpoints (pietkainen et al, 2017; devkotaet al., 2017). tsiplakides (2009) reported that greek primary students learned to “examinetasks from different perspectives.. learning from different perspectives would expose anumber of different strategies for solving a problem and foster cognitive flexibility.creativity has long been a valued part of education, just recently, it has moved tothe top of bloom’s taxonomy as the highest order of thinking.  it is still closely related toproblem solving and critical thinking.   julie faulkner and gloria latham propose thatfreedom, playfulness, and resilience are qualities that contribute to fostering creativityand successful problem solving skills.there may also be a connection between creativity and playfulness rene proyer andwillibald ruch found a strong correlation between adult playfulness and creativity,spontaneity, risk-taking, and teamwork. from this we might conclude that projects thatinclude a bit of fun and play may foster creativity.
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only half of the studies listed on table mentioned creativity as a benefit of pbl (fainet al., 2017; devkota, 2017; alsamani & dait-allah, 2017, aronis, 2016; and keane & keane,2016.) . of these, keane & keane’s projects for primary students seem to have the mostcreativity. to the stem (science, technology, engineering, math) subject they added a fifthcomponent: art.   students made three dimensional models of their playground.  in fain etal.’s (2017) study, the students had to build models and think creatively when solvingproblems. even the projects from the studies that did not mention creativity requirecreativity from their students. for example, paitkainan’s students wrote essays about thehistory of their school based on their research. tseng’s students also wrote a researchpaper. crafting of words, whether for an entirely imaginative project or for researchreport demands a high level of creativity.in its very nature, pbl offers many more opportunities for students to makedecisions than traditional methods. it was this that seemed to make some of kizkapan andbektas’ (2017) turkish students uncomfortable. being conditioned to the lecture methodand memorizing, the researchers  seem to indicate that the students felt a bit dauntedwhen they had to make decisions about what to do. pbl often requires planning from thestudents (alsamani & dait-allah, 2017; rusnani et al., 2017; pietikainen et al., 2017; sa-ngiamwibool, 2012; keane & keane, 2016), a situation in which they must make their owndecisions about what to do and who will do it.another aspect of pbl that contributes to honing judgement and decision-makingskills is autonomy.  several researchers (aronis, 2017; devkota et al., 2017; and bayne etal., 1994) all note that the students developed a sense of autonomy or independence inpbl. even some of the youngest students involved in pbl took responsibility for theirlearning process (tsiplakides, 2009). indonesian students in malang (rusnani et al., 2017)began to apply what they were learning about caring for the environment and decided oftheir own accord to tend to the garden and pick up the rubbish on the school campus.
social  skillsof the literature reviewed, all of the projects for pbl required teamwork and, thus,fostered the practice and development of social skills like managing people, coordinatingwith others, negotiating, and serving others.  all the studies mentioned the need forstudents to coordinate with others. the other social skills were not mentioned so often.for some, the teambuilding was fraught with squabbles. some of tseng’s (2017)respondents noted their need to settle disagreements and manage conflict from time to
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time. kizkapan and bektas (2017) also noticed that some of the seventh graders in theirstudy experienced difficulty and discomfort while working with others.   some may seedisagreement as a hindrance to learning, but this was not the perspective of tseng orkizkapan and bektas. disagreements in teamwork are inevitable. tseng’s students wereolder and had the tools to deal with the conflict.  the seventh graders in kizkapan andbektas’ study were just experiencing pbl and collaborative learning for the first time.   pblgave the students the opportunity to learn how to work out their differences in a maturemanner.whereas pbl affords the opportunity for some students to manage others, this wasrarely a dimension of project design.  participants in the study by risnani et al. (2017)chose the leader for their group. the leader, it seems, was responsible for the managementof the project tasks rather than the people.  in tseng’s study, the leaders seemed toresponsible for managing both tasks and people.   one of the leaders learned to puttogether information from their teammates and resolve disagreements.   the scarcity ofexamples of people management in pbl.seems to indicate that teachers who designprojects for english class may need to consciously plan opportunities for students topractice people management.the skill of negotiation also did not get much press in the literature reviewed forthis study.  sa-ngiaimwibool (2012) also describes the presence of negotiation during theplanning stage of the project, when students construct their plan of action and decide onwhich tasks should be done.  from a linguistic perspective, the students also had tonegotiate successful communication. tseng (2017) also uses negotiation in this secondsense, “negotiation of meaning.”  when students practice speaking english with each other,then the vocabulary that they use sometimes requires some negotiation in order forstudents to communicate well.in the 21st century workplace, employers are looking for those who have a serviceorientation (wef, 2016).  in the 1994 study by bayne et alia, this service orientation wasdemonstrated in a community service project. the nurse trainees learned how to help andtrain workers in the community.  in keane and keane's (2016) project, service orientationwas emphasized as students had to think of ways that the play space they designed wouldserve their community. they had to take the perspective of younger students in the schoolas well as empathize with the elderly in designing a space that would be useful to all.  infain et. al’s (2016) study, the students also had to develop a sensitivity to the needs ofothers.  in tseng (2017 and pietikainen et al (2017), more skillful students helped their
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weaker teammates.  from these examples, it is apparent that pbl has the potential to fosteran attitude of caring and helping others and developing a service orientation in students.
emotional intelligenceemotional intelligence was not a phrase employed in any of the literature reviewed.however, several other words related to self-awareness and self-management werediscussed.  rismani et al (2017) and alsamani and dait-allah (2017) observed theirstudents gaining confidence through pbl.  adonis (2017) proposed that students are givenmore freedom in pbl and develop the skills for self-regulation.  rismani et al. (2017) drewa connection between this freedom and the students’ improved attitude toward thesubject matter.
research questionafter 4 years of conducting pbl, does the curriculum at vita school support the acquisitionand practice of the 10 skills needed in the 2020 workplace as  identified in the worldeconomic forum report?
methodto answer the question of how well pbl vita school is helping students acquire 21stcentury skills, this study conducted a survey of all ten current full-time english teachers atvita school, asking them to identify incidents, videos,  or conversations with students thatillustrate the extent to which each of the ten skills is being addressed in the englishcurriculum.
resultsin writing their evaluations of pbl at vita school, the responses can be categorized as skillsthat are inherently planned in the project and skills that were observed while studentswere working on  the project.  table 2 shows the number of specific examples given foreach question and whether those examples are from the planning or the execution of theproject.
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Table 2. Skills Observed in Vita’s English Curriculum
Planning Execution TotalProblem solving 1 4 5Critical thinking 2 1 3Cognitive flexibility 2 2 3Creativity 2 7 9Decision-making 1 3 4Coordinating with others 2 2 4Managing others 0 5 5Negotiation 1 3 4Service orientation 0 3 3Emotional intelligence 0 4 4

Problem solvingIn PBL, many of the projects start with a problem for the students to solve. Thejunior high English coordinator provides an example of this: “ In the projectTransportation for Tomorrow, [seventh grade students] deal with how to create a conceptof eco-friendly means of public transportation. Their objective is to solve the currentlyexisting problems with our public transportation system and communicate their views toa particular audience through models and presentations.”  Other projects have a challengeimbedded in them: organizing and conducting a rally game (Amazing Bible Race) or fair(Bible Walk) for younger students, building a volcano, and planning a theatricalproduction (Indonesian Folktales, Fairy Tale Theater).The process of learning through projects also promotes problem solving. Duringthe model building stage, the 5th grade teacher noted, “When  the students (one group)couldn't finish making a volcano according to the deadline, some of them had the initiativeto continue it during recess time and after the school hour.”One of the high school teachers observed, “In the Research Bloopers project,several groups were having problems as they had to make a video and they needed quietplaces to record. The students then used several empty classrooms and also found otherquiet places (library, hall, etc.) to record their video.”
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At the end of all projects, students spend one or two class periods thinking aboutwhat they have learned during the project. One of the high school teachers illustrates howwriting reflective reports promotes problem-solving: “Students reflect upon what theyhave had during the project and  have multiple opportunities to look back at problems orobstacles they had and think about how they solved them.”
Critical ThinkingOne of the high school teachers observed, “Almost all of the projects demand thestudents to think critically and gather information, either from books or internet. Thus,the students have to evaluate information, whether it is relevant to the topic and reliable.”In the first step of PBL, at all levels, students begin to gather information about the topic oftheir project. Even in 5th grade, “needed to decide what information should and shouldnot be used and which one among many sources of information fit their project.”  Thisprocess of evaluating the information that one has gathered and putting it into a newframework that informs the students’ project design requires critical thinking.Further evidence of critical thinking can be seen in the plans and learningobjectives of the 7th grade Transportation of Tomorrow: “This project requires studentsto first examine the multiple causes of their city’s increasing pollution and then find outhow poor public transportation system is one of the factors that contributes to it. Theentire brainstorming process should be done well, with the goal of making a defendable,reasoned judgment.” (Junior High coordinator)A high school teacher points out how the learning objectives for Spiritual Journeyand Research Thinking promote critical thinking: “Students need to find material thatmust fulfill specific requirements. In Spiritual Journey, students need to find worshipsongs that are relevant with the topic and it must be published after year 2000.  InResearch Thinking, students need to find specific and factual information about cities theyhave been assigned such as traditional food, traditional games, and artifacts. Thus, project-based learning really encourages students to think critically and evaluate information.”
Cognitive FlexibilityWhereas theoretically students have the opportunity in PBL to tackle problemswith a variety of strategies, it is not a skill that quickly presents a myriad of examples. Inthe planning stage, many of the projects build in collaboration with another subject.  Forexample, in World Without Borders, English teachers collaborate with art, geography, and
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history teachers, which give the student the opportunity to see one theme from at leastfour perspectives. In Dragon’s Den, English teachers team up with economics teachers andscience teachers to evaluate products that students have made in the process of exploringscientific concepts. In this case, students can examine their creations from three distinctperspectives that are not often combined. Elementary classes have long seen these cross-subject collaboration. One of the more recent was the volcano project in which fifthgraders built volcanos in English class and considered the their impact not only on thenatural environment, but also on society.The junior high coordinator shows how cognitive flexibility is woven into theproject for eighth graders,  Indonesia I Love: “In the process of finishing the project,teachers as facilitators will only equip the teams with the criteria or characteristics of anideal end product which is going to be in the form of a promotional video of a certainprovince in Indonesia. How the teams come up with a common solution to achieve finaldraft of the promotional video will be up to their own approach and perspective. Oftentimes one team can come up with several possible versions of promotional video, and theyeventually have to pick the most likely to be presented.In the Volcano project, students demonstrated cognitive flexibility in another way.Their English teacher observed, “While  other groups used trays for making theirvolcanoes, several groups of fifth graders who didn't have any trays, decided to use otherthings instead.”One of the high school teachers relates how cognitive flexibility was needed forFairy Tale Theater:  “Students needed to make adjustment to their performances due tothe stage being too small. The students then adjusted their props, their positions and stagemovement so that they could perform well.”
CreativityCreativity is built into almost every project at Vita School.  It can be seen in thecartoon autobiographies written in 7th grade English class, the advertisements designedfor a newspaper, the costumes and storylines of theatrical productions, and the detailadded to dioramas and letter boxes.When designing projects, some artistic element is planned. This is specifically seenin the Junior English coordinator’s comments about the Video Expose project for the 9thgrade:  “In my opinion, the Video Expose project is able to foster each of the teammember's creativity so that they to find innovative ways to present ideal steps to learn
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and prepare for the National Exam with approaches that are always changing, dependingon the team.”One of the high school teachers provides a second example of how creativity isbuilt into the project design.  He writes, “In making research scrapbook, the students areencouraged to make the scrapbook creatively by giving them unique example of it. Theyare enthusiastic when their teacher shows them the unique scrapbook.”
Decision makingAs with creativity, decision-making is built into the fabric of PBL.  A rookie teacherin the junior high observed that the projects have  “ some parts where the students shouldmake  [their own decisions]. For example, in the drama project, they have to decide whatthey need when performing. “ As one of the high school teacher points out, “ Students haveso many different opportunities to decide something, especially in group activities.Choosing teammates is one of decisions that a student should make.”  An elementaryteacher defines the magnitude of the decisions:  Decisions may “be about small things,such as making their own group and deciding their topics or themes or something bigger,such as assigning roles or tasks for the members.”The junior high coordinator demonstrates how decision-making is an integral partof the project, Synthetic Culture:  “The project  provides opportunities for[ ninth grade]students to become better decision makers, as they focus on decisions that matter and canaffect the every aspect of the culture that they will create and present at the end of theproject. It allows the students to practice for making decisions and helps them developtheir reasoning and argumentation skills among group members.”
Coordinating with othersCollaboration and coordinating with others is a task for nearly every project. Eachof the high school teachers provides an example of how coordinating with others is builtinto the design of two of the projects. One pointed out, “During the Fairy Tale Theaterproject, the students assigned certain role to each of their teammates. One student workedas the stage director and another two students worked as the script writers. The othersworked as the props directors.”  This is also true of many of the junior high projects inwhich each group is given a list of roles and tasks for the projects that that they mustcoordinate at the onset of the project.
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The other teacher illustrates how coordinating people goes outside the confines ofthe group and even the classroom when preparing for the Amazing Bible Race: “Eleventhgraders not only coordinate with their friends and classmates,  but also with the principal,vice principal, even general affairs staff of the school.”An elementary teacher comments on the difficulties involved in coordinating withothers: “ Sometimes  it was not easy to coordinate with certain students who were selfishand didn't want to contribute. However, they must work together for the sake ofthemselves.”The junior high coordinator  advises teachers of the positive outcome and the tasksthat need to be coordinated: “When a project is managed right, it helps to increase thestudents' participation. When students are willing to participate, it will increase theirsense of engagement and eventually good coordination, whether it's about scheduling, jobdivision, and preparation, will happen.”
People managementAlthough the students have access to team-building materials and guidance inthinking about their teams, none of it is focused on the creation of leaders.  Whereas theteachers saw potential for leadership development in all projects,  they could not think ofa single project in which leadership or people management was a planned part of thecurriculum. Five teachers give examples of the potential for people management.One of the high school teachers  talks about the need for leadership in Projectbased learning:  “ Project-based learning in VITA School is mostly done in groups, whichcreates a situation where a leader is needed. Every group naturally assigns one student tobecome their leader and thus, students can grab the opportunities to enhance theirleadership.”Three teachers focus on the responsibilities of a leader in organizing the group andassigning tasks:

● Because  the fifth graders did the project in groups, one student from eachgroup had to lead  their friends and managed others (especially for thosewho were passive) started from the planning, such as who would bringwhat, until the end, in order to make their presentation their best (fifthgrade teacher)
● One student can organize the group to do the project together (4th gradeteacher)
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● Leadership is greatly exercised in project-based learning. The team leaderslearn to lead their teammates in order to finish their project. For example,the team leaders assign teammates the task to color the paper, cut thepaper, or make a slide presentation. In addition, every student has the sameopportunity to be a team leader. (high school teacher)The junior high coordinator considers the effect that leadership has on groupdynamics: “In every project, there is always a "right" team leaders who can successfullycreate cultures of innovation and discipline among members. At the same time, there arealso "wrong" team leaders who can easily shut down the innovative learning potential ofits members.”
NegotiationAs in any arena of conflicting opinions and viewpoints, negotiation organicallygrows in PBL. Two projects in the eleventh grade English curriculum, Dragon’s Den andSocial Forum have negotiation built into them.  In Dragon’s Den, the students mustnegotiate with the dragons about the acceptance and sale of their product. In SocialForum, students must negotiate with each other to decide which services have a worthyplace in a peer counseling center.In addition to these planned incidents of negotiation, five teachers provideevidence of negotiation during the execution of project. During the Volcano project, fifthgraders “ were given chances to negotiate among themselves before coming to a decisionabout who would pour the vinegar into the hole of the volcano.” In high school videoprojects Study Tips (10th grade) and Research Bloopers (12th grade), students whoneeded space to record “ended up with 2-3 groups in one classroom for recording. Here,the students negotiated their plan with the other groups so that both groups could cometo an agreement and do the recording well.” (high school teacher)The junior high coordinator illustrates the importance of negotiation to theoutcome of the project: “Often times in the project's brainstorming session, the studentslearn about how to negotiate their arguments and learn not to fear their teammates'potential opposing viewpoint. This will create a healthy collaboration to achieve mutualgoals.”
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Service orientationAt the present time, there are no service projects planned for the Englishcurriculum. The development of a caring attitude is encouraged in all the projects.Examples of students helping each other and building each other up at each level havebeen cited:
● The  strong students had to help the weak students to make sure theirproject runs well. Even, the weak students might contribute their group in acertain way, such as, they were responsible in bringing the material theyhad more than the other members expected.  (elementary teacher)
● Often times in the project's brainstorming session, a good teamwork helpsstudents build on each other’s ideas that will take them to the next level andallows all members to actively participate in sharing ideas instead of feelinghesitant. (junior high teacher)
● During the Fairy Tale Theater and Study Tips projects, I saw students helpeach other. Several students were having a difficult time in memorizingtheir lines or pronouncing certain words and their team mates helped themmemorize and pronounce their lines fluently. I even saw some differentgroups working together in one classroom, taking turns to record andbecoming the other's group cameraman. They also gave suggestions toimprove the other groups' performances. (senior high)

Emotional IntelligenceEmotional intelligence and self-regulation, though often observed are another skillthat is not really planned in the English curriculum of Vita School.  The need for self-control is seen at all levels.In elementary, two teachers focused on this aspect. One of them wrote,, “It  wasunavoidable for them to manage their emotions while what was going on was not thesame as what they wanted; they were trying to have a self control and respect theirfriends.”From junior high, the coordinator offers this advice, “We as teachers should truststudents and start scaffolding their self-management skills, allowing them to be more incharge than we are. This will boost the students' self-confidence and create good learningatmosphere throughout the entire project.”
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From senior high, a veteran teacher relates this story. “One of my students had hada partner that didn't want to work. Having this kind of situation, my students felt so angrywith his partner. In other side, he realized that if he got mad at his friend, there will be nobenefit for the team. Finally, he just continued his part and helped his partner.”
DiscussionFrom the surveys of the teachers, it is apparent that Vita School has several areas inwhich it could grow in implementing 21st century skills in the English classroom.  Thecreativity is very strong and students well supported. Problem solving and decision-making are an integral part of every project. Other skills such as coordinating with othersand critical thinking are well planned.  Cognitive flexibility and negotiation seem to beplanned, but only for a few projects. The curriculum could benefit from a strongeremphasis and planning of these skills in more projects.  Service orientation, managingothers, and emotional intelligence, however  are skills that the curriculum has the greatestneed for planned training.
Service orientationAlthough Vita students do practice caring and helping each other during projects,preparing students for a future workplace of customer service will require training thatgoes beyond the classroom. Projects could focus on helping the community.  Keane andKeane (2016) reported some interesting ideas for instilling civic responsibility in thestudents and challenging them to think about how their design could benefit others.Risnani et al. (2017)  and Kumar (2017) showed how students should serve theircommunity by caring for their environment. Vita students could benefit from Englishprojects that encourage them to give back to their community.
People managementPlacing young students at the mercy of the leadership of other young students issometimes a risky proposition. Not all students are ready or willing to be leaders.However, in order to prepare them for the workforce, PBL gives them a chance to practicepeople management skills in a controlled environment.  Training students would have togo beyond the choosing a leader as mentioned by the teachers who took part in the surveyas well as the reports from Tseng (2017) and Risnani et al. (2017). Students could benefit
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from training in conflict management and people development as well as organizing anddividing tasks.
Emotional intelligenceYoung English learners would definitely benefit from practice in managing theiremotions. Counselors at Vita school deal with the weightiest issues, but naughty kids arenot the only ones who need to learn to manage their anger. Judging from the lack ofexamples of PBL as a means of promoting emotional intelligence, the benefit of planningfor the management of emotions could extend beyond the Vita classroom. If teacherscould partner with counselors and plan a project in which students were trained toregulate their feelings as well as their learning, schools could turn out a generation ofemotionally savvy graduates for tomorrow’s 21 century workplace.
The Future of PBL in honing 21st Century skillsThe limitation of this study is that there was not enough time to evaluate everysingle project from planning through execution and reflection.  It is quite valuable, still, inthat it affords a snapshot of the potential of PBL in preparing the next generation ofworkers. There are still things to implement, projects to change, projects to tweak,projects to add, and maybe even some projects to toss. However, it is clear that PBL is avaluable tool in honing 21st century skills in the English classroom.
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AbstractThe issue of twenty-first century learning in the second language classrooms hasbeen widely researched, revealing that classroom practices should promote engagementand acquisition of the skills associated with the learning model. However, the study oftwenty-first century learning in higher education’s second language classroom reflectedthrough the lecturers’ lens is under explored, specifically in Indonesian context. Thisstudy, therefore, focuses on how the issue of twenty-first century learning foundduringclassroom interactionsis perceived by lecturers and how they provide space forparticipations and engagement of twenty-first century skills on their classroominteractions.Drawing on narrative interviews with two lecturers within EnglishEducation Departmentat a private university in Surabaya,the results of the studyindicates that the teachers’ understanding of the issue of 21st skills is varied. Theresearch findingsillustrate that the twenty-first century learning is often associated withcritical thinking skill and utilizing technology on their teaching. In addition, majority ofthe lecturersplace greater attentions that 21st skills, particularly concerning with criticalthinking skill is the mostchallenges to beintegrated in the classroom interactions. Thecomplexities of classroom condition- linguistics deficiencies, cultural values, andclassroom norms - are the primary factors contributing to its challenges. This studycontributes to the understanding of second language classroom interactions and twenty-first century learning in Indonesian’s higher education context.
Keywords: classroom interactions, twenty-first century learning, narrative interviews,and higher education.
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1.Introduction

1.1. 21st Century Learning: A ConceptualDefinitionThe emergence of technology nowadays, in which information are easilyaccessed and transformed, leads to the requirements of the skills of the students toaddress the changes. In thecontext of EFL teaching and learning, the classroomapproaches and goals must move beyond the former traditions towardsmultiliteracies engagements (Shoffner, C. De Oliverira, & Angus, 2010). In addition,Smith(2014) suggests that the teachers have to integrate the process of  teaching andlearning in EFL clasroom with technology and multimodal literacy. This is to say,teaching style should be adjusted to be more multimodal-oriented  (Sewell & Denton,2011). Therefore, 21st century skills  has been recently introduced to address theissues of 21st century education.The incorporationofthe 21st century skills into learning activities and goals hasto be established since technology has shifted the way and what we learn (Colwill &Gallaghe, 2007). However, in respons to the needs of the students at present and inthe future, some frameworks in defining the terms of 21st century skills have beendeveloped by some organizations, and there is no precise notion of 21st century skills.Dede (2009) compares some conceptions of the 21st century frameworks that thestudents need to have and as a reference of curriculum projection. He argues that eachgroup, including Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21), EnGauge Framework fromNCREL/Metiri, the Orgranization for Economic Cooperation and Development,American Association of College and Universities, has different underlines within theskills. According to Partnership for 21st Century Education(2007),  in addition to lifeand career skills, the outcomes of students within the setting of students’ learningmust include 4cs (critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity)hence students will have a fondation of how to deal with the global world. In terms offunctional literacy, students must be able to live in a media-driven environment byequiping themselves with information, media, and ICT literacy. In the context ofcontent knowledge and themes which are integrated into curriculum, English, reading,language arts, and world languages, have been one of the essential parts of 21stcentury disciplines. Another definiton comes from  the North Central Regional
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Educational Laboratory and the Metiri Group (2003). 21st century learning shouldaccomodate the skills in the frame of the academic achievement, and  studentsaccordingly will be fully prepared to strive in the digital age with the inventivethinking, digital-age literacy, effective communication, and high productivity.However, from the list, the emphasizing on complex thinking, innovation andcommunication skills are more fruequently mentioned and considered moredemanding to teach to the students as the basic skills.Not withstanding the various definitions, different perspective is conluded bySilva (2009). She argues that 21st century skills term basically has no meaning sincethe skills proposed are not new, and it thus leads to the distruction of the essence ofteaching. Morover, the terms is considered misleading in view of the fact that creative,analytical, and critical thinking do not spesifically belong to 21st century skills, butthey have existed since in the ancient time to 20th century. Designing assesmentmodel to the skills also allow the complication, it nevertheless offers the integrationbetween the skills and content. This is to say that it is just newly important.
1.2. Implementation of 21st Century Skills and Its ChallengesInspite of all suggested ideas of 21st century skills and learning, somechallenges have risen in infusing and implementing the concepts into Englishlanguage classroom, and ultimately relevant adjustments are encouraged into someteaching and learning approaches. Fandino (2013)  suggests the teachers to enrichtheir pedagogical and instructional strategies in  incorporating the skills withmultiliteracy and multimodal communicative competences in teaching and learningprocess to utilize different forms of text. Likewise, Thieman (2008) promotesintegration of multiple uses of technology into instructional practice with thepreservice teachers in the area of planning lessons, optimalizing students learning,assessment, productivity and professional practice. Furthermore, innovativeapproach to learning using Project-based learning (PBL) is recommended to thestudents to learn throuh inquiry and work cooperatively to create a particular project(Bell, 2010).Arguably, furthering the goal of 21st century skills in its implementationrequires different teaching and learning style. Nevertheless, many teachers have notbeen provided with the necessary qualification of utilizing technology to facilate
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students in the classroom hence professional development becomes crucial  (SEGMeasurement, 2012; Center for Applied Linguistics, 2003). Yet, todays student isdissmilar than those in the past period; they are digital natives (Prensky, 2010). Hestates that “students know that digital technology represents the tools of their time aspeople growing up in the early 21st century, and they want to use these tools, asdeeply as possible” (p.99). In addition, digital devide, the gap between those who haveacces to technology (spesifically internet) or restricted access, also contributes to theconsideration of the teachers in implementing the 21st century learning  (Center forApplied Linguistics, 2003). Finally, Higgins(2014) highlights the matter of thediversity of cultural perspectives and values indicating the congruence with the localcontexts and needs.Classroom interaction in the 21st century education accomodate a wide range ofskills and contents. Since little is known in the study about the meaning perceived bythe lectures and students and its implementation in the EFL teaching and learningprocess particularly in the level of higher education, the purpose of this study,therefore, is to identify the issue of 21st century learning from the teachers’perspective, and how they put into practice in the clasroom interraction.

2. M e t h o d sThe researchused  a case study designwithpurposive sampling. The two focalparticipants were voluntarily recruited to participate in the study. It was appropriateto use a case study since the phenomena under investigation happened in a particularsetting during certain instruction (Yin, 2009). The first participan twas Gunawan(male; pseudonym) who serves as the Head of English laboratory in one of the privateuniversity in Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia. He had been teaching English for 10 yearsin English teacher training and Education especially in linguistics subject. Diana(female, pseudonym) was the second focal participant. She was a senior lecturer inEnglish Education Department and has morethan 20 years of teaching experiences. Shehas engaged with the class in which the technology has not been rapidly advanced asnowadays. It is interesting to note tha both particpants represent the two differentgenerations.During a semi structured in depth interview, Gunawan dan Diana shared theirunderstanding as well as their point of views regarding 21st century  learning and
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skills. They also gave elaboratio non how they put the conception intop ractice in theclassroom interaction. In addition, some challenges encountered in the classroom werealso described.  The interview was recorded, transcribed and analysed usingqualitative content analysis method. To meet the research questions, the transcriptionwas read closely to identify the data and reveal the themes suitable to the study. Toverify the accuracy and validity of the study,  member checking was conducted inwhich participants were invited to seet heresult of data analysis.

3. DiscussionTwenty first century learning are often referred to the learning of critical thinking,problem solving and utilizing information technology (Carlgren, 2013).  21st centurylearning is also defined as the ability of the students to perform various skills needed inthe diverse society and digital world (Higgins S. , 2014). In this study, we intend toillustrate how the concept of 21st century learning is defined from the lens of educatorsin higher education. There are three main findings will be discussed in the followingsection. The first subsection will be discussing 21st century learning and its associationwith critical thinking, the second subsection is illustrating that 21st century learningshould be equally perceived of using technology and the third subsection is explainingthe challenges that the lecturers might find in implementing 21st century learning inIndonesian context and is concluded in the conclusion section.
3.1. Twenty first century learning is about critical thinkingThe finding of the present study suggests that 21st century learning is often associatedwith critical thinking. One of the lecturers asserted that“…it is generally understood that 21st century learning is learning which

concerned with the critical thinking skill. Why critical thinking skill? All we
know that in the globalized era, the skill is urgently needed is critical
thinking. By having critical thinking, we can select what is the true
information and what is not” (Gunawan).From the extract above it can be said that the importance of acquiring critical skill in the21st century is about having critical ability to pick up the right information. It impliesthat selecting the right information in this globalized information requires a particularskill and 21st century learning is one of the ways to gain this skill. This finding accordswith a previous literature study conducted by (Jeevanantham, 2005)who raised the
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question “why teach critical thinking?”. One of the underlying reasons of introducingand teaching critical thinking, based on the author’s argument, is that developing thestudents’ mind and the brain that they are able to select, choose, decide, justify, argue,criticize inputs they received. This research finding also is in line with the previousstudy which emphasises that critical thinking is one of the crucial skills for the 21stcentury working (Robinson & Garton, 2008). Moreover, majority of the participants(teachers) in a survey study conducted in Oman said that 21st century is oftenassociated with critical thinking skill (Tuzlukova, Al Busadi, & Burns, 2017).Carlgren(2013) demonstrates that critical thinking is a determinant to define the concept twentyfirst century learning.Other than critical thinking which is prominent in defining 21stcentury learning,another concept which is also clear surrounding the concept of 21stcentury learning isthat utilizing technology in the classroom teaching.
3.2. Twenty first century learning is identical with utilizing technology.Utilising technology is another characteristic when defining 21st centurylearning. One of the participants, for example, asserted that twenty first centurylearning is the learning which uses information technology in the classroom activities.Utilizing technology in this context is not limited to the using of electronic devices suchas laptop or LCD; rather, the ways of teachinguse in the classroom such as teachingusing Edmodo is another definition of 21st century learning. “if the teachers use the

current technology in their classroom activities, it is 21st century learning. But we need to

remember that using old electronic devices is not 21st century learning” (Diana). It is clearthat the concept of 21st century learning should also be meant that everything used inthe classroom activities should ‘sound’ current technology. The possible explanation ofthis concept is thatthe advance and immense use of information technology in recenttime, including the using of technology in the classroom learning and teaching.“if we talk

about twenty first century learning, it is inevitably linked with the utilizing technology.

’(Diana)However, the concept of twenty first century learning is perceived differently byGunawan who argues that twenty first century learning is not only about using andempowering technology; rather, it is also about creativity, the creativity of teachingmethods used in the classroom.
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“21st century learning is not only about utilizing medias or technology, it is also

about how the lecturers use their creativity in teaching. (this creativity) is also about
how they use media on their teaching, how they use creative methods on their teaching”.
(Gunawan)It implies that although themethod use in the classroom is a traditional way but when itinvolves creativity, it can be categorised as 21st century learning. It can be said,therefore, that the concept of21stcentury is not a fixed-concept which denote to aparticular activity and use of particular tools in the teaching learning process;rather, theconcept of twenty first century learning is contextualized. In other word, this definitionchallenges the western hegemony concept of 21st century learning where it is oftenassociated with the using of technology. This research finding supports the previousstudy which shows that 21st century education (learning) “should fit with the localcontexts and meet the specific needs of students in diverse culture” (Higgins, 2014:559).The present study, therefore, adds to the knowledge that 21st century learning’s conceptis a complex and contextual and this study garner an understanding of the concept fromthe lecturer’s view point in Indonesian context.
3.3. The challenges of implementing 21st century learning in the language

classroom.Based on the data findings, there are several possible factors which inhibit thesuccess of promoting 21stcentury skills during the classroom interaction, namely;linguistics deficiency, cultural and classroom norms. As has been aforementioned in theprevious section that 21stcentury skills are often defined as promoting critical thinkingand utilising technology. This section, however, is focusing on discussing the challengesmight appear in implementing critical thinking skill, the issue which is prominent in the21st century learning and the current research findings. Having said that criticalthinking is promoted through classroom interaction either student-student interactionsor student-lecturer interaction, the linguistics competence tends to prevent the studentsto have critical thinking. The idea of this notion is that being able to actively get engagedand active interaction, the students need to show their linguistics ability. One of thelecturer said that
“the dilemma of promoting critical thinking skills in the classroom is that
the students’ knowledge and skill in using the English language. How can
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we ask the students to think critically through their participation in the
discussion if they cannot speak (English)”.(Diana)

It becomes clear that the ability of using linguistic and showing the speaking ability isthe most problematic aspect in promoting critical thinking in the second languageclassroom. As has been previously researched that different learning styles betweenWestern and Asian people is the most significant factor of the challenges acquiringcritical thinking skills (Atkinson, 1997; Carson J. , 1992), as mostly Asian students tendto use memorization, low-level and cognitive strategies rather than analytical strategies.Moreover, a mixed method study of critical thinking in second languageclassroom conducted in China demonstrates that second language performance clearlyinfluences the students to perform well in a critical thinking test (Floyd, 2011), arguingthat the poor critical thinking skills among Asian students is not primarily about thelack of critical thinking ability they have, rather, their limited ability in second language(English) is the most contribution factor to this issue. Since the classroom interactionsrequires students to speak in English and critical thinking is a primarily goal to beconstructed through the interaction the students and teachers have in their classroomactivities, the challenges will likely continue to be exist in the second languageclassroom.In addition, instead of linguistics aspect which hugely impacts on the failure ofpromoting critical thinking in second language classrooms, cultural norm is anotherclear contributor to the challenge of educating critical thinking skills among students inhigher education. In this sense,the cultural norm is referred to Javanese culture in whichas it is widely accepted among Javanese people that people should not talk too much,illustrating that too much talk is against the culture. This term is illustrated in thefollowing extract
“when critical thinking requires students to speak, there is cultural belief, I think,
that people should not talk too much… There is a Javanese proverb
“ojokkakeanngomong”. I think this is one of the key problem the challenges of
implementing critical thinking in the classroom(Gunawan).when talking too much is perceived by the students against their belief of Javaneseculture, the implication should be very detrimental in promoting critical thinking, as thebasic component of critical thinking is the ability to demonstrate ideas critically througheither their oral or written expression. When the oral representation cannot be
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achieved, the concept of critical is likely difficult to achieved. The finding of this study iscontradictory with the previous research conducted in Asian context which illustratesthat cultural values such Confucian does not crucially inhibit the promotion of criticalthinking (Floyd, 2011). The explanation of this argument is that the concept of learningstyles such as rote learning is perceived differently. To some degree, rote learning isunderstood as surface learning, but to lessen degree, rote learning is seen involvingdeeper cognitive learning (Chalmers & Volet, 1997).In addition, a survey study conducted with 363 university students in threedifferent cities Kyoto, Okinawa and Auckland New Zealand shows that each studentcoming from different cities show different ability in critical thinking through their self-reflection. Students from Auckland tend to have higher score on their self-efficacy whilststudents coming from two cities in Japan possess higher score in self-construal (Manalo,Kusumi, Koyasu, Michita, & Tanaka, 2013). Understanding that different context mighthave different result in critical thinking test, it is presumably that cultural aspect playsimportant role on the construction of critical thinking. The different concept of criticalthinking, therefore, leads to the complexities definition of critical thinking and thisstudy has raised an empirical definition of critical thinking based on the cultural values.In conclusion, when the concept of critical thinking is often associated withinvolving either surface or deeper cognitive understanding, lacking critical thinking inthis study is referred to inability of the students to formulate appropriate responses toparticular questions or stimulus in English language during classroom interactions.
4. ConclusionThe aims of 21st century learning is centered around possessing critical thinking oreducating to be a critical being. Although 21st century learning often synonymous withcritical being, there should be a careful generalization about this concept. The currentresearch findings indicate that creativity also can be used to refer to the concept of 21stcentury learning. Although the concept of 21st century learning has been defined fromthe actors’ view point, the implementation of the learning type is quiet challengingparticularly when the linguistics competence, cultural values and classroom norms areprevalent in the language classroom interaction.
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Getting real in language classroom: A conversation analysis of invitation dialogue

transcript presented in English Junior High School BSE textbooks

Lyla Anggerwina Kusuma, Slamet SetiawanUniversitas Negeri Surabaya
AbstractThis study examines the flow of conversation which is later understood as theauthenticity in the transcribed dialogue on invitation sequences in JuniorHighSchoolElectronic Textbooks (JHS BSE). The focus of this study is to find outwhether the flow of conversation such as the presentation of pre-expansions andpreference organization of invitation dialogues, accurately presented in JHS BSEtextbooks according to Conversation Analysis (CA). This paper then continues to findout and anayze the authenticity and naturalness of invitation dialogues from 8 differentJHE BSE textbooks to the aim of teaching natural English as the goal of communicativecompetence. Having contrasted 10 sequences of invitation analysed in JHS BSE textbookwith the conversation analysisunder discourse analysis theory, this paper concludedthat generally not all of conversation flows in speaking material in the form of dialoguesare authentic and natural. There exist some authentic and natural data even though thepresence of those authentic and natural flows from transcribed dialogues was notconsistently presented.
Key Words: authentic material, natural conversation, communicative languageteaching, JHS BSE textbooks, conversation analysis
Introduction

Teaching English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL), in Indonesia especially,can be highly demanding and requires teachers’ understanding of the nature of Engishas a means of communication. Thiscommunicative ability in coping global situations inthis globalization era apparents to be seen as one of the language function inInternational level which is commonly known as English Communicative Skill. Otherstudies also support the goal of teaching English as foreign language learners inachieving their communication skills by using interpersonal communication as theprocess of creating meaning and responding to a message in a proper context andsituation and also to efficiently express what they mean in the target language andsuccessfully achieve communications in real-life situations (Jamshidnejad, 2011;Lightbown  and  Spada,  1999;  Power, 2003; Larsari: 2011).Therefore, Indonesian
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government dediced to have communicative competence as the goal of Teaching Englishin Indoensia especially in Junior High School level to be able to face real-life situation.Responding to this real-life teaching achievement, teching English in Indonesia,especially speaking, needs to integrate discourse in language education (McCarthy1991; Hatch 1992;McCarthy and Carter 1994). McCarthy (1991) supports the use ofDiscourse Analysis (DA) and Conversation Analysis (CA), for speacific theory, as a toolof understanding the authentic and natural classroom material as demanded byCommunicativeLanguage Teaching approach to reach the communicative skill.In view ofall circumstances, if one of the purpose of languageeducation in Indonesa is to train JHSIndonesian students to be communicatively competent, this research then conceivablyconsider whether JHS textbook dialogues could be a model for language learners byanalysing the discourse patterns and sequence structures that occur in ordinaryinvitation sequence.
This article discusses the flow of conversation in the transcribed dialogue on invitationsequences appeared on Junior HighSchoolElectronic Textbooks (JHS BSE) in Indonesiaby using Conversation Analysis Theory (CA). There are 8 Electronic Textbooks / Buku

sekolah Elektronik (BSE) in Junior High School (JHS) that had been examined. Thisqualitative study highlights the natural flowof conversation by examining whetherinvitation conversations in those textbooks fail or succeed to follow the sequence ofinvitation. The output of this analysis is to show the naturalness of conversations thatcould probably be used by Junior High School teachers to achive the communicativecompetence as targetted by Indonesian government. By noticing the failure or non-natural dialogue, the researchers expect that the classroom teacher could be aware ofand will not be misguided with the less authetic material presented in the textboks andthe teacher are also expected to show the natural invitation sequence of dialoge to theirteacher to achieve the communicative competence.
Conversational Analysis and the Invitation Sequence StructureConversation Analysis (CA) which is known as a branch of applied linguisticfocuses on the analysis of conversation as a method for investigating the structure andprocesss of social interaction, primarilly on talk, between human (Schegloff, 2007). CAconcentrates on how speakers themselves interpret teir turns and listener’s turn in real
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mundane speech events (i.e.,inviting people conversation, doctor-patient consultaion,courtroom proceedings, offering etc).This theory attempts to identify systematicsequence (turns, pairs of turns, exchanges, responses). The systematicsequences orturns of interaction between interlocutors and the listener / addresseeare distinguishedas pairs / adjacency pairs.As described in Figure 1 , Pre-expansion will be responded byGo-a head, blocking or hedgingthat the pair of pre expansion would be possibleadjacencypairs that happen in real conversation. For further, the systematic responsestowards the adjacency pair sequences are known asdispreferred and preferredresponse.
Figure 1. Conversation Analysis Scheme

This paper focusses on examining invitation as a speech event that is taught inJHS BSE Textbooks. Invitations are speech events that might easily be found in real-lifeconversations. According to Schegloff (2007), the occured preliminaries that projectspecific imminent First Pair Parts (FPPs) of the conversation are classified as type-specific pre-sequences.In invitation event for example, pre-invitation becomes type-specific pre-sequences of invitation before the main action itself, invitations. Further, hestated that the fuctions of pre-invitation are (1) to estimate the possibility that will beproduced by a base FPP (invitation) and (2) to make any relevances of next theproduction of second pair part (SPPs) as a response to pre-invitation. Some examples ofpre-invitations would be “Are you doing anything?”, “do you have free time onWednesday evening”, “What are you doing tonight?” and so on.
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By giving pre-invitation, the speakers who invite their invitee or host willprobably get 3 possibilities of response. They are a go-a head, hedging and blockingresponse. A go-ahead response supports the recipient of the response to go-ahead withthe invitations. It means that the host will get positive response to continue their otherconversations, invitation action. An example of this ‘pre-invitation & go-a-headpair’ typewould be “no” answer to “Are you doing anything?” or “I am free today” to samequestion. By answering this, the invitee are in circumstance of ok to be invited and thenext sequence, invitation sequence, could be given to the invitee and the possibility ofaccepting the invitation would be hinger than getting hedging response and will bequite impossible to be accepted whenever the invitee give blocking response.A blocking response which becomes the oposite of go-a-head respon helps therecipient to notice of the rejection possibility. An example of this type of response is“no” or “I will go to my grand mother’s house tonight” to respond “Are you freetonight?”. This case becomes a sign of dispreffered response of invitation. Whenever thehost are not really aware of this circumstance, they will get higher possibility of gettingrejected.Hedging is the last type of response in which the recipient are not really surewhether the invitations will be declined or accepted. “What’s up?” for example, becomesone of the examples of hedging as a response of pre-invitation. However, Schegloff(2007) said that the combination of hedging and blocking response in invitation eventmay appear and may be used by the invitee as one of the example of variation responseabout pre invitation. The varition response toward “what ‘r you doing” question as pre-invitation, could be seen in a combination of a blocking response and a hedging “I’amgoung out, why?”. This response shows that the invitee were expecting what invitationis going to be and the invitation could still possibly given.Preferred and disreffered are the next response that happen in regard torespond the pre-invitation. A preferred response to an invitation is known as anacceptance, while a dispreferred one is a rejection given by the invitee. Here are someexamples of invitations with preferred or dispreferred responses.
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(1)Invitation and preferred situation1 A : why don’t you come and see me some[time2  B : [i would like to(Heritage, 1984)The first arrow in line 1 shows the invitation while the second one in line 2 is apreferred response of the invitation. The first arrow in line 1 and 2 shows the invitationwhile the turn shown in the second arrow (lines 3-5) is an example of a rejection of theinvitation.(2)dispreferred situation1  B : uh if you’d care to come over and visit a little while this2 morning i’ll give you a cup of coffee.3  A : hehh well that’s awfully sweet of you, i don’t think i can4 make it this morning hh uhm i’m running an ad in the paper5 and-and uh i have to stay near the phone.(HERITAGE, 1984)The next section of this paper then, the flow of the pairs and its responses will beanalysed by conversation analysis (CA) as a tool to analyze the authentic structure ofthe conversation presented on the conversation transcripts material in Junior HighSchool BSE textbooks.
JHS BSE Textbook Invitation SequencesThis study had examined eight downloadable listed BSE textbooks. Each titlehas its characteristics dealing with its contents, style, components and specificexcercises. In term of analysing provided listening material, this study had classifiedseveral characteristics of the textbooks’ listening material presented by the books’authors. The title of those BSE Tekxt books are Scaffolding (SC), English In Focus (EF)and Contextual Teaching and Learning Textbook (CTL).Scaffolding (SC) BSE textbooks tend to start the presentation of speakingmaterial by giving listening activities. This activity is seemingly aimed to give a generalhorizon of the learning target both vocabularies and the target of functional language.Another title of BSE textbooks is English in Focus (EF) that was written byWardiman et. al, has its own characteristic in forming students’ speaking skill especially
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with the activities dealing with the transcripted dialogues uses. This English in Focusbook generally has a section that explains about the main subject in particular chaptercalled “materials you are going to learn”. This section has an intended purpose to giveknowledge about particular expertise targeted in every skill.Focussing more on the listening and speaking skill as analysed in this study, thefollowing section will be a fragment of specific models that are presented in the form ofdialogues with illustraration or situation described as illustrated at the aboveillustration. The excercises activities follow the previous activities and are explained bythe speech acts section in listening part. The additional section in speaking part is thepresence of the additional excercises both in the form of writing and speaking.Contextual Teaching and Learning (CTL)BSE textbooks also bring its differencein presenting speaking material. These books tend to start the meeting with thepresentation section which apparently presented to give a general horizon of thetargeted material. This section can be presented in the form of brainstorming style bygiving question to the students of the particular situation or phenomena of targetedmaterial.In order to check the accuracy of the selected sequences, this study applies thetable to see the number of the sequences gathered and the role of the structure whetherit follows the flow of conversation based on CA or not. Through these tables, this studyexpects that the non-natural flow of conversation can be identified and can be analyseddeeper.
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Table.1Checklist result of invitation sequencesNo Dialogue Code Sequences of ConversationPreExpansion

Response Action Response

Pre Inv
itation

(line) Blockin
g

(line) Hedgin
g

(line) Go A
-He

ad
respon

se (line
)

invitati
on

Dispre
ferred

Preferr
ed

1 I/CTL/VII/57A  (2) - -  (3)  (3) -  (4)2 I/CLT/VII/70 - - - -  (2)  (3) -3 I/CTL/VIII/106A - - - -  (1) -  (2)
4 I/CTL/VIII/106B - - - -  (3)  (4) -5 I/CTL/VIII/108 - - - -  (1) -  (2)6 I/SC/VII/175A  (2) - -  (3)  (3) -  (4)7a I/SC/VIII/47  (1) - -  (2)  (3) - (4,5)7b I/SC/VIII/47(Laila)  (1)  (  ) - -  (3)  (1) -
8 I/SC/VIII/127  (1) - - (2,4)  (5) -  (6,7)
9a I/EF/VIII/54 A(Diana) - - - -  (1) -  (2)
9b I/EF/VIII/54 A(Toni) - - - -  (5)  (6) -
10 I/EF/VIII/132 - - - -  (5)  (6) -

This study presented the result of structured conversation flows in the form oftables of invitation checklist. Invitation appears in 10 dialogues and in those 10dialogues there are 12 adjacency pairs of invitation. These 10 dialogues were collectedfrom three mentioned textbooks. Hovewer, Scaffolding (SC) and English in Focus (EF)apparently do not really provide many samples of invitation in the form of dialogues. In
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Scaffolding book for example, the invitation can be found in the phone dialogue whichthe main focus is in teaching phone conversation. Contextual Teaching and Learning(CTL) can produce more dialogues which consist of invitation sequence and itcontributes to almost 50% of the data imput for this study.

Graph 1Percentage of Invitation DialoguesGraph 2 shows the appearance of pre-invitation in invitation sequence in theBSE Junior High School Textbooks.From the graph, it can be seen that from 12 dialoguesin the BSE JHS textbooks, less than 50% of the total sequences has its pre-invitation.Based on the data, those fivepre invitation would have go a head response as it pre-expansion respond / as its adjacency pairs. In other side, the dialogue without pre-invitation should get more potential rejection, since the host did not try to check theavailability of the invitee. Correspondingly to the CA theory, the number of dispreferredresponse in invitation should be 50% higherthan the preferred one.

Graph 2 The Appearance of Pre-Invitation
The conversation rule based on CA shows that in order to get success in invitingsomeone, people should know the availability of the addressee before inviting people. Ifincase there is a blocking response after the pre-invitation, the speaker may do his / herstrategic competence to reach his or her goal in inviting someone. Thus, the accurate
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condition of inviting the invitee is the appearance of pre-invitation before having thesuccess of invitation.The case of rejection or dispreffered respond apparently appear becase the hosthad not checked the availability of the invitee. It could be seen from the invitationdialoge taken from CTL for grade VIII page 106. From this dialogue, the inviation in line4-5 got dispreffered response since the host (Cici) did not try to check the availability ofthe invitee (Mira). This communication strategy in inviting someone by asking theavailability of the invitee in the form of pre-invitation should actually be shared to thestudents in order to minimise the rejection and to make the conversation goes smoothlyand naturally.(1) Cici :Hello, Mira. It's Cici.(2) Mira :Hi, Ci. How are you?(3) Cici :Fine. Thanks. How about you?(4) Mira : Very well. Thank you. Ci, I'll have my birthday(5) party next weekend. Could you come?(6) Cici :Oh, so sorry. My family and I plan to(7) visitmy uncle in Surabaya.(8) Mira : What a pity! But, it's OK.(9) Cici : Sorry Mira. (I/CTL/VIII/106)

Another sample of analysed invatioon dialogue is taken from scaffolding BSETextbook for JHS grade VIII. This conversation shows the pre-invitation given by host,Adi. In this dialoge, Adi tried to check the availability of his friends for weekend agenda,Sanusi then gave go-head respond in line 2 and in line 6 he showed his prefferedresponse. However, Laila in line 8 shows her dispreffered since she had not been given achance to respond the pre-invitation in line 1. This sample could be a good sample forthe students to learn the natural flow of conversation as explained in CA theory.(1) Adi : Have you got any plan for our holiday?(2) Sanusi : I have no idea. What about you, Fredy?(3) Fredy : I want to feel the fresh air.(4) Adi : I have an idea. My uncle lives in Bogor.(5) Shall we spend our holiday there?(6) Sanusi : I'd love to.(7) Fredy : That would be great. What about you, Laila?(8) Laila : I'd love to, but my family and I am going to visit our(9) grandparents in Banjarmasin.(10) Adi : That's okay. (I/SC/VIII/47)
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The last sample of non-natural invatition could be seen from English in Focusbook for Grade VIII. This dialogue could be classified as non-natural since this dialogedoes not have pre-invitation and the host (Cika), in line 6, directly invited Ramzy to gocamping. Without noticing the possibility and availability of the invitee thecommunication tend to fail.

(1) Ramzi : Nice day, isn’t it?(2) Cika : Yes, it is. Nice weather we are having.(3) Ramzi : Look! This is fantastic sight!(4) Cika : Yes. I agree. I think it’s spectacular.(5) Ramzi : the weatherman says it will be sunny today.(6) Cika : Really? Let’s go camping then.(7) Ramzi : I’m sorry. I’d love too but I can’t.(8) I have to finish my geography project.(9) Cika : Oh, by the way, how was your vacation?(10) Ramzi : We had a great time. But during the trip. We had a flat tire.(11) Cika : That’s terrible.(12) Ramzi : (bleep!) that’s my mobile phone. I’m afraid I must go now.(13) Have a good day.(14) Cika : You too. See you?(I/EF/VIII/132)
ConclusionThis study had analyzed the textbook dialogues from 8 different BSE textbooks in Juniorhighschool as conclusion, not all of conversation flow in speaking material in the form ofdialogues follows the natural flow of invitation and it appears to contribute to theauthenticity and naturalness. Following the flow and giving context could be somepossible way to make the dialogue more natural and teacher could makethe studentsaware of the the communication strategy In order to minimize the not-natural conditionof conversation that is caused by the missing context, purpose, ideas, psychologicaldistance, it is really suggested to the author to avoid using intuition on providigmaterials. The presence of book editors that have competence in linguistic, especiallyConversation Analysis, could also be considered as an alternative to improvenaturalness.
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Collaborative Learning: The Concepts and Practices in the Classroom

EkaRizkiAmaliaInstitutPesantrenKiyaiHaji Abdul Chalim, Mojokertoekarizkiamalia@ikhac.ac.id
AbstractCommunication and collaboration are regarded as part of essential focus toprepare students for increasingly complex life and work environments in the 21stcentury. Collaboration skills are highly required by the students to provide themselveswith the ability to work effectively and respectfully with diverse teams in the future.Collaborative Learning (CL), then, is very crucial and said to be able to facilitate thestudents to attain higher level thinking and preserve information for longer times thanindividual learning. This article reviews Vygotsky’s idea of the “zone of proximaldevelopment” and the concepts of Collaborative Learning. Then, the characteristics andprinciples of CL are presented. The discussion of how collaborative learning differs fromcooperative learning followed by some ideas of collaborative works in the classroomand how they are best practiced also complete the discussion. In addition, method forexamining CL process including conversation analysis is discussed.Keywords: collaborative learning, cooperative learning, conversation analysis

1 Introduction

The historical idea of collaborative learning and the concepts of Zone of Proximal

Development” by Vygotsky

Vygotsky views learning basically as a social process which is activated throughthe Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Dillenbourg, 1999), famously known associocultural theory. This theory explains how learning is negotiated in relation to thecontext and experience with peers coming from any possible social relationship. Insociocultural theory, learning is viewed as social term which results from the informalrelationship between social interaction and cognitive development of an individual. Theinteraction structures and establishes the learning process (Lantolf and Pavlenko,1995). The relation between what Vygotsky has uttered about sociocultural theory andlearning can be seen in collaborative learning (CL) theory. It says that working with amore competent person can improve personal development. Vygotsky concluded thistheory after completing some observations. First he noted that a child learn from otherpeople in his/her environment. The learning itself thus is mediated in a social level.After
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then, the child internalizes it in individual level. He/she absorbs and processes whathe/she has already got from otherpeople and environment. The second is that learningin social level often involves more capable persons who provide mentoring andguidance to the less experienced ones. The knowledgeable ‘mentors’ might come frompeers or older people. They all engage in particular activity then unintentionallycollaboration occurs through the process of guidance upon the less experiencedindividuals. To constitute the learning process from social to individual levels, languageserves as “a psychological tool to regulate objects, others, and oneself in organizingfunctions that are critical to mental activity”(Lin, 2015). This is where languagebecomes filters as well as a tool to mediate the learning process to occur.This view implies that the development of an individual cannot be merely seenfrom the individual itself. Social factors as the external world affect and influence thisdevelopment and therefore should also be taken into account. Thus, the learning, asVygotsky (1986) noted, is “embedded within social events occurring as a child interactswithin people, objects and events in the environment”. The interaction stimulates themental functions to work as the result of various input captured. To be more specific,mental functions such as thinking, reasoning, and problem solving, can be carried out byindividuals while collaborating with peers (Wertsch and Rogoff, 1984).In the teaching and learning process area, interaction among the students andbetween the students and the teacher facilitate the students to improve and advancetheir development. It is assisted through the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)which is defined by Vygotsky(1978) as “the distance between the actual developmentlevel as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potentialdevelopment as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or incollaboration with more capable peers”. This indicates that an individual has two levelsof development; actual development and potential development.It can be inferred that actual development refers to the development of individualswhich is already attached in their mental setting. It can be from their genes or self-learning. At this level, individuals learn and work independently without others’ help.On the contrary, potential development comes from the interaction between individualsand environment. The environment here can refer to peers or more proficient adultwhich collaboratively engaged with the individuals to perform particular work. In thislevel, the individual is unable to perform independently but dependently with more
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capable persons. By learning from the expert, the potential development increases asthe less capable individual will learn from the more capable ones. This is where theprocess of collaborative learning benefits students with weaknesses to improve withthe help of their knowledgeable peers.This discussion highlights that Collaborative Learning provides students withopportunities to get new ideas from their peers and thereby establish mutualinteraction in the learning process. The more beneficial interaction takes place, themore development the students are able to attain. Peer interaction is also said to be ableto ”promote learners’ ZPD and it has valuable role to play in language learningsituation” (Lin, 2015).
2 The Characteristics of Collaborative LearningThe characteristics of collaborative learning can be clearly seen if the approach iscompared to the traditional one. Collaborative Learning differs from traditionallanguage teaching approach in some aspects; the first is inits goal structure. Johnsonand Johnson (1979) in Lin (2015)refer the goal structure as the type of interdependenceamong students and are categorized into three: collaborative, competitive, andindividualistic. In collaborative goal structure, a learner is able to achieve learning goalswhen their peers also achieve theirs. Even though the portion is relatively differentfrom one to another, the least capable learner will still also capable of achieving the goalof learning depend on his/her capacity. The competitive goal structure does not allowall individuals to achieve the learning goal. Instead, an individual learner achieves whileothers do not. In individualistic goal structure, there is no relationship between theachievement of an individual and the involvement of others either in the form ofcollaboration or competition. In other words, one’s achievement is independent fromothers’. This occurs because each individual learnerlearns by themselves. There is nosuch kind of peer mentoring or competition with others. In relation with this, Zang(2010) concludes that CL belongs to the category of collaborative goal structure whilecompetitive and individualistic goal structures are closely similar to the traditionalteacher-fronted learning.The second difference between collaborative learning approach and thetraditional one lays on the learners’ participation upon the teaching and learningactivity. Traditional approach tends to focus on teacher-centered rather students-
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centered learning. Students are rarely involved in the teaching and learning process butto only pay attention to what the teacher is explaining. Many of traditional learningapproach use grammar-translation and audio-lingual methods as the ingredients. Suchteaching methods only focus on certain aspects of language without providing sufficientpractice for the students to practice and deepen their understanding upon the materialgiven. Most interaction taking place is limited to teacher-student interaction. Student-student interaction is rarely seen. Students are conditioned to be passive almost all thetime. They only become recipients of the knowledge delivered by the teacher. There isno sufficient space given to discuss and enlarge their communicative competence. CL, incontrast, shares common ideas with Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) wherethere are interactions between teacher and the students and among students (Zang,2010). When the students are given the chance to communicate not only with theteacher but also their friends, it is actually facilitating the students to acquirecommunicative competence. The communication which occurs is actually activatingtheir mental function to maximize thinking, reasoning, and problem solving. When theseactivities take place, learners are unconsciously enriching their storage of knowledge.They do not simply being a passive recipient but very active one as they do not onlyabsorb the knowledge as input but also question, criticize, argue, and any other criticalthinking activities.
3 The Principles of Collaborative LearningLin (2015) mention some principles of Collaborative Learning, they are as the following.
3.1 Provide more language practice opportunitiesCL allows the students to be engaged in the learning process as they worktogether towards a common learning goal. When they discuss or share ideas withothers, they automatically are practicing their language competency. In the EFLclass, this is one of the challenge in which the students are asked to speak English asa foreign language as the main targeted goal. The problem will exist more whenthere are more less capable students than the expert ones. The teacher will need toswitch his/her learning approach into the traditional one as he/she is trying toexplain certain language focus to the students. The fact that the students areactually in needs of practicing the language on their own in certain amount of time
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will be reduced by the long duration the teacher needs to explain the difficultmaterial. Other challenge present as the more capable students have no peers topractice the conversation since the weak students are unable to respond the Englishconversation in a meaningful way.

3.2 Improve the Quality of Student TalkZang (2010) explains that in traditional EFL classroom, discourse is set up bythe teacher in an artificial setting, whereas CL can be designed to create socialsetting that is similar to real-life situation in the way that language is used. It helpsthe students to produce not only in its quantity, but also optimize the conversationby engaging themselves in requesting, clarifying, and negotiating conversationduring the CL. Furthermore, as Long and Porter (1985) in Lin (2015) indicates, inCL directed learning, language adjustment occurs as the students try to makethemselves understood. Consequently, they will also try to make others understandwhat is intended to say. They will speak in different ways to ensure others to listento and comprehend what he/she is saying by using different ways of speaking. Bythis, students are subconsciously accustomed themselves to use appropriatelanguage.
3.3 Create a Positive Learning ClimateBarfield (2003) in Lin (2015) states that language learning is an emotionaland psychological experience to some extent.Thus when learners’ psychologicalcondition is troubled, then the learning might not accomplished maximally. CLcreate situation in which learners feel more convenient and relax since there is nostrict regulation of how they should learn. Learners are also freed to talk anddiscuss with their peers of difficult points from the material given by the teacher.This is quite different with traditional learning approach, where the students areafraid to make mistakes in speaking as they have to speak organized in front of theirfriends with correct and proper grammar and accuracy. This situation limits thestudents’ opportunity from experiencing various learning situation in whichpossible to result in a further and deeper understanding of certain topics.DiNitto(2000) suggests that CL “allows for the negotiation of meanings and therefore thelearners’ understanding is reshaped”. Positive affective situation thereby improvethe students’ learning and further the achievement.
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3.4 Promote Social InteractionIn CL, the interaction between the learners and their peers are constructedthrough the discussion and sharing ideas between them. The interaction takes placein a very comfortable situation while at the same time, learners exchange differentideas and perceptions among them. Jiang (2009) claims this situation as improvinglearners’ linguistics competence and communicative skills as well. This alsopromotes social interaction between the learners themselves through discussing,questioning, responding, and organizing learning process.
3.5 Allow for Critical ThinkingCompared to individual learning, CL is believed to enhance learners’ criticalthinking. This process occurs when the students are discussing, clarifying, andevaluating peers’ opinions (Lin, 2015). In line with this, as Johnston, James, Lye, andMcDonald (2000) mention, CL encourages critical thinking through problem-solvingprocess. Learners engage actively in the discussion which fosters their mind tothink critically of the topics being discussed.
4 Collaborative and Cooperative Learning as Different Communicative StrandsCollaborative and cooperative learning are most interchangeably used in theirterm. Most tends to consider the two concepts as the same. However, some researchershave made some discussions to specify those two different communicative strands inEFL classrooms.Oxford (1997) differscooperation with collaboration in its form, that cooperativelearning is considered to be more structured. It does not happen randomly but moreorganized than collaborative learning. The structured form might be found in someaspects; the technique the teacher use for his/her teaching activity, also the target andprocedure of how the students work together in group. In contrast, CL is “related tosocial constructivist epistemology, with the goal of acculturating students into theimmediate community of learning and the wider world of the target language andculture” (Lin, 2015). In other words, CL mediate learners to experience an unplanned,spontaneous learning situation in which they have opportunity to gain as muchknowledge as possible through the peer-mentoring without being framed into specificlearning borders. Learners can maximize mutual social engagement for the purpose of
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learning. Learners can interchange their knowledge and ideas others do not possess.Therefore, the maximum goal of learning is possibly to be reached.Roschelle and Teasley (1995) give more detailed discussion about cooperativelearning, that it is a work that is “accomplished by the division of labor amongparticipants, as an activity where each person is responsible for a portion of theproblem-solving”. It can be inferred from this explanation that cooperative learningdemands the individuals in the group to be involved in the equal share and that each ofthem shall complete what has been authorized to them. Each member of the group hasequal and fair division of duty and task. Whereas, as has been previously mentioned, CLinvolves “the mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated effort to solve theproblem together” (Roschelle and Teasley, 1995).This suggests that in CL, eachindividual in the group are possibly to change roles of when to become the mentor andwhen they need the assistance from their peers.Based on these discussions, it is clear that collaborative learning differs from thecooperative one in the concept and division of task. However, some spontaneousdivision of task may also occur in CL. We can take example in a situation where a groupof learners is about to discuss a certain topic. Those who have the knowledge upon thetopic will automatically take the role as the mentor to others since he will be able tospeak and say more on related issues of the topic. Meanwhile, other members willbecome the observers. However, they still have the opportunity to contribute bysuggesting their ideas or at least give their opinion or critics upon subject beingdiscussed, which is not the prior role of the ‘speaker’. Based on this assertion,cooperative learning and CL is not different in terms of task distribution. Even thoughthere is no clear and structured division of task in CL, learners still share unstipulatedresponsibility upon their roles in group.
5 Collaborative Learning in PracticeBefore discussing what activities can be employed as CL, it is better to first discusswhether collaborative skills can be trained or not. Educators are suggested to giveexplicit instruction to develop collaboration skills (Lai, 2011). The training could be inthe form of instruction given in effective communication, how to find for help, and howto give help to others (Fall, R. Webb, N., &Chudowsky, N., 1997). Similar to this, Webb(1991) recommends training students in general interpersonal and teamwork skills
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which include coordination, communication, conflict resolution, decision making,problem solving, and negotiation. This kind of training stresses on how to giveexplanation, how to directly and explicitly ask for help, and how to respond to others’help appropriately (Lai, 2011). Lai (2011) further suggests teacher provide manyopportunities for students to practice collaboration skills by using tasks which aresimilar to group-based assessments’.Besides providing explicit instruction, teachers are also suggested to compose andorganize tasks to support collaboration (Bossert, 1998; Webb, 1995), by, as Webb(1995) suggests, defining specific roles within tasks. For example, one student couldbecome a leader with the duty of constructing and organizing planning of the task.Others may act as the doer of the task. Webb (1995) suggest that a student may take therole as the leader with the responsibility to summarize and recount the main points ofthe material, while others may act as the listeners who are responsible to identify anddetect errors or omissions in the summary and ask questions to clarify the material.Similar to this, Dillenbourg (1999) recommend the teachers to specify rules forinteraction. For example, every group member should ask at least one question. Thisactivity could encourage the students to share idea then speak it up.Teachers should also monitor and regulate the students’ interaction (Lai, 2011). Incertain times, students might lose ideas of what to discuss next. The presence of theteacher could stimulate and trigger temporally-blank situation to be active again.Teachers could encourage the students to give new ideas or providing groups withfeedback thus the discussion will be more fruitful.The techniques to arrange and organize CL activity can be various. One example isreciprocal teaching which is described by Palincsar (1987) as “an interactive teachingprocedure in which the teacher and students collaborate in the joint construction oftext”. In reciprocal teaching, two people or groups agree to help each other. In thecontext of teaching and learning activity in class, teacher and students change roles as“leader” and “respondent”. At first, the teacher can assume as being the leader to givestudents example of how to administer the learning as Lai (2011) recommendemploying several strategies to direct discussion by: “asking questions, summarizingresponses, clarifying misunderstanding, and supporting predictions about upcomingtext content”. After the students experience being the “respondent”, they will then beable to recognize of how to act as the “leader” then take the role of it.
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One idea to conduct CL is as what Bossert (1988) indicate as “learning together”.Here, the competence of the group members are various and different one to each other.The members of the group work together and help each other to complete a singlelesson. The example of thisis “jigsaw”. The application of this technique is by divingstudents into groups of 4 to 5 with heterogeneous competency. Each group has anexpert individual which was given the material by the teacher. The teacher can alsoexplain a bit of the material to the expert students. Having given the material, the expertstudents are assigned to their original groups to mentor and share what they havelearnt to their peers. In this approach, students can be assessed as a group orindividually (Lai, 2011). Jigsaw is quite similar with “group investigation” technique,except that in “group investigation”, students are free to choose the material to studyand divide the task to the group members.Lai (2011) promotes other example of “learning together” with what is called as“student team learning”.  The procedure of this technique is by dividing students intogroups with mixed ability. In each group, the members help prepare each other toperform best in a quiz competing with other teams. Team with the highest mean levelsof each member’s performance is acknowledgeable. Other variation of “student teamlearning” is “team assisted individualization”.It is more specific in that the studentsmust take proficiency tests before moving on to more difficult material and their scoreson these mastery test affect the team’s scores. There are many other methods can beapplied for CL. The important point is that the teacher must vary the activities, the taskstructures, the reward and reinforcement to achieve the target of learning.

6 Method for Examining Collaborative Learning ProcessesCollaborative learning is a type of group-based method with several possible goalsof assessment.  Webb (1995) mentions some purpose of examining CL. Teacher mightwant to assess student’s individual achievement in learning which is proven bystudent’s knowledge or skill performed in group. Secondly, teacher might want to assessthe student’s ability to work and learn from collaboration in the group which is scoredfrom their individual and group assessment achievement. Thirdly, teacher might assessthe group’s productivity, evidenced by the quality or quantity a task finishedcollaboratively. The last is that teacher is possibly trying to measure the students’collaborative skills which consist of coordination, communication, decision-making,
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conflict resolution, and negotiation. Webb (1995) further advice teachers to be veryspecific upon the goals of learning and organize the tasks based on those learningpurposes.Researches have proposed several observational tools to record students’interaction. One of the most widely used is “conversational analysis”. Webb (1991 and1993) has developed coding system of students’ communication and for grouping thembased on their group behavior. First, he differentiates between responsive and non-responsive feedback. Responsive feedback involves substantive corrections,elaborations, and explanations. Whereas, non-responsive feedback happens when thereis no response given to student who asks for help, no correction when student makingerrors, and student given the answers without getting any explanation of why thoseanswers are correct. Later, Webb (1993) categorizes students’ behavior into four; thefirst type is students who are capable of solving problems by themselves without any oronly little assistance from others. The second type of students are those who are facingdifficulties but willing to express them by making errors or asking questions that signalthey do not understand. The third type is students who mimic others’ work withouttrying to solve it by themselves. The last category is students who give no contributionverbally during group discussion.
ConclusionThe discussion above suggest a number of potential benefits of collaborative learning,which in fact, are able to enhance students to prepare themselves to being a part ofsmall unit of massive group in the future later after they engage in working situation. Inthe teaching and learning context, Collaborative Learning allows the role of teacher tobeing more as facilitator rather the controller in the classroom. The teacher mediatesthe learners’ interaction and collaboration of work towards a common learning target.Students become actively involved in the learning experience and take theresponsibility of their own learning through the interaction. This affects the learningatmosphere to be conducive. A fun and less-stressed learning situation is established,self-development and self-autonomy are enhanced thus learners’ achievement isimproved.
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Preparing Children in Learning English by Critical Thinking and Problem  Solving

Skills

Fitrah Yuliawati, M.PdUniversitas Islam Madurafitrahyuliawati@gmail.com
AbstractYoung children are natural language acquirers because they are self-motivated to pickup language without conscious learning, unlike adolescents and adults. They have theability to imitate pronunciation and work out the rules for themselves. Any idea thatlearning to talk in English is difficult does not occur to them unless it’s suggested byadults, who themselves probably learned English academically at a later age throughgrammar-based text books. And here, live is not only about challenges and issues butabout how thinking capacity and management can turn- around difficult situationeffectively.  How to form and develop rational thinking instead of being based on habitand emotions? Learn to use critical thinking students will learn how to use creativethinking. They will learn how to analyze the problem, evaluate solutions and chooseone, critique the solution, implement the solution. Benefits of second language learningon critical thinking and problem solving give creative mind, better at solving complexproblems, have greater cognitive flexibility, better at higher order thinking skills, betterat understanding how language works.Keywords : children, critical, problem solving, skill

I. IntroductionTeaching English to children is a way to introduce English as a foreign language toyoung students. While children may not have an understanding of why it is important tolearn a second language, there are many reasons that answer the question, “Why teachEnglish to young learners?” For instance, creating a fun and positive learningenvironment can equip kids with a strong foundation for success in more advancedcourses later in their academic careers.The characteristic of children five to seven years old
 They can talk about what they are doing
 They can tell you about what they have done or heard
 They can plan activities
 They can argue for something and tell you why they think what they think
 They can use logical reasoning
 They can use their vivid imaginations
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 They can use a wide range of intonation patterns in their mother tongue
 They can understand direct human interactionThe characteristic of children eight to ten year olds
 Their basic concepts are formed. They have very decided views of theworld.
 They can tell the difference between fact and fiction.
 They ask questions all the time.
 They rely on the spoken word as well as the physical world to convey andunderstand meaning.
 They are able to make some decisions about their own learning.
 They have definite views about what they like and don’t like doing.
 They have a developed sense of fairness about what happens in theclassroom and begin to question the teacher’s decisions.
 They are able to work with others and learn from others.Critical thinking is a multidimensional skill, a cognitive or mental process or set ofprocedures. It involves reasoning and purposeful, systematic, reflective, rational,outcome-directed thinking based on a body of knowledge, as well as examination andanalysis of all available information and ideas. Critical thinking leads to the formulationof conclusions and the most appropriate, often creative, decisions, options, oralternatives (Ignatavicius, 2001; Prideaux, 2000). Critical thinking includesmetacognition, the examination of one’s own reasoning or thought processes whilethinking, to help strengthen and refine thinking skills.

II. Problem

 We do not give the children space to noticeIf we introduce new words or patterns without giving the childrenopportunities to notice them first, the children are likely to feel they arebasically following our direction-not their own. Many of them may not evenbe doing that. They may still be thinking about whatever their mind wasworking on before we introduced the new language target.
 do what we want them to doEven if they notice the new words or patterns but feel they are just doingwhat we want them to do, they will still feel they are following our direction ,
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not theirs. Their own minds may still feel like moving in other directions thatfeel more personal and meaningful. At the very least, even if they feel they arelearning what we want them to learn, they should feel that they want to learnit, too.

 They do not try for themselvesThey may have become dependent on us, and they may not know thequestions with which they can express their curiosity. The new words orpatterns may be too difficult, or may not connect with what they alreadyknow. They may not be having enough fun, or we may not have built up theirmotivation enough over a period of time.
 They do not experiment enoughIf we do not give the children enough time and space to play around with newwords or patterns by practicing and making mistakes, turning the languageupside down, and looking at it from all angles, it … I like …, will be verydifficult for the children to retain these words or patterns at a deep level,produce it spontaneously, or use it flexibly.
 They are unsuccessfulIf the children do not succeed often enough, they may be less likely to risktrying when they encounter new words and patterns in future. They may loseconfidence, and turn their minds in other directions where they are morelikely to encounter success. In other words, they may come to see themselvesas failures in English, and turn their attention to other subjects or out-of-school activities where they feel successful. Children are interested in whatthey feel they are good at.
 They do not make linksOne reason children fail to link new target patterns into the mental model ofEnglish they are building up is that our activities focus too narrowly on thetarget. For example, they might practice, I like … I like without mixing thetarget pattern with other patterns. Another reason is that we get the childrento memorize isolated dialogs or songs that contain language that is difficultfor the children to internalize. A third common reason is that we do notchallenge the children to think enough. If the children fail to link new wordsand patterns with the ones they have already learned, it will be difficult for
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them to use the language to make guesses about new words and patternsthey encounter. In other words, they will not be able to use their newknowledge actively.

III. Methods

3.1 Make activities that……1. Combine cooperative, creative and critical thinking2. Make learners collaborate3. Relate to the real world4. Identify relationship between second language and first language5. Draw inferences6. Use language creatively
3.2 The problem solving loop:1. Identify the problem2. Explore information and create ideas3. Select the best idea4. Build and test the idea5. Evaluate the results
3.3 In the English lessonAll children are active learners, but they choose which direction to move in. ifwe want them to choose to be active learners of English.

 NoticingThe children notice new words or patterns while they are playing. We do not“teach” these words or patterns, we include them in activities and let thechildren notice them. For example, we might mix some new flash cards with onesthey already know while they are playing a flash card game. They will suddenlycome across a new card and think, Huh?What’s that?

 WantingIf the children are enjoying the activity they will want to find out what these newwords and patterns mean, just like the child encountering problems whileplaying the computer game. The extent to which they genuinely want to find outdepends on how much they are enjoying the activity.
 Challenging/taking a risk
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If the words or patterns are just beyond what the children already know, and ifthey have techniques for trying to discover their meaning, the children are morelikely to try. One simple technique is for them to learn questions they can ask ussuch as, What is it? What’s she doing?, or, What’s this in English?

 Playing/experimentingThe children can do a lot of activities where they play around with the newlanguage target, trying things out, making mistakes, encountering manyexamples of the new pattern, and using it to express their own genuine feelings.
 SucceedingIf the new language target is at an achievable level, the children will be successfulin understanding and using individual words and sentences.
 LinkingIf our language syllabus fits together well, and if the children do activities wherethe new language target is mixed with targets already learned, the children aremore likely to link it into the mental model they are building up as they try tomake sense of the world of English. This process is often referred to asinternalization. Language targets that are deeply internalized are those which achild can successfully link into her mental model of English, and use actively tomake predictions about future language items she encounters.

IV. Discussion

4.1 Taking the Fear Out of LearningOne of the most important aspects of teaching English to young learners iscreating an enjoyable and creative learning atmosphere. To most children,learning English is just another activity in their average day. Though it willtake time for them to understand the future impact of what they are learning,the basic skills that these kids learn will prepare them for more advancedlanguage courses.
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4. 2 Here are a few ways to add excitement to lesson plans:

 Fun activities: Incorporating new words into songs and games helps childrenrelax and enjoy the learning process. Using music also improves retention ofnew material.
 Add variety: Young learners have very short attention spans, so having adiverse repertoire of activities to draw from will keep students engaged andmotivated.
 Learning the basics: Much of early curriculum is centered on alphabet,numbers and colors. Focusing activities on these topics allows for plenty ofcreativity in your lesson plans.Every child we teach is a unique and special person with her own experiencesand needs, and her own individual way of perceiving the world. In order to teachher effectively, we need to enter her world and play a meaningful role within it.The extent to which we can do this has a great influence on how much eachindividual child will learn in our lessons. If we look at the class as a group ratherthan a collection of unique individuals and if we tend to categorize or label eitherthe whole group or individual children, we should not be surprised if many ofthem are badly behaved and learn very little. If we know the children and relateto them as real individual people, and if each of them feels we care about them,then we can begin to teach effectively.It is important for us to know what the children have already learned and howdeeply they have learned it. We may be able to get this information fromprevious teachers., or when we take over a class, we may need to do activities tosee whether the children have really internalized what they have learned. If wefind things the children have not learned very deeply, it is worth appending timereviewing these points before we move on with the course.

V. ConclusionJust doing is not enough. Children need to think and do. This means not justrunning around, jumping up and down, and moving frantically from one activityto another. It means having space to think and space to reflect. The child whoputs up her hand fastest, or the child who touches the correct flash card first,may not be the child who has been learning the most. Her quick actions may
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mean she is not thinking enough. Another child may be standing back more,considering the situation, and weighing up options. This is particularly importantwhen we introduce new language targets. We want the children to think, pauseand wonder. At this point, we may need to encourage them to think. We canpretend we are puzzled by the same problem, saying, Yes, what is it? Or givesome hint that leads the children through a thought process that will enablethem to get to the right answer.

REFERENCESPaul David, 2003. “Teaching English to Children in Asia”. Longman Asia ELT;HongkongScott Wendy, 1994. “Teaching English to Children”. Longman;London New YorkHutchinson Tom, 1987. “English for Specific Purposes”. Cambrige University Press
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Vocabulary Mastery by Implementing “Chasing” Strategy: (Students’ Perspectives)

Fria Bintang Listiawati, Faza Lutfiyana, Listi HanifahUniversitas Negeri Semarangfriabintang97@gmail.com
AbstractThis research aims to identify the students’ perpsectives on chasing’s model inincreasing vocabulary mastery. The identification was done by investigating thestudents’ perspectives which focused on vocabulary mastery strategy in general. Thisresearch adopted a quantitative method to investigate the students’ perspectives. Thesample of the study consisted of 25 students of Faculty of Languages and Arts SemarangState University, especially from languages department. The data were collected andgenerated from their perspective answers on the questionnaires given. The resultsshowed that most of the students believed that chasing’s model could help them inmastering vocabulary. Besides, the students also believed that chasing’s strategy iscreative and innovative strategy, so it could be adopted by many teachers as the sampleof good strategy in mastering vocabulary of english or other languages.
Keywords: chasing, English, vocabulary mastery
1. IntroductionThe key of speaking in a language is mastering vocabularies. Vocabulary can helppeople to have a conversation to be more comprehensive (Ronald Carter dan MichaelMcCarthy1998:97). Various words can be used based on the context and situation.Sometimes, people who have more vocabularies will feel so confident to speak becausethey will not have fear while they are speaking. It is quite different with those who onlyknow few vocabularies. They will find many difficulties and afraid of making mistakes.According Kridalaksana (2001: 89) states that the vocabulary is the word richnesspossessed by a reader or writer of a language. This is in line with the statement of Keraf(1991: 24) and Soedjito (1992: 1) which suggests that the vocabulary of a language isthe whole word possessed by a language. Nurgiyantoro further (2014: 338) explainsthat vocabulary is the word richness possessed by a speaker, author, or a language.Vocabulary is also a language component that contains all the information about the
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meaning and usage of words in the language. From these statements, it can be seen thatthe mastery of vocabulary in language learning is necessaryHowever, there are several factors that discourage learners to learn a new language.One of them is a social factor. Social factors have an important role in the developmentof language (mastery of the gospel) that based on Boyd R. McCandless and Robert JTrotter (1977; 102) in Social factors and Language: "Middle-class children tend to bemore advanced in vocabulary development, sentence structure, and pronunciation... "In addition to the above factors, learners who only have little vocabulary do not havehigh motivation in mastering vocabulary. They think that it is difficult and too manywords to be remembered. Whereas, if we find the way how to understand it, of course,we will not have that feeling. Even, we will always learn more and more.

2. ProblemThe problem raised in this paper is about the difficulties experienced by learners inlearning a foreign language, especially on the aspects of vocabulary. Often, this difficultyis also driven by the wrong paradigm of the level of difficulty that will be encounteredwhen learning a new language (new language). In fact, if learners find the right strategy,they will get the ease and pleasure in learning a foreign language.
3. MethodsDocumentation was collected by doing internet research. The technique ofcollecting data consists of two steps. This research used quantitative method to knowthe perception of students about chasing’s strategy in mastering vocabulary in English.There are 25 respondents on this research from Faculty of Languages and ArtsSemarang State University, especially from languages department that became subjectof the research. Data were collected and generated from the answers given by studentsand depth interview with them. The second step was examining the data by reading thedata source extensively and other documentation such as articles, journals, etc
4. DiscussionAfter spreading out the questionaire through google form, we get results about thestrategy in implementing chasing derived from 25 respondens. The details are :
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Table1.1. Result of survey

NO. NAMA Memorize in

general way

Is chasing an

efective

method?

Creative and

innovative

method1. Nur Listiana Easy Doubt Doubt2. Ragil Krisnandani Difficult Agree Agree3. Evi Fatonah Difficult Agree Agree4. Rahmawati Aisyah Difficult Agree Agree5. Ismi Fadilah Difficult Agree Agree6. Pramudya Adi Easy Agree Agree7 Ghita Aning Tyas Difficult Agree Agree8 Pinky Tiffany Difficult Agree Agree9. Fitriana Dewi Difficult Agree Agree10. Parsih Difficult Agree Agree11. Ika Yudi Setianingrum Easy Agree Agree12. Faridah Nur Afifah Difficult Agree Agree13. Fifit Rizkiyani Difficult Agree Agree14. Arsy Pramesti Putri Easy Agree Agree15. Devi Fatmala Easy Agree Agree16. Siti Muamalah Easy Agree Agree17. Yanifa Karimatinisa’ Easy Agree Agree18. Dwi Oktoviani Difficult Agree Agree19. Kres Kartika Sari Difficult Agree Agree20. Siti Fatimah Difficult Agree Agree21. Adinda Riezky Putri Easy Agree Agree22. Anika Juniartuni Easy Agree Disagree23. Ririh Eka Easy Disagree Disagree24. Asiyah Difficult Agree Agree25. Issabela Nilam Mentari Difficult Agree Agree
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From the above findings, it can be explained that:
1. There are 10 students who do not feel difficult with the usual method ofmemorization; there were 15 students who felt that the usual method of rote learningwas difficult to do and tended to be less effective for them.2. There is 1 student who states that chasing method is not effective method formemorization; there is one student who still doubts the effectiveness of this method;there are 23 students who agree that chasing method is an effective method to helpmemorize vocabulary in English.3. There are 2 students who disagree that the chasing method is a creative andinnovative method; there is one student who still doubts that this method is a creativeand innovative method; there are 22 students are convinced that chasing method is acreative method, innovative and should be applied in the future.

5. Conclusion

Chasing is a strategy in mastering vocabulary in english. This strategy usesdangdut songs as a medium to memorize vocabulary by changing the lyrics first.Respondents who are the subject of this research give positive appreciation andrecommendation to apply strategy on other language learning by adopting this chasingstrategy mechanism.
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How Games Play a Part in Teaching English to Young Learners
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AbstractIn Curriculum 2013, English is given to students starting from junior highschool. Despite the controversy about the appropriate age in learning English, manyparents believe that English is necessary in this 21st century so they let their childrenin elementary school take English lesson both at school and at home. This study aimsto know how games play a part in teaching English to young learners in a privatecourse and how well they give impact on learners’ English ability. The subjects are sixelementary school students who have been taking an English course in Surabaya atleast one year. The results of observation and questionnaire show that games arebeneficial for young learners to learn English. Besides, games could motivate themduring the process of learning and give effect on their achievements. These results areexpected to give benefits to English teachers or tutors to plan the lesson so it issuitable with students’ need. Besides, it is also expected that TEYL will not be seen asa restriction that may hinder students in learning their native languages.
Keywords: games, teaching English, young learners
1 IntroductionIn this 21st century, learners are faced by skills that must be prepared. Fadel(2008) mentions 21st century skills framework and puts critical thinking, problemsolving, creativity, innovation, communication and collaboration as learning andinnovation skills. According to Rotherham and Willingham (2010), the aforementionedskills are actually not new.One skill mentioned previously is communication. To be able to communicateand engage in meaningful conversation, language mastery is necessary. English as aninternational language and a foreign language in Indonesia is clearly important tolearn. Although English in Curriculum 2013 is stated as a compulsory subject in juniorhigh school, many elementary schools provide English as one local content thatstudents have to learn. It shows that English is considered as important even in theprimary schools.Teaching English to young learners has been a long discussion. Some peopleargue that learning English at the early age is not supposed to be done because it
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could affect the acquisition of the first language. Others state the opposite in whichlearning languages early is better (Hu, 2007). According to Mcilvain (2017), onebenefit of early language learning is acquiring native-like proficiency. Despite thiscontroversy, many parents let their children take English courses outside school. Itproves that parents consider English as one necessary skill for their children to learn.Teaching English to young learners is indeed challenging. Since the course islikely conducted outside school hours, tutors of private courses should design anyattractive ways for students to learn. The teaching and learning activities in the courseshould be various and fun to avoid the boredom that could lead to demotivation.The problem in this era in which technology is found in every single life is manylearners are more attracted to games in the gadget. They can spend their days with theirgadgets. Like what Muduli (2014) states, “recently, every other day informationtechnology or IT invents lucrative gadgets are attracting the attention of the presentgeneration.” This case could cause gadget-addiction and it is certainly a challenge ofeducators.The aforementioned challenges encourage teachers or tutors to make a betterELT so students especially young learners are motivated to learn English. Manyresearchers are interested in various methods, techniques, or media as their focuses indoing research in the country in which English is not the first language. Games asinstructional media could be advantageous in English classroom, therefore, this study isconducted.
2 ProblemsGames come in many forms. Nowadays games in the gadget are favoritesamong children. Not all games are designed for educational purposes. Many educatorsare attracted to bring games as instructional media to the classroom because of theirpotential. Therefore, this study aims to find out how games play a part in teachingEnglish to young learners in a private course in Surabaya and how well they giveimpact on learners’ English ability.This study only focuses on a group of students in a private course named HighSurabaya College. The course is conducted in one house of the student in the group.This study is expected to give benefits to English teachers or tutors to plan the lesson
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so it is suitable with students’ need. Besides, it is also expected that TEYL will not beseen as a restriction that may hinder students in learning their native languages.
2 M e t h o d sThis study employed descriptive qualitative design which intended to find outhow games play a part in teaching English to young learners in a private course inSurabaya and how well they give impact on learners’ English ability. The subjects aresix elementary school students who have been taking an English course at least oneyear. The course is held twice in a week. They are currently studying in privateelementary schools in Surabaya. Table 1 presents the detail of the subjects.
Table 1. Descriptions of the Subjects

Subject Class Years of Taking Course1 6th grade 3 years2 5th grade 4 years3 5th grade 1 year4 5th grade 4 years5 5th grade 4 years6 5th grade 4 years
In this study, the researcher is the key instrument and it is supported by the datafrom observation and questionnaire. The observation was conducted by the researcherby using field notes while the respondents of the questionnaire were parents of thestudents. The observation includes how the students react towards the games. Thequestionnaire includes: (1) whether the student has ever told his or her parents aboutthe activities in the course, (2) what the student likes to tell, (3) what aspect of gamesthat the student tells, (4) what effect of learning with games during the process, (5)what effect after learning with games (the product). In this semi-closed questionnaire,the respondents could choose the answers available and write their own answer on thespace provided.
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3 A n a l y s i s /  d i s c u s s i o nThe data from the questionnaire and observation are elaborated in thissection. The result of the questionnaire is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the Questionnaire

Indicator (translated)
Subject
1 2 3 4 5 6Has your child evertold you the activitiesin the course? Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

What did he or she tellyou? Games Herfriends His friends Games,herfriends,lesson
Games Games,hisfriendsIf it is about games,what did he or she tellyou? Kinds ofgame,the funofplaying

The fun ofplaying - Kinds ofgame, thefun ofplaying
The fun ofplaying The funof playing

Learning with gamesthat he/she told youcauses… Shewantsto go tothecourseearlier
She wantsto go tothe courseearlier

He neverforgets theschedule ofthe course,he isreluctant toleave thetutoring.

She neverforgets thescheduleof thecourse,she isreluctantto leavethetutoring,she wantsto go tothe courseearlier.

He isreluctantto leavethetutoring.
He neverforgetsthescheduleof thecourse.

After he/she learnswith games in thecourse, then… HerEnglishscore isincreasing
HerEnglishscore isincreasing,passive

His Englishscore isincreasing. She wantsto learnEnglish athome,learnEnglishmore, joinEnglishcompetitions, and getmoreexperience. HerEnglishscore isincreasing.

- He wantsto learnEnglish athome, hisEnglishscore isincreasing.
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From Table 2, it can be seen that 4 of 6 students told their parents about theactivities in the course. Based on the observation, Subject 2 is considered as a quite-typeperson while Subject 5 likes playing games than talking in English. Therefore, they mayhave a difficulty in having a communication at home with their parents.Indicator 2 shows that most students like talking about games played and theirfriends in the course to their parents. It shows that games instructional media that canattract students’ attention. Besides, students of elementary school likely feelenthusiastic in doing activities together with their friends. It is supported by Smale(2011) who states that education supports the use of games because of their benefits.In Indicator 3, it can be seen that most students like talking about the fun ofplaying games. Based on the observation, Subject 6 has once followed the tutoring eventhough he was not quite well at that time. According to Fenrich (1997), games couldcreate a fun learning and it is suitable for both males and females, adjusted to theirinterests. Two other respondents of the questionnaire state that their children likementioning the kinds of the game played in the course. It is supported by Sudjana andRivai (2002) who state the benefit of games namely making teaching and learningactivities vary.Learning with games makes the three students want to go to the course earlier.It can be seen from the result of Indicator 4. It shows that the students are excited tolearn English in the course. Three students are also reluctant to leave the tutoring.Based on the observation, Subject 2 and Subject 5 did not want to leave the tutoringearlier when her sister and his parents picked them up. It shows that during theprocess, games as instructional media encourage students to stay in the course andlearn English.From the results of Indicator 5, four respondents state that their children’sEnglish scores are increasing. It shows that games played in the course not only makestudents excited but also give effect on their achievement. Besides, according to onerespondent, learning with games in the course makes her child learn English at home,join English competitions, and want to get more experience. It can be said that games asinstructional media give more benefits to students. Like what Chen (2005) states, funlearning tends to reduce students’ anxiety and increase their motivation. In otherwords, games could motivate students to do better in English.
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3.1  Educational GamesThe categories of games can be based on its genre or purpose. When bringinggames into the classroom, educators must think of the purpose which is foreducation. Ismail (2006) classifies educational games into traditional games andmodern games. The games in this study are considered as traditional games sinceno technology is involved and they are written in the following sub-section.

3.1.1 Blindfolding GameThis game focuses on speaking and vocabulary. It is the most favoritegame of the students in this study. This game allows students to move their bodyas they run around. Like its name, this game needs to blindfold players to play.One student is blindfolded and others are free to run around the room. Theblindfolded one must catch another student. After successfully catching anotherstudent, he or she must mention another student’s body parts in English andguess who is caught. The caught one then becomes the blindfolded one.
3.1.2 Whispering GameAnother name of this game is “telephone” because it needs players to passwords or sentences to others. This game focuses on listening and speaking skills.Students sit or stand in a row. The tutor whispers one sentence to the student atthe end of the row, then he or she will whisper to another student beside him orher. It goes on until the last student at another end hears the sentence. Then thelast student mentions the sentence aloud. The tutor will check whether thesentence mentioned is same as the one the tutor whispers to the first student. Ifthe sentence is not same, the tutor checks who makes the mistakes. The studentwho makes the mistakes get a punishment like singing an English song.
3.1.3 Board GameThis game focuses on vocabulary and it is a common game which needs aboard, dice, and some pawns to play. The teacher or tutor can print the board ormakes his or her own by drawing some boxes from “start” to “finish”. In someboxes, there are question mark signs. When a student’s pawn stops in the boxwith the sign, the tutor will ask him or her a question. If the student cannotanswer, the pawn must go back to the previous box. This game is interesting atfirst but the students get bored after playing it a few times because they do notmove their body much.
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4 ConclusionFrom the aforementioned discussion, it can be concluded that the games arebeneficial for young learners to learn English. It could motivate them during theprocess of learning and give effect on their achievements. Non-electronic games asinstructional media especially are helpful and suitable with young learners’characteristic.It is suggested for tutors to suit the topic of games with students’ ages.Besides, the variety of playing games and the learning objectives should be takeninto account. Other researchers are suggested to explore more games that make useyoung learners’ enthusiasm to learn English.
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University Students Use of Smartphone and Its Apps in Learning English
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AbstractTechnology advancement is unavoidable, including in learning English. It is said that atpresent everything is at one’s finger’s tip. It is easy nowadays for students to accessinformation by the help of technology. They can find learning materials, interact withothers in any group discussion, send and receive documents, have fun while learningeasily. Besides, they can download any apps which they think interesting and suit theirlearning. The use of such technology is in the area of MALL (Mobile Assisted LanguageLearning). In line with this phenomenon, this study focuses on three research questions.First, how do students think of the use of smartphone and its application (apps) relatedto their English learning. Second, what websites of English learning that students visitthe most. Third, what apps related to English learning that the students like todownload and to usethe most. The subjects of this study are students of Englishdepartment in one university in Surabaya, Indonesia. The data of this study is collectedthrough questionnaire and FGD answers. Since the subjects of this study are only fromone university, the results of this study might not be generalized to wider population.Yet, the findings of this study actually reveals the students’real interest in usingsmartphone and its apps to support their learning of English.
Keywords: MALL, smartphone, apps, English learning
I. IntroductionNowadays, wherever one goes, he/she will find gadget used by people, includingchildren and teenagers. It seems that this phenomenon is widespread all around theglobe, not only in Indonesia.It is common to hear people saying that the availabilityof affordable gadget like netbook and smartphone influence people’s lifestyle,including the way the learn things. Whenever somebody wants to learn to cook,he/she does not have to buy cook books like people in the 80s, what he/she does issimply connect their computer, laptop, or smartphone to internet, then find therecipe through search engine or find the cooking tutorial in YouTube. Instantly, aslong as internet connection is available, people can get information related to thecooking they plan to do. Information is easy to obtain as long as one has digitalliteracy competency. This competency is a prerequisite for expanding access toinformation and communication technologies in order to ensure greater
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competitiveness of young people on the labor market (Shopova,2014). Thiscompetency is essential because it is one of 21st century skills that enable people tocope with 21st century challenges.In language teaching and learning world, the same skill is also required. Seeingthat school and university students at presentare connected to internet throughtheir gadget almost anytime and anywhere, it is assumed that students already havedigital literacy competency. They might be accustomed to use gadget to learnlanguages, including English, a foreign language which is learned by students in anykinds of schools in Indonesia and officially stated and arranged in curriculum. Thisstudy attempted to reveal how students use their gadget as well as what sites andapps they usually use in learning English. It is expected that the findings of this studywill be able to be used by teachers in optimizing students self-learning program.

II. Research QuestionsThere are three research questions developed in this study. They are:A. How do students think of the use of smartphone and its applications (apps)related to their English learning?B. What websites of English learning do students visit the most?C. What apps related to English learning that the students like to download and touse the most?
III. Related Literature and Previous Studies

Mobile devices (apps) are effective and helpful for college students to improveEnglish with self-regulated learning approach instead of traditional learningapproach (Qiaochu &Xuan,2014). Learning through the facilities offered by theInternet is both interesting and engaging(Suratno, et al., 2013).Mobile technologieshave the potential to provide new learning experiences which enable students toengage more frequently in learning activities in their community of practice(Daesang et.al., 2013).It leads to what so called MALL. MALL has been defined as theuse of “mobile technologies in language learning, especially in situations wheredevice portability offers specific advantages” (Kukulska-Hulme, 2013).  The
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following figure by Stockwell and Hubbard shows the connection between CALL,ML, and MALL.

Figure 1.The relationship ofcomputerassisted language learning(CALL), mobile-assistedlanguage learning (MALL), and mobile learning (ML). The shaded arearepresents the overlap.MALL has so much in common with CALL and ML that it is best understood asmostly belonging to both disciplines rather than being set apart from them, thoughthe figure incorporates a “MALL-specific” region as well (Stockwell, G., & Hubbard,P., 2013).Related to MALL, Farley et.al. (2015)found that students have access to and use awide range of mobile devices to informally support their learning, but teachers didnot have enough knowledge to optimized the use of the deviceavailability inteaching learning process. Yet, Nalliveettil&Alenazi (2016) suggested that Englishteachers were of the opinion that smart phones can certainly make studentsindependent learners by accessing resources repeatedly from different sourcesavailable on the internet.Suratno, et al. (2013) found that mobile phones have been the most frequentlyand laptops as their second most frequently-used gadgets used by students whoadmitted that their vocabulary expands as a result of using them. The use ofWhatsApp, for instance, is significant in helping thestudents learning the languagebetter and enhancing their proficiency in using the English language, therefore theusage of WhatsApp should be encouraged to the students and internet facilitiesshould be provided as a toppriority in today’s education (Mistar&Embi. 2016).Unfortunately, Suratno, et al. (2013) also found that students in Central Javahavenot taken advantage of the gadgets to specially use for improving and learningEnglish, such as reading, writing, listening, grammar quizzes, vocabularyexpansion.Similarly, it was found in another country that students use smart phone
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in learning, but in a very limited way (Aamri &Suleiman. 2011). However, there is aquestion emerged on whether students really think that the use of gadget in Englishlearning is truly beneficial for them. Questions on what websites and apps they usefor the independent learning are also trigger curiosity.

IV. MethodsA total of 90 university students from one major were the participants of thisstudy. This is a combination between male and female students. Yet, this study didnot consider the students’ gender since it is not asked in the research problems. Thestudents were undergraduate students from various level. There are 3 levelscovered i.e. students of 2014, 2015, and 2016.In order to collect data, there are two instruments used in this study. They arequestionnaire and FGD note. The students’ responses on the questionnaire wereused as the data to answer research questions 1, 2, and 3. There are two kinds ofresponses derived from the questionnaire. For the first kind of response, thestudents were asked to give responses by choosing one of the options provided toshow their opinion on the given statements. The responses are strongly disagree,disagree, agree, and strongly agree. The second response was in the form of freeanswers given on some open questions related to research questions number twoand number three.To confirm the data in the questionnaire and to get additionaldata to support this study, FGD was carried out after the data from thequestionnaire were processed. Then, since this study applies descriptive qualitativedesign, the responses were reported in the form of percentage and description.
V. Result and DiscussionThe result and discussion in this part are presented based on the research questionsorder.

A. How students think of the use of smartphone and its apps related to their

English learning.The study found that most participants thought that their smartphoneshelp them to improve their skills of English. The responses for question number1 to 4 in the following table show that most students chose strongly agree andagree rather than disagree and strongly disagree. It indicates that the students
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found their mobile devices helpful in improving four skills of English. The tablebelow also reveals that the students believed they can improve their vocabularymastery including their spelling.
NO STATEMENTS SA A D SD1 Smartphones can help me to improve myEnglish speaking skills. 41% 51% 7% 1%2 Smartphones can help me to improve myEnglish writing skills. 31% 53% 13% 2%3 Smartphones can help me to improve myEnglish reading skills. 43% 48% 7% 2%4 Smartphones can help me to improve myEnglish listening skills. 53% 43% 3% 0%5 Smartphones help me to learn new wordsof English. 59% 41% 0% 0%6 I can improve my English spelling by usinga smart phone. 27% 64% 9% 0%7 I use smartphones to translate Indonesianwords into English. 43% 44% 10% 2%8 Smartphones are necessary for me totranslate English words into Indonesian. 27% 52% 20% 1%The table above also shows that the students now tend to use their smartphones to help them to translate words. They could do it by using googletranslate through online internet or by dictionary apps they installed on theirphones.They stated that the result of the translation were correct so that theyhad no doubt to reuse it every time the need to translate words, both fromIndonesian to English and from English to Indonesian.

NO STATEMENTS SA A D SD

9 The software/apps I use on mysmartphone can translate Englishwords into Indonesian correctly. 16% 51% 29% 4%
10 The software/apps I use on mysmartphone can translate Indonesianwords into English correctly. 17% 50% 29% 4%It is a fact that people including students nowadays like to take picturesand record things. It triggered questions whether students no longer take noteon teachers’ explanation in English classes.Surprisingly, although it was assumedthat they no longer take note on paper, the students refused to state that theytend to do it. Their responses can be seen in the following table.
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NO STATEMENTS SA A D SD

11 I don’t take any note anymore.Instead, I take photos of the lecturers’power point slides or explanation. 3% 23% 54% 19%
12 I don’t take any note anymore.Instead, I record the lecturers’explanation. 6% 17% 53% 24%In general, the participants agreed and strongly agreed that learningEnglish through smart phone is easy and fun. Only very small number of studentsagreed that it was complicated to do. The students’ responses are shown in thefollowing table.
NO STATEMENTS SA A D SD13 Learning English throughsmartphone is easy. 42% 50% 7% 1%14 Learning English throughsmartphone is complicated. 6% 10% 67% 18%15 Learning English throughsmartphone is fun. 34% 63% 2% 0%In answering open-ended question which asked them to write opinion about theuse of gadget for learning English, the students wrote the followingstatements.The statements were confirmed during the FGD session. They statedthat using smart phone to learn English was1. good but sometimes they got distracted by temptation to play non Englishlearning games2. easy,related to access to neededinformation3. convenient because it was portable for they could take the gadget whereverthey wanted4. effective because they could focus on the material or skill they wanted toimprove5. interesting because they could find various English learning materials6. fun because it was just like playing games7. helpful to build better vocabulary mastery8. useful due to the availability of dictionary apps and google translate
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9. practical than books because it reduced students burden of taking books toschools10. in need of parents’ control/monitor

B. The sites of English learning students visit.In the questionnaire distributed, there was an open question asking thestudents to write the website(s) they use for learning English purposes. Thestudents give various answers to the questions. The websites the studentsusually used are:1. https://www.ted.com/talks2. http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en3. https://www.englishclub.com/4. http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/5. https://id.duolingo.com/6. https://go.twitch.tv/7. https://www.youtube.com8. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/9. knudge.me/10. https://lyricstraining.com/11. https://sdsafadg.com/sekolah-inggris/12. http://www.debates.org/13. https://learningenglish.voanews.com/14. https://cnn-learn-english.zendesk.com/hc/en-us15. https://www.wikipedia.org/16. www.sciencedirect.com/17. https://www.mendeley.com/18. https://www.grammarly.com/19. https://translate.google.co.id/?hl=idIt was found that each student tended to use one website repeatedly becausethey felt the website met their needs. In average, each students usually only hadtwo most visited websites.However, the higher the student’s level, the morewebsite addresses they knew and used.
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C. The apps related to English learning that the students like to download and

to use the most.In the questionnaire distributed, there was also an open question askingthe students to write the appsthey use for learning English purposes. Thestudents give various answers to the questions. In alphabetical order, the appsthe students usually used are:1. grammarly2. TOEFL3. pronunciation4. duolingo5. kamusinggris6. oxford dictionary7. BBC8. syllabido9. memrise10. english grammarAll applications above can be downloaded free of charge from play store. Itturned out that there are provider which provided both website version andapps version. One example of them is duolingo.Some students preferred to use installed apps to websites because theydid not have to find internet connection whenever they wanted to use the apps.Using websites means they had to make sure the internet connection workedproperly, unless, they would fail to use the websites. Therefore, apps areconsidered more convenient.
VI. Conclusion and SuggestionThe use of smartphone in learning English is considered good and beneficial bymajority participants in this study. They suggested that it helped them improvingfour skills of English, i.e. reading, listening, writing, and speaking. They alsosuggested that it helped them improving their vocabulary, grammar, andpronunciation. Dictionary apps was also found important for students. The namesof the websites and apps which were used by them were also revealed. If the appswere available, students tend to choose to install apps rather than to browse
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websites using internet connection. These findings might inspire other researcherto conduct further researches on the popularity of the websites and apps. Furtherresearches can also be carried out in near future to find out how students explorethe websites and apps to support their English learning.
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USING VIDEO RECORDING TO IMPROVE THE SPEAKING PERFORMANCE

IN ENGLISH CLASS

IthaPujiarti,S.S,M.PdSMK Negeri Kudu, Jombang
NadhrohJauharoh, S.PdSMK Annajiyah, Tambakberas, Jombang

AbstractThe implementation of ICT has the advantage of the availability of informationwidely, and precisely, the ease of learning process and technology support to facilitatethe process of teaching and learning. However, reducing the emphasis on technology,regardless of the focus of the instruction, is worrisome. Indonesia needs to make sure allits students are familiar with the tools of technology, not just the ones rich enough toown mobile phones or use computers outside of school. The focus is on how studentscan arrange deals and make cancellations of agreements or reservations. Also studentscan handle complaints from customers in certain jobs. The constraints of students'speaking ability rather than speech writing skills not only get in this English class.However, the motivation of students in receiving this less lesson obtained. In this study,teacher choosing video recording as the right way to increase the value of talkingbecause through video recording they can express it without limits by recording what isbest of them. In this article formulates the problems faced by the English class inspeaking ability: does recording the video increase students speaking ability andstudent speaking motivation?. Also the negative impact using technology can beminimized by creative activity. It investigated that learning by using video recordingmedia benefits teachers in conditioning students become more focused. Beside goodachievement they got, it also grow the discipline habit in the classroom that created inthe application of this method.
Keyword: video recording, speaking, performance, achievement.

A. INTRODUCTIONThe growth of science and technology especially the progress of information andcommunication technology (ICT) has created new traditions and culture in humancivilization. ICT supported by electronics technology has a wide influence to variousfields of life, including education. As the education system in Indonesia that alwayschanging to realize becomes more qualified.
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And the technology skills that were being taught in some schools may not be all thatuseful in the age of mobile devices. The curriculum was designed in 2006, whenstudents needed to learn how to turn on computers, and the use of Microsoft Office, orhow to assemble and repair desktop hardware, was considered essential.However,reducing the emphasis on technology, regardless of the focus of the instruction, isworrisome. Indonesia does need to make sure all its students are familiar with the toolsof technology, not just the ones rich enough to own mobile phones or use computersoutside of school.The implementation of ICT has the advantage of the availability of informationwidely, and precisely, the ease of learning process and technology support to facilitatethe process of teaching and learning. In this lesson, teachers introduce video recordingin speech practice to represent students' learning score. The application of videorecording also has a distinctive advantage that is not limited by place and time.In this experience, teacher has problem in a lack of ability to speak than inwriting ability to the student. Teachers focus on basic competence 3.2 Understandinglimited conversations with native speakers who are indicative so that students candisclose reservations on the job, students can arrange deals and make cancellations ofagreements or reservations and students can handle complaints from customers incertain jobs.The constraints of students' speaking ability rather than speech writing skills notonly get in this English class, however, the motivation of students in receiving this lesslesson obtained. Thus, affect student learning outcomes. Yet the purpose of SMKgraduates is the ability of students who should be well honed according to the schoolcurriculum. So, the writer choose the title of best practice "using video recording inimproving speaking performance in English Class"The implementation of this learning model is conducted in the fifth semester ofclass XII in SMK Negeri Kudu Jombang. Conducted in class XII majoring in Technique ofBuilding Design 2 which amounted to 33 students in one class.Based on the above background, the authors formulate the problems faced by theEnglish class in speaking performance:does the video recording change student betterin terms of learning outcomes and motivation? This problem encourages teachers toteach with video recording media to foster students' motivation in learning. So thestudent will achieve better than before.
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Based on the background above, the authors formulate the problems faced by theEnglish class in the ability to speak: whether the video recording media can change thestudents become more understand the formulation of existing problems, the purpose ofthis paper is to find out more about ICT-based learning model And its application ineducation. With ICT, the students' easiness in understanding the lesson does not have tobe sourced to the teacher or reading book. With ICT-based learning media, it can turnnegative things into more positive ones. Utilization of computer laboratory, mobilephone and internet is very useful in learning English..Brown (2007: 237) states that social contact in interactive language functionsis a matter of importance and in which it is convey the body language, gestures, eyecontact, physical distance and other Nonverbal messages. Means that communicatingsomething to be the good and to be true are not only interact but must be done withbody language, gesture, eye contact and physical distance and language in accordancewith situation and conditions. Also through the video recording, student can expresstheir message into their body language, gesture and eye contact.The purpose of choosing video recording as the right way to increase the valueof talking because with video recording they can express it without limits by recordingwhat is best of them. So with the courage expressing in the recording makes thestudents' ability to increase and interested to speak and correct their language for thebetter. And it will have an impact on their achievement in a better score.According to Solomon (2004: 349), video segments can illustrate an event or aprocedure so that students feel as though they are actually there. With the help of somespecial equipment, videos can easily be inserted into multimedia presentations.Through the video recording that this study discuss it more help students perform theywant to express in language, they can have motivation to do more.

The Advantages of Using Video Recording in English Class:The Use of Video as a media in The Teaching and Learning Process. Harmer(1998: 282) states there are many advantages when using videos in the teaching andlearning process:1) Seeing language-in-use, students do not just hear language but they can also see it.They can know the general meaning and moods that are conveyed through expressions,gesture, and other visual clues.
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2) Cross-cultural awareness, which is allowing students a look at situations for beyondtheir classroom. Videos also give students a chance to see such things as what kinds offood people eat in other countries and what they wear.3) The power of creation, when students use video cameras themselves they are giventhe potential to create something memorable and enjoyable. Motivation, most studentsshow an increased level of interest when they have a chance to see language in use ashear it, and when this is coupled with communicative tasks.Based of the three advantages above, the advantage of using video recording inthe speaking assessment with speech is students can create their own video to assessthemselves. Similar with the advantagesaid by Harmer, Paul (2000: 163) said that, theeffective using of video requires knowledge and planning. Video can make easy of theteacher to explain the material. Instead of being fun and useful, they can create thesituation in class do not make students boring. However, only a little of all the materialsavailable will be suitable for the students and the teaching purposes. The teacher haveto select materials with clear objectives, the students‟ level and interest in mind, and getto know it well before using it. There should be a clear purpose for every video thatteacher show, for example, style of communicative interactions in English, working atlanguage forms, developing listening comprehension, speaking or discussion.From the explanations above, it is clear that videos have many advantages.Videos can support the teaching learning process and also give advantage for thestudents to assess themselves to see if they to improve their speaking skill or not. Thestudents can learn language not only by listening how native speakers pronounce somewords but also by observing their expression. They can also learn about culture fromother.

B. METHODThis study was using quasi experimental research with single class as subjectandqualitative research design to determine the level of motivation of the students. Itattempted to analyze the effectiveness of one variable toward another variable byisolating, controlling, and manipulating the variable in real world setting. There weretwo types of variable in the research. The first was video recorded speaking task as theindependent variable, and the second was student speaking motivation as thedependent variable. Furthermore, teacher selected one class of the twelve grade student
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of SMKN Kudu majoring Design of Building Technic, Jombang as the participant of thisstudy. In this teaching experiment, teacher conducted pretest and posttest treatment forinvestigating the effectiveness of video recorded speaking task on students’ speakingskill. The pretest was administered to get initial data of students’ speaking skill. And thepost test was administered to examine the result of the use video recorded speakingtask on students’ speaking skill.The test was used instrument in this study. The test was given twice, beforeand after treatment on process using video recorded task. The pretest was intended thespeaking skill of the student and posttest was intended to know the effect ofachievement the student speakings’ skill.

The Rubrics Speaking Assessment
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Aspect Needs

Improvement

1

Satisfactory

2

Good

3

Excellent

4

Grammar Student wasdifficult tounderstand andhad a hard timecommunicatingtheir ideas andresponsesbecause ofgrammarmistakes.

Student wasable to expresstheir ideas andresponsesadequately butoften displayedinconsistencieswith theirsentencestructure andtenses.

Student wasableto express theirideas andresponses fairlywell but makesmistakes withtheir tenses,however is ableto correctthemselves.

Student wasable toexpress theirideas andresponseswith ease inpropersentencestructure andtenses.
Pronunciation Student wasdifficult tounderstand,quiet inspeaking,unclear inpronunciation.

Student wasslightly unclearwithpronunciationat times, butgenerally isfair.

Pronunciationwas good anddid not interferewithcommunication

Pronunciationwas very clearand easy tounderstand.
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Vocabulary Student hadinadequatevocabularywords toexpress his/herideas properly,which hinderedthe students inResponding.

Student wasable to usebroadvocabularywords but waslacking,makinghim/herrepetitive and

Student utilizedthe wordslearned in class,in an accuratemanner for thesituation given.

Rich, preciseandimpressiveusage ofvocabularywords learnedin and beyondof class.cannot expandon his/herideas.
Fluency Speech is veryslow,stumbling,nervous, anduncertain withresponse,except for shortor memorizedexpressions.

Difficult for alistener tounderstandSpeech is slowand oftenhesitant andirregular.Sentences maybe leftuncompleted,but the studentis able tocontinue.

Speech ismostly smoothbut with somehesitation andunevennesscausedprimarilyby rephrasingand groping forwords.

Speech iseffortless andsmooth withspeed thatcomes closeto that of anativespeaker.

Comprehensio
n

Student haddifficulty Student fairlygrasped the Student wasableto comprehend
Student wasable to
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understandingthe topics thatwere beingConveyed.

topics that werebeingconveyed.
the topics thatwere beingdiscussed.

comprehendto all of theinformation inthe topics thatwere beingdiscussed withease.
An interview was the instrument to get student opinion about theimplementation of video recorded students task on speaking skill. The content of thequestion in interview was five questions. There are:

The Questions of an Interview

NO QUESTIONARE RESPONSE1. What is your opinion of the usingvideo recorded speaking task? Negative/ positive2. What did you like in the using Videorecorded speaking task? Negative/ positive3. What did you dislike in the using ofvideo recorded speaking task? Negative/ positive4. What advantage did you get from theusing of video recorded task? Negative/ positive5. How is the impression after doingvideo is recorded speaking task? Negative/ positive
In the implementation process, firstly the teacher has to ask the students toprepare the work. Then the steps are as follows:1. The students are given briefing in accordance with the text book, how tohandlereservations, handle complaints, arrange accuracy and cancel it.2. Next, students are given the task to arrange the dialogue as the option from theteacher in pair.3. Teacher will accompany them to arrange the dialogue in their structure,vocabulary and the content of the dialogue, then4. Students can practice in the classroom or outside the classroom.5. Before the recording process students can practice the conversation in front ofthe teacher for the complete revision.
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6. The student can record their conversation by friend helping at home oranywhere they want, it means that teacher allow them to express their passionas they wanted.7. On the next meeting they can submit their recording to the teacher.8. Teacher begins to make assessment according to the indicators of assessmentof speaking: grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.9. The next step is show time in front of the class the result of videos recording bythe students also their score.10. At last step teacher conduct an interview to the student about the responsesusing video recorded taskIn the implementation process, firstly the teacher give them explanation about thedefinition on basic competence in understanding limited conversations with nativespeakers who are indicative so that students can disclose reservations on the job,students can arrange deals and make cancellations of agreements or reservations andstudents can handle complaints from customers in certain jobs. Then the teacher asksthe student to do:1. Asking the question about the teacher explanation, the certain grammar and theright expression of that reservation.2. Teacher answer the student question and give some examples and make it surethat the student got the point of view.3. Teacher divide the materials to each group that consist of :

- group1: reservation materials,
- group 2: Making arrangement,
- group 3: handling complain4. Then, the students may practice dialogue in the classroom or outside theclassroom. On that way teacher as corrector also the motivator for the student intheir practicing helps the student to arrange the dialogue as well.5. Teacher helps to review the dialogue corrected in grammar, pronunciation,vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.6. These student not only memorizing to the dialogue also they have to express therole as the receptionist and customer.7. The next meeting is to submit the video to the teacher as an assessment.  Thespeaking assessment as the criterion on the final score of this project.
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8. And then the teacher shows each video for the final presentation. Also teacherannounce the score that student got.
C. FINDING AND DISSCUSSION

In this study, teacher analyzed the result of the implementation. It found thedifferent of score before and after treatment significantly. It shows from the tablebelow. The score that they got from 5 aspects got increased number from 75 until 90.Before treatment they got bad score from their grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary,fluently and comprehension. It shows from their score that they got number from 25until 45.
The Students Score before and after Treatment

In cognitive impact can be seen from the table of speaking ability assessment.Student scores increased an average of 40% from thereafter.Based on the questionnaire result below, it found the more positive responsesthan the negative responses show that student have a motivation to learn English more.The negative responses got from the student who need more attentions in their study.
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The Questionnaire Result

NO QUESTIONARE POSITIVE
RESPONSES

NEGATIVE
RESPONSES1. What is your opinion of the usingvideo recorded speaking task? 30 students 3 students2. What did you like in the using Videorecorded speaking task? 28 students 5 students3. What did you dislike in the using ofvideo recorded speaking task? 2 students 31 students4. What advantage did you get from theusing of video recorded task? 29 students 4 students5. How is the impression after doingvideo recorded speaking task? 30 students 3 students

Total Responses 119 46
Positive impact is not only experienced by students but teachers as instructorshere are very helpful with the existence of video recording media, among others:a. Teachers will be easier to condition students in the classroom in order to gainbetter results or grades from students. Because media video recording is amedium that attracts students in their daily activitiesb. Teachers more easily to disciplinary students in the learning process. Teacherswill more easily divert students' habits with negative things become more usefulin using technology especially video recording.The weaknesses or obstacles that get in the application of this learning arevery small. Only some students who do not have mobile phone equipment with camerafacilities but it can be handled by other students in one group. For more satisfactoryresults in one group requires better camera facility for better recording.

D. CONCLUSIONBased on the best practice above, the utilization of information andcommunication technology in absolute education conducted to answer the problems inthe field of education. Cognitively, the score of the student achievedthrough theirpositive activity. It proven bystudent score before treatment and after treatment itshows on 40% increased.  In the assessing of the speaking skill, teacher more focuses onstudents’ performance because through their own recording, student could improve
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their speaking skill confidently.Also in speaking aspect of grammar show that studentcould arrange the sentences well in preparation in their speaking. In vocabulary andcomprehension, students have better score than their pronunciation. And other aspectof speaking they must increase their speaking fluently, it could increase by excercisemore. Also it increases values and discipline in the classroom is conditions created inthe application of this method.Based on the questionnaire of the research shows thatthe negative responses of the student in this study is less than the positive responses.Itproven that the speaking motivation of the student to the video recorded task isincreased.Suggestion are needed to the teacher and researcher to make their teachingmore interesting to the student and less the boredom in class, so they need to improvetheir teaching and learning about how to make the student more interesting in practicespeaking not only through the video recording but also in other media on ICT.Hopefully,teacher could develop their knowledge about ICT and collaborate with other skill inlanguage lesson. So that the motivation of the learners will improve and they canachieve their goal.
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English for Tourism: Bridging Students to Have Better Communicative and Life

Skills Through Doing Project Based Learning

Siti Maria UlfaSTKIP PGRI BANGKALANsitimariaulfa@stkppgri-bkl.ac.id
AbstractEnglish for Tourism is considered as a lesson which can help students to have bettercommunicative and life skills since its parts of objectives of the study. It contains boththeoretically and practically materials to be given to the students. Since the teachercombining materials from books and real materials which demands students to doproject dealt with tourism. Indeed, learning that be based on doing projects trainsstudents to be active in communicating in terms of promoting their potential local areareflecting its objectives of the study.  They are trained to be creative, active, andcommunicative and be responsible to what they have to accomplish.  However, it isimportant to demystify students in getting better life skills through a lesson they havewhich requires them to produce such a good project yet their ideas are not only beingteachers but tend to be the person who works in other fields.
Keywords: EFT, Communicative, Life Skills, PBL
1. IntroductionEnglish for Tourism (EFT) is nowadays being actively used as the term of lessonswhich its purpose to help promote one's potential area. It is included in a curriculum ofSTKIP PGRI Bangkalan since its important roles to help students to meet the graduatedprofiles as a guide to tourism. Therefore, English for Tourism (EFT) is given to thestudents with different kinds of learning experiences including asking them to makesome project related to the use of technology such as make tourism videos and blogs oftourism. Through doing those kinds of activities, students are encouraged to be moreactive and creative to find and create their learning experience by themselves. Ithappens since learning in a higher education institution is defined as a process of activeunderstanding and building up of meaning skills, what fully complies with essential ideaof project-based learning (PBL) (Lasauskiene and Rauduvaite, 2015: 788).So far, the term of Project Based Learning (PBL) is actually a learning which isbased on doing some projects. It again strengthens students' communicative skills tofully concern to the projects they made. It is still according to Lasauskiene andRauduvaite where they stated some areas of positive experience while the students are
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having their time doing the projects which can be seen through two categories. The firstcategory is about the development of students' competencies. Its sub-category includesthe development of students' self-dependence, responsibility for the expected projectresult, and the development of social competence of students. The second category isabout the collaboration between a lecturer and a student. Its sub-category includescoaching of lecturer and satisfaction with students' involvement in project activities(2015: 789). The two categories seem to be very good experience for the students andteacher to collaborate and get the positive experiences through doing a project.Going back to the way how the teacher teaches the classroom, it should behighlighted that the process of teaching and learning was quite mixed. It is around theideas of getting their students to understand some cultures of other areas and come upwith the ideas of compiling them into an opinion how to deal with the life. Yet thelearning goals of English for Tourism is should be dealt with the profiles of graduatestudents. The teacher should also locate their students' competencies in the firstnumber since English for Tourism (EFT) is included in English for Specific Purposes, anapproach to language learning and it is based on learners' need (Hutchinson and Watersin Rahman, 2015: 25). Hence, through the English for Tourism lesson, it hopes to be abridge for students and teacher to work collaboratively to meet the learning goals of thelesson.
2. ProblemsIt is in line with what in the introduction has already stated above. The problemsgo around the ideas of how can English for Tourism lesson can help students to be goodat promoting their potential tourism object. Second, how can the lesson also helpstudents to have good life skills to strengthen their communicative competence, and thelast maybe it is also crucial to know to what extent the Project Based Learning (PBL)contribute to their experience of getting a good notion of how actually learning Englishfor Tourism (EFT) give usefulness for their life in the future. It tends to look at thepositive aspects of doing the project-based learning.
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3. Methods

3.1 ParticipantsThe participants were the students who were having English for Tourism (EFT) lessonand doing the project. All the participants were the sixth semester and the sum wasabout ninety students. All of them were being actively doing the project and come to theclass joining the lesson.
3.2 Data collectionWhen talking about data collection, it is dealing with the method how the datawere taken or collected. This research was conducted through the use of Focus GroupDiscussion (FGD), direct observation through the result of students' project. In doingfocus group discussion (FGD), the writer interviewed the teacher of English forTourism. She asked several questions consisting of how he handled and taught thestudents. Also, the materials used to support the teaching and learning process and theachievement of students after doing the project of tourism. The interview was not onlydone to the teacher it is also done to the students, asking them how the projects canhelp them to cover the communicative and soft skill they can get. While for the directobservation was also done by looking at the production or videos made by thestudents. Another was in term of making some blogs but still, the ideas werepromoting the local potential area.
3.3 Data analysisThe data analysis is done by using qualitative design where the data wereanalyzed inductively. The data of observation and interview were used to describe whatwas happening in the classroom while the learning process happens especially whenthe students were doing the projects. The writer notes every activity in the lessonactivities, analyzes the data, and classifies all the data based on the strategy.
4. Analysis/discussionConcerning to the purposes of learning English for Tourism (EFT) in STKIP PGRIBangkalan, it is dealing with the effort to help one's area to be developed and promotedthrough its potentials. Therefore, since the purposes are clearly stated, the universityplays an important role in also preparing their students to be agents of promotionthrough good ways. The good ways refer to the things which are given to them andstated in the curriculum. Within teaching and learning process, students were exposedto the specific objectives of how English should be used in term of tourism. Knowing
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basically the lacks including structures (grammar), vocabulary, fluent English skill,wants including communicative English used in the tourism industry, related key jobskills, and necessities more fluent English skills, TOEIC instead of TOEFL, a partnershipwith tourism agent and department.Besides, the authentic sources should be also highlighted, it can come fromseveral tourism sectors they are marine, culture, and arts. The examples of marinesector can be like Lombang beach, Gili Yang, GiliLabak, GiliGenting, Sumenep Annual Sail(Sumenep regency), while for the culture sectors may include KarapanSapi competition,traditional dances (MuangSangkal), KeratonSumenep, folklore; the history of Java andMadura, the tale of Geger hill, white tiger from Blega, and the examples of arts maycover Madurese Batik, Keris (heirloom of Indonesia). What has been explained are whatactually students can deal with and they have to produce. Connecting the ability ofcommunicative language and authentic sources help them a lot to work with the projectdemanded.Here are some examples of how students produced and make the project topromote local tourism object. They took local tourism object and make a simple video tobe uploaded on Youtube and also made some blogs since the teachers asked them tomake a project that was based on using the internet.

Picture 1. Example of final project of English for Tourism
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Picture 2. Example of final project of English for Tourism, making a blogThe core idea of Project Based Learning is that real-world problem capturestudents' interest and provoke serious thinking as the students acquire and apply newknowledge in a problem-solving context ( Efstratia, 2014: 1257). From the exampleabove, we can see clearly that students tried to make a simple but meaningful project oftourism. Through making those projects, students were giving their efforts to finisheverything. Their ability to use ICT and communicative language were quite excellent.When we look at the video (Picture 1), it contains a very good message in term ofpromoting their local area which not quite popular to people outside. The ideas ofmaking such video were very gorgeous since it had good scenarios also. While for thesecond example of doing a project (picture 2), making a blog, is not the same as makinga video. The two projects have their own difficulties but it seems students were capableto finish them well. Blogs can be also a good idea to teach students to deal with tourismto promote their idea. But maybe, uploading video is more attractive and mostlywatched or viewed by many people outside and that helps them a lot in promoting theirareas through the video made. Through doing the projects, give students experience ofhow they work, produce an interaction with the real learning process. They get benefitsfrom it how to discover and make experiments by learning through observation andinteraction. Since the projects were done in a group, it was easy for them to interactwith their friends and made a video of tourism. They also learn how interaction wasvery important in finishing the projects. They drop everything to make the projectscome true and it focuses on the learning process of the individual and concerns thedevelopment of the students' abilities, such as memory, creativity, and sensitivity toachieve knowledge (Mulligan, cited in Boud et al., 1993 in Efstratia, 2014: 1256). In
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addition, Irina et., al. (2014: 258) proposed that Project Based Learning allows studentsto learn how to manage, control and organize their activities and promotes adevelopment of their personal competencies related to motivational, axiological,volitional, pragmatist and reflexive spheres of activities.There are four reasons why students are better to be given projects which are based onusing the internet in term of bridging them to have better communicative and life skillsthrough doing the projects such as making videos and blogs as it is stated by Dudeneyand Hockly (2014: 44).

 No need to have the specialist technical knowledge to produce or to use Internet-based projects. Students already have their own ability to learn the internet bythemselves.
 They are group activities and, as a result, lend themselves to communication andthe sharing of knowledge.
 Often gives them a more "real-world" look and feel, and provide greatermotivation for learners.
 Encourage critical thinking skill. Learners are not required to simply regurgitateinformation they find but have to transform that information in order to achievethe given task.

5. ConclusionTo conclude, through Project Based Learning, students are well trained andencouraged their ability to work in a group, to be always connected to the problem ofthe real world. Besides, it provides students with more extensive knowledge of theproject method.  But, some notions should be also taken into account since it as negativeimplications related to Project Based Learning. Teachers are discouraged andsometimes they are not experienced, they lack of motivation, or just consider ProjectBased Learning as an additional activity only. Hence, selecting and choosing a topicgiven are should be done in focusing the students to acquire learning experience andcommunicative competence while doing the projects. Therefore, projects in makingvideos uploaded into Youtube and creating a blog to promote tourism objects areconsidered as projects which are actually experiencing the students to have bettercommunication with friends and their life skills improved.
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Oracle Origami as Teaching Learning Strategies for Beginners and Young

Learners

LintaWafdanHidayah, SS., M.Pdmissalindan@gmail.com
One of the main goals of language teaching is to equip our students with the abilityto communicate in the target language. It needs strategies for teaching learning English,one of which is playing Origami. Origami is one of game, it suitable for beginners andyoung leaner to learn English fun and easy. Origami means paper folding. Although it isbest known by this Japanese name, the art of paperfolding is found all over Asia. It isgenerally believed to have originated in China, where papermaking methods were firstdeveloped two thousand years ago.Oracle origami is kind of origami games. The game is played by the group, andcontains key words in English that should be played by the players. The players will playwhat is in the keywords in the oracle origami, for example the keyword is Family.  Theplayers will tell you about their family. So the players will indirectly speak English.Researcher assumes that oracle origami can help the beginners and young learners tolearn English with joyful.

Key Words: Oracle Origami, Learning Strategies, Beginner and Young Learners
1. IntroductionTeaching and learning processes directed to the teacher while in class, dealingwith students, plan the lesson, and evaluate(http://ferigramesa.blogspot.com/2012/11/pengertian-teaching-learning.html).Teaching English is a skill of the language in simple English with emphasis on listening,writing, reading and speaking skill using selected topics related to their environmentalneeds (Nilawati, 12:2009). According to Kusumayati, (2010:12) teaching is nottransferring the knowledge but actually teaching is for motivating, facilitating andorganizing his or her class, students, and other things related to teaching and learningprocess.Teaching English to Young Learners as beginner is a way to introduce English as aforeign language to young students. While children may not have an understanding ofwhy it is important to learn a second language, therefore English should be introducedat the earliest possible age.  For instance, creating a fun and positive learningenvironment can equip kids with a strong foundation for success in more advancedcourses later in their academic careers.
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Young learners are students that study about everything which they think as newlesson. They have different interest and ability to understand the lesson because thereare many factors that influence them. Because of it, it caused them to be difficult toabsorb and catch on the lesson that makes them suppose that it is problem. And it alsocaused that they have not ever learned it yet.Young learners are supposed to be children from the first year of formal schooling(five or six years old) to eleven or twelve years of age. However, the age of children isnot crucial for how mature they are. Young children are motivated when they arepraised. To help children acquire English, let them hear and experience the languagesince they are very small. In general it is known that young children are better inlearning languages than older people. In spite of this fact we still can doubt whetherchildren can learn more efficiently than adults. Anyway, it depends mostly on teachershow they can help learners to progress rapidly at any level of schooling. Children learnmostly through games, fun activities or real-life situations. In the very early age they arenot even worried of committing a mistake or expressing themselves in an incorrect way,they are just glad that they can express themselves. The most important thing at this ageof young children is acquisition. This can be referred to as the absorption of language.In a game, a child has the opportunity to try out and modify much of what theysee; the game is therefore a source of cognition for them. The idea of using games inteaching does not seem to be widely accepted and implemented yet, although itsprofitability and almost necessity has been proposed and justified as early as in theseventeenth century by Comenius. In spite of years of such knowledge and experience, itis still rare to see games implemented in the teaching process in schools in other thanfirst to third grades. Games are a valuable activity for language learning, especially forvery young learners. Children enjoy games and thus participate without anxiety.Games are a valuable activity for language learning, especially for very younglearners. Children enjoy games and thus participate without anxiety. Games canmotivate children greatly and they are activities which are usually familiar to childrenas regards structure, rules etc. Due to this familiarity they link back to the children’shome background, as stated from fleta (2009) that Games are simple structuredactivities which may involve little language but are meaningful to students and involvethe whole self (cognitively and emotionally), thus creating strong associations with thelanguage used.
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Games are particularly valuable for a child beginning to learn a foreign language.Children just beginning to learn a new language need some time to adapt to thelanguage, its sounds and rhythms. They need exposure to input before they experimentwith producing language. Some children will gladly experiment with production butsome can be shy and require more time. This ‘silent’ time/period should be offered tothe children and they should never be pressured into producing language. Games,therefore, offer an important tool which allows children to listen to and comprehendlanguage without requiring production. They can participate fully in all the activitieswithout being pressured to produce language (ioannou, 2010: 1). There many kinds ofgame, one of them is Origami.Origami is a game made of folding paper. Although it is best known by thisJapanese name, the art of paper folding is found all over Asia. It is generally believed tohave originated in China, where papermaking methods were first developed twothousand years ago. Traditionalorigami patterns use square paper but there are some patterns using rectangularpaper, papers strips, or even circle shaped paper (pwehrman@ihot.com). Researcherbelieves that most of the children as youth and beginners have ever played this oraclegame. The oracle game is very easy in playing the game and how to make it. So that,young learners do not feel they have learned and played.Oracle origami is a game made of folding paper, and played in a group thatconsists of five to eight people each group. The game is performed in turn, for the playerto play is required to hold origami oracle and play it until it finds a keyword hidden inoracle oracle's cockpit paper. After finding the keywords, the player must tell the storyaccording to the keyword hidden in the oracle origami. For example, the key word for afamily, so the player must talk or talk about family. For other players, they have to askthe player who is getting the turn and recorded the new vocabulary. From the playingoracle origami, the young learners can find out new vocabularies and trying to speakout English easily.

2. ProblemsThe widespread introduction of languages in primary schools has been describedby Johnstone (2009:33) as “possibly the world’s biggest policy development ineducation”, with English being
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the language most commonly introduced. Actually, learning English is not important forus but is needed as international language. Therefore English has to begin to beintroduced to beginners and young students, the children are including the beginnerclass of students in starting learning English.The age of children is very effective because in this golden age, children asbeginners and young students are more enthusiastic in enriching the language. Sinceyoung, must begin to be trained in learning good and true language both national andinternational languages. Even parents need to send their children to school from anearly age, in addition to training their children's academics as well as training andlaunching their children in language training. In some level of education even since earlychildhood education has been introduced in English, as stated “parents want theirchildren to develop English skills to benefit from new world orders and put pressure ongovernments to introduce English to younger children (Enever & Moon, 2009; Gimenez,2009). Young learners are children from the first year of formal schooling to eleven ortwelve years of age. They are relatively mature children with both adult and childishfeatures. Here there are general characteristics and language development of a younglearner according to Wendy and Ytreberg (1990 : 3):
 Their basic concepts are formed. They have very decided views of the world.
 They ask questions all the time.
 They can tell the difference between fact and fiction.
 They rely on the spoken word as well as the physical world to convey andunderstand meaning.
 They are able to make some decisions about their own learning.
 They have definite views about what they like and do not like doing.
 They have a developed sense of fairness about what happens in the classroomand begin to question the teacher’s decisions.
 They are able to work with others and learn from others.Language development:
 They understand abstracts
 They understand symbols (beginning with words)
 They generalize and systematize
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Moreover, young learners need the best strategies to learn English easily asforeign language. One of the best strategies is trough playing the game. There manykinds of game but the researcher chooses one the right game to increase teaching andlearning English for young learners and beginners, is playing oracle origami. Therefore,the researcher can defines the problems, the first is can oracle origami be effective forteaching vocabulary for young learners and beginners? The second, how is oracleorigami can increase teaching learning English for young learners and beginners? Theresearcher believes that oracle origami can be effective and increase in teachinglearning English for young learners and beginners, because in playing oracle the younglearners can learn English. From this game, the young learners can play while study.Indirectly, the young learners will practice and trying to remember the vocabularies, sothat it can arrange the sentence in oral perfectly.

3. MethodResearch is careful study an investigation, especially in order to discover newfacts or information, such of scientific, historical research (Hornby, 1995:996). Researchis poses that the combination step is done systematically and logically to get thesolution of the problem or to get the answer from the certain question (Brata, 2006:11).So, research design is a strategy to arrange the setting of the research in order to get thevalid data that are suitable to all variable characteristic and the research.Teaching and learning English for young learners and beginners through oracleorigami technique is use descriptive research. Descriptive research does not fit neatlyinto the definition of either quantitative or qualitative research methodologies, butinstead it can utilize elements of both, often within the same study. The term descriptiveresearch refers to the type of research question, design, and data analysis that will beapplied to a given topic. Descriptive statistics tell what is, while inferential statistics tryto determine cause and effect. https://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/41/41-01.htmlThe goal of descriptive research is a comprehensive summarization, in everydayterms, of specific events experienced by individuals or groups of individuals. To someresearchers, such a qualitative design category does not exist. Unfortunately, this hasforced other researchers, especially novices to the methods of qualitative research, tofeel they have to defend their research approach by giving it ‘epistemologicalcredibility.’ This has led to the labeling of many research studies as phenomenology,
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grounded theory, or ethnography, when in fact these studies failed to meet therequirements of such qualitative approaches (Lambret, 2012). A descriptive approachneeds to be the design of choice when a straight forward description of a phenomenonis desired. It is an approach that is very useful when researchers want to know,regarding events, who were involved, what was involved, and where did things takeplace. Researchers can unashamedly name their research design as qualitativedescriptive. If their studies had overtones of the other qualitative research methods,those overtones need to be described, instead of incorrectly naming the researchapproach used by another method (i.e., phenomenology, grounded theory,ethnography). It is amazing how many researchers will indicate their studies used agrounded theory, ethnographic or phenomenological approach when, in fact, the designwas actual qualitative descriptive.

4. DiscussionTeaching English to Young Learners as beginner is a way to introduce English as aforeign language to young students. While children may not have an understanding ofwhy it is important to learn a second language, therefore English should be introducedat the earliest possible age.  For instance, creating a fun and positive learningenvironment can equip kids with a strong foundation for success in more advancedcourses later in their academic careers.Young learners are students that study about everything which they think as newlesson. They have different interest and ability to understand the lesson because thereare many factors that influence them. Because of it, it caused them to be difficult toabsorb and catch on the lesson that makes them suppose that it is problem. And it alsocaused that they have not ever learned it yet.
Games are particularly valuable for a child beginning to learn a foreign language.Children just beginning to learn a new language need some time to adapt to thelanguage, its sounds and rhythms. They need exposure to input before they experimentwith producing language. Some children will gladly experiment with production butsome can be shy and require more time. This ‘silent’ time/period should be offered tothe children and they should never be pressured into producing language. Games,therefore, offer an important tool which allows children to listen to and comprehend
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language without requiring production. They can participate fully in all the activitieswithout being pressured to produce language (ioannou, 2010: 1). There many kinds ofgame, one of them is Origami.Origami is a game made of folding paper. Although it is best known by this Japanesename, the art of paper folding is found all over Asia. It is generally believed to haveoriginated in China, where papermaking methods were first developed two thousandyears ago. Traditionalorigami patterns use square paper but there are some patterns using rectangular paper,papers strips, or even circle shaped paper (pwehrman@ihot.com). Researcher believesthat most of the children as youth and beginners have ever played this oracle game. Theoracle game is very easy in playing the game and how to make it. So that, young learnersdo not feel they have learned and played.Oracle origami is one of the best strategies for teaching learning English,especially for young learners and beginners, because how to make and how to play thisgame is very easy and cheap so it is considered very effective. This game is very popularamong children because most kids must have played this game. Oracle origami is agame made of folding paper, and played in a group that consists of five to eight peopleeach group. The game is performed in turn, for the player to play is required to holdorigami oracle and play it until it finds a keyword hidden in oracle oracle's cockpitpaper. After finding the keywords, the player must tell the story according to thekeyword hidden in the oracle origami. For example, the key word for a family, so theplayer must talk or talk about family. For other players, they have to ask the player whois getting the turn and recorded the new vocabulary. From the playing oracle origami,the young learners can find out new vocabularies and trying to speak out English easily.

5. Conclusion
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Young learners need the best strategies to learn English easily as foreignlanguage. One of the best strategies is trough playing the game. The researcher believesthat oracle origami can be effective and increase in teaching learning English for younglearners and beginners, because in playing oracle the young learners can learn English.From this game, the young learners can play while study. Indirectly, the young learnerswill practice and trying to remember the vocabularies, so that it can arrange thesentence in oral perfectly. And how to play this game in a group consists of five untileight students for one group.
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and Finance Program UNMER Malang

Yasmin FaraniUniversity of Merdeka Malangyasmin.farani@unmer.ac.id
Maria Dwi WinarniSMAK St. Albertus Malangmaria2wien@gmail.com

AbstractThis R&D research was conducted due to the needs of the teaching materials forBusiness English Subject at D3 Banking and Finance Program, FEB, UNMER Malang.  TheSubject is 2 credits subject taught once a week to the 4th semester students who areready to do their On the Job Training (OJT) Program. As the primary instruments, theresearchers did preliminary interview to the staff of the Program and it was found outthat there was neither lesson plan nor materials available to teach the related Subject.As for the questionnaires, they were given to the students at the end of the semester.Apart from developing worksheets that could be used in the class, the researchers alsoconsidered to prepare the students by giving them sufficient provision, such as businessletters, vocabulary (banking and finance jargons) and dialogues exercises, whichhopefully helped them while they were doing their OJT Program.  The researchersapplied material development procedure proposed by Kathleen Graves, to develop thedraft of the lesson plan and the worksheets used for 14 meetings.  The products of theresearch were in the form of worksheets which consisted of integrated skills tasks, i.e.,listening and speaking skills.
Keywords: R&D, teaching materials, OJT Program, integrated skills

1 IntroductionD3 Banking and Finance Program (or Program Studi) is one of the Programs atFaculty of Economics and Business, University of Merdeka Malang.  The Programrequires its 4th semester students to take Business English (Banking & Finance) Subjectas one of compulsory subjects.  In accordance with that, one of the researchers of thisstudy (who is also the English lecturer at the Program) was asked by the Program toboth teach and develop the teaching materials for the related subject.
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Table 1. Kurikulum Program Studi: D3 Perbankan & Keuangan

No. Kode MK Nama MK sks Semester Sifat36. 614411 Business English (Banking &Finance) 2 IV Wajib

42. 615116 TOEIC Preparation 1 V Wajib50. 615508 Praktik Kerja Magang 1 2 V Wajib53. 616509 Praktik Kerja Magang 2 3 VI WajibAfter studying the existing curriculum (as seen in Table 1), the researchersdecided to develop teaching materials that involve integrated English skills.  In thefollowing quotation, Brown (2007: 284-285) gives an example of teaching reading skillwhich is integratedly taught with speaking (discussion), listening and, writing skills andits impact to the teacher.Despite our history of treating the four skills in separate segments of a curriculum, thereis a recent trend toward skill integration.  That is, rather than designing a curriculum toteach the many aspects of one skill, say, reading, curriculum designers are taking more of
a whole language appraoch whereby reading is treated as one of two or moreinterrelated skills... A lesson in a so-called reading class, under the new paradigm, mightinclude:

 a pre-reading discussion of the topic to activate schemata;
 listening to a teacher’s monologue or a series of informativestatements about the topic of a passage to be read;
 a focus on a certain reading strategy, say, scanning;
 writing a response to or paraphrase of a reading passage.

Furthermore, Brown (2007: 285) also states that: “This reading class, then, models forthe students the real-life integration of language skills, gets them to perceive therelationship among several skills, and provides the teacher with a great deal offlexibility in creating interesting, motivating lessons.”  This means that teacher gainsbeneficial impact, too – creating interesting, motivating lessons – from teachingintegrated skills.There are two approaches that can be used regarding the teaching materialsdevelopment; ESP (English for Specific Purposes) and EAP (English for AcademicPurposes).  In relation with the needs of teaching skills in the business context, theresearchers applied ESP approach, rather than EAP, to complete the development of theteaching materials.  ESP is the right choice for its purposes are concerned with thelearner’s needs, as stated by Richards (2001, 32) in the following quotation:
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An important principle of ESP approaches to language teaching is that the purposes forwhich a learner needs a language rather than a syllabus reflecting the structure ofgeneral English should be used in planning an English course.  Rather than developinga course around an analysis of the language, an ESP approach starts instead with ananalysis of the learner’s needs.
Another statement concerning with ESP and learner’s needs is also stated by Gillet(1996) on his article “What is EAP?” which is written in the following link,http://www.uefap.com/articles/eap.htm.  He wrote there that:First ESP is goal directed - the students are not learning the Englishlanguage for the sake of it, but because they need to use English...Second, ESP courses are based on a needs analysis, which aims tospecify as closely as possible exactly what it is that students have to dothrough the medium of English.

Apart from that, the researchers intended to develop materials that can be usedto prepare students to do the On the Job Training or Praktek Kerja Magang in the nexttwo semesters (as seen in Table 1); that is in the 5th semester (for a month) and 6thsemester (for 2 months).  The researchers considered this as an opportunity for them todevelop the teaching materials which could give sufficient provision to the students tobe applied in their OJT places, such as bank, manufacture industries and other relevantoffices or institutions (Pegadaian, PLN, Telkom).  During the OJT Program, they areusually positioned as teller, customer office staff, administrator, and finance staff.
2 ProblemThe main problem of this study is the availability of materials for the teachingthe Business English (Banking & Finance) Subject.  The Program did not have ones.  Soinstead of providing the lecturer of the subject with adequate teaching materials, itasked her to make ones.
3 M e t h o d sTo conduct this R&D research, as a qualitative research, it means theresearchers act as investigators, do observations and get depth of understanding ofcertain interests.  The following quotations define what a qualitative research is and therole of its researchers.
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Ary, et al. (2002, 25) states that qualitative researchers seek to understand aphenomenon by focusing on the total picture rather than breaking it down intovariables.  The goal is a holistic picture and depth of understanding, rather than anumeric analysis of data.  Bogdan and Biklen (2007, 6) states that qualitativeresearchers are concerned with process rather than simply with outcomes or products.According to Latief (2010, 101), R&D research is a qualitative research conducted toproduce a set of teaching learning apparatus, such as syllabus, teaching materials,teaching media, module, students’ workbook, and etc.  It can be concluded that there areno variables in qualitative research.  It mainly concerns with process and final products(teaching materials, module or student’s workbook).Furthermore, in the qualitative research, a researcher has important role inconducting the research since he or she is the instrument himself or herself.  Grave(1996) calls the primary or human instruments as human investigator as well.According to Ary, et.al (2002, 424), in qualitative studies, the human investigator is theprimary instrument for gathering and analyzing of data.  Bogdan and Biklen (2007, 4)states that qualitative research has actual settings as the direct source of data and theresearcher is the key instrument.  Latief (2010, 75) states that human instrument maybe equipped with various instruments that it is called as secondary instruments:In the qualitative research, the researcher himself has a role as a humaninstrument and collects the data taken from various sources.  Equippedwith some instruments, the researcher collects the data, by himself ormay be helped by others, by applying some techniques, such asinterview, observation, or document assessment, at once.

It is clear that in the qualitative research, the researcher is the main or the primaryinstrument.  However, he or she needs other instruments to help him or her to conductthe research, that is secondary instruments and they can be in the forms ofquestionnaire, interview, observation, and so on. As stated by Ary, et.al (2002, 425),managing the large volume of descriptive data generated from interviews,observations, and the collection of documents is an important consideration inqualitative studies.  Meanwhile, Bogdan and Biklen (2007, 4) state that someresearchers “hang around” schools with notepads in hands to collect their data.  Othersrely on video equipment in the classroom and would never conduct research without
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it.  Still others draw charts and diagrams of student-teacher verbal communicationpatterns.  As for this study, the researchers mostly used interview and questionnaire.Another characteristic of qualitative research is descriptive data.  According toAry, et.al (2002, 425):The qualitative inquires deals with data that are in the form of words,rather than numbers and statistics.  The data collected are the subjects’experiences and perspectives; the qualitative researcher attempts toarrive a rich description of the people, objects, events, places,conversations, and so on.
Meanwhile, Bogdan and Biklen (2007, 5) states that: “Qualitative research isdescriptive.  The data collected take the form of words or pictures rather thannumbers... The data include interview transcripts, field notes, photographs, videotapes,personal documents, memos, and other official records.”  In this study, the researcherscollected data in the forms of the descriptive data taken from preliminary interviews,observations, and questionnaire.As for this study, the primary subjects used were mainly four printed materialson business English, namely; Business Vocabulary: Build Your Business Vocabulary,
Doing Business in American English, Business English, Practical Guide To Business

Correspondence and Let’s Write English.  There are two kinds of instruments used;primary and secondary instruments.  The primary instruments, the researchersthemselves, used the secondary instruments to complete the data collection process.Furthermore, to develop the teaching materials, the researchers referred to and usedthe procedures which were adapted from framework of components of coursedevelopment processes proposed by Graves (1996).  The steps of the procedures ofmaterials development itself can be seen in the Table 2 below.
Table 2. Procedures of Materials Development

Framework of Components of Course Development Processes by Graves
(1996)
No. Components Contents1. Needs Assessment/AnalysisWhat are my students’ needs? Howcan I assess them so that I can

Objective and Subjective Needs
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address them? Questionnaires?Observation? Interview? Etc.2. Determining Goals and ObjectivesWhat are the purposes and intendedoutcomes of the course? What willmy students need to do or learn toachieve these goals?

Goals (the intended outcomes ofthe course).
Objectives (what to do andlearn to achieve the goals).

3. Conceptualizing ContentWhat will be the backbone of what Iteach? What will I include in mysyllabus?
Language ComponentsLanguage FunctionsLanguage SkillsGenre/TextsEtc.4. Selecting and Developing

Materials and ActivitiesHow and with what will I teach thecourse? What is my role? What aremy students’ roles?
Selecting Materials (Adopt?Develop? Adapt?)Teaching-Learning TechniquesMaterial Evaluation

5. Organizing Content and ActivitiesHow will I organize the content andactivities? What system will Idevelop?
Lesson Level and Course Level

6. EvaluationHow will I assess what studentshave learned? How will I assess theeffectiveness of the course?
Students’ Assessment

7. Consideration of Resources and
ConstraintsWhat are the givens of my situation?

-

4 A n a l y s i s /  d i s c u s s i o nThe Business English Subject is a 2 credits subject taught for one semester tothe 4th semester students of D3 Banking and Finance Program of Faculty of Economicsand Business at University of Merdeka Malang.  One semester of 2 credits subjectconsists of 14 meetings of 100 minutes lecturing in each meeting, and 2 meetings for
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UTS or mid-term test (on the 8th meeting) and UAS or final test (on the 16th meeting).Therefore, the researchers had to make the draft of the lesson plan and arrange the timeallotment, language skills, topics, tasks/assignments, and etc.

4.1 Steps to Develop the WorksheetsTo begin the research, the researchers studied the existing curriculum of D3Banking and Finance Program; it was found out that the students had to do the OJT orOn the Job Training Program in the next 2 semester; that is in the 5th and 6th semesters.Apart from that, the researchers also did preliminary interviews to the staff of theProgram in order to know more about the applied curriculum.  Then, they couldproceed to make the draft of the lesson plan.With the main purpose of giving the students sufficient provision while they dotheir OJT Program, next,  the researchers made a simple draft of lesson plan, whichconsists of skills used and proposed topics, as shown in the Table 3 below.  However,the researchers present only half of the meetings; first meeting up to UTS (meeting 1 –8).  As for the final products, this R&D research produced teaching materials in the formof worksheets given to the students as handouts.
Table 3. Lesson Plan Draft: Proposed Topics

No. Unit/Meeting Skills Proposed Topics1. Unit 1 Speaking & Listening Dialogue: Business
Introduction2. Unit 2 Reading  & Listening Reading text: Message &
ScheduleVocabulary Business English Jargons (1)3 Unit 3 Speaking & Listening Dialogue: Around the Office4 Unit 4 Reading & Listening Reading text: Invoice &
CalendarVocabulary Business English Jargons (2)5. Unit 5 Writing Types of Letters andComponents of LettersInquiry Letters6. Unit 6 Reading & Listening Reading texts: Memo & LetterVocabulary Business English Jargons (3)7. Unit 7 Writing Answer to Inquiry LettersReview8. UTS / Mid-term Test
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4.2 The WorksheetsThe product of this R & D was the 14-unit-draft of worksheets and itcovered 4 language skills; Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing which were taughtintegratedly during the class sessions.  In line with teaching ntegrated skills, Brown(2007: 286-295) proposes 5 models of skills integration in which one of them – TaskBased Language Teaching (TBLT) – is suitable to be used in this study.  As Brown (2007,287) states that “As its heart, TBLT implies several integrated skills in its focus onlanguage in the real world.  Most real world situation demand simultaneous use of twoor more skills.”  The following is the brief explanation about the developed materialsand each skill used integratedly.Speaking materials are integratedly given with listening in the form ofdialogues (as seen in Appendix 1). This section is divided into 3 parts; dialogue drilling,conversation practice and culture focus and has the purposes of making the students topractice their speaking and as well as to learn culture.  As for the culture focus (onActivity 3), students can learn about English culture (in this case is American culture)on the related topic.Reading materials (as seen in Appendix 2) are not in the forms of readingtext or passage but in the forms of memo, invoice, message, letter, etc., so that studentscan learn reading skill through real work context.  The purposes of this section are tomake the students be able to practice their reading skill and improve their vocabulary.Apart from that, they can use the provided spaces (Activity 2) to write new words thatthey find and do not understand the meaning while reading.  Besides, they also learnvocabulary and do exercises on business English and banking & finance jargons.The last part, that is, writing materials, in this section students are givenexercises on writing business letters (as seen in Appendix 3).  The exercises are mostlyin the forms of close procedure items. The purposes of this section to make the studentsto be able to learn about kinds and types business letters and practice them as well.
4.3 The Questionnaire ResultsThe researchers used Subjective Needs questionnaire (the secondaryinstrument) and gave it to the students at the end of the semester to gather theirinformation concerning with the worksheets.  The total numbers of them, in A Class, are
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24 people.  However, 21 of them filled the questionnaires and returned them.  Thefollowing Table 4 shows the results of the filled questionnaires.
Table 4. The Questionnaire ResultsNo. Questions Responses1 What did you expect to learn fromthis Business English Course (beforestudying it)? (1) Knowing more English and so gettingmore knowledge (3 students)(2) Being able to speak well in English(20 students)I(and to communicate with speakersof English in Indonesia or abroad andin working environment; to betterunderstand English accent andintonation;(3) Having better ability in writing skill(2 students)(4) Having more knowledge of BusinessEnglish or banking (3 students)(5) Applying the knowledge at worklater on (1 student)2 How did you find learning BusinessEnglish Subject? Choose one of thefollowing options: (1) Very easy – (2)Easy – (3) Somewhat – (4) Difficult –(5) Very Difficult

(1) Very easy(2) Easy (4 students)(3) Somewhat (17 students)(4) Difficult(5) Very difficult3 How did you find learning anintegrated skills-course (i.e. listeningand speaking) in this BusinessEnglish? Choose one these followingoptions: (1) Very interesting – (2)Interesting – (3) Somewhat – (4)Boring – (5) Very Boring

(1) Very interesting (3 students)(2) Interesting(14 students)(3) Somewhat (3 students)(4) Boring (1students)(5) Very boring
4 How did you find studying thecontent materials of Business EnglishSubject, such as practicing businessintroduction and writing applicationletter? Choose one of these followingoptions: (1) Very useful – (2) Useful –(3) Somewhat – (4) Useless – (5)Very Useless

(1) Very useful (14 students)(2) Useful (6 students)(3) Somewhat (1 students)(4) Useless(5) Very useless
5 Related to No. 4. Give Reasons(s)! By taking Business English Subject, I :
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(1) am able to apply or communicatewith foreigners which is important inthe work place in the future (16students)(2) have benefits in increasing ourknowledge especially in BusinessEnglish (4 students)(3) can write better letter(official/unofficial) in English (5students)(4) have never had problem practicing(1 student)(5) find it useful for everyday use in myactivities (1 student)(6) can speak and write better in English(1 student)I6 Comments and suggestions: (1) The teaching method is fun andencouraging students to be active (4students)(2) The materials are good and relativelyinteresting, useful andunderstandable (9 students)(3) It provides  a lot of practice (2students)(4) This course prepares us for thefuture work environment (3students)(5) Love the way the teacher runs theclass (skillful, helpful and cool) andthe learning environment (10students)(6) Needs some speaking practice too (1student)(7) Needs some more activities to avoidboredom (2 students)

Hence, it can be concluded there is a high expectation that by taking thiscourse students will improve their knowledge on Business English as well as theirknowledge of English language skills. This is relevant with their future potentialworking place and environment. In particular, students need more speaking activities orpractice to help them enhance the speaking skill as they believe their ability to speakfluent and good English will be beneficial for their future career and personal life. Thehandouts turned out to be manageable to learn as stated by 81% of the respondentswhile 19 % stated that learning the course was easy. Thus, the handouts have servedtheir intended purpose well. Students found out that learning English skills integratedly
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interesting as stated by 81% of the respondents. This is in line with the previous findingthat when students feel what they learn is approximately at their level of competencethey are going to be enthusiastic and eager to learn it better. Almost all students, 20 outof 21, stated the materials covered in the handouts  are useful in improving theirEnglish skills and in preparing their potential career or future work due to the variousand relevant exercises and activities . Furthermore, they also hope that later on they canactually apply what they learn in their field of work, for example: able to communicatewith English speaking clients, write application letter and formal business letter. Thequestionnaires clearly pointed out that proper content, appropriate teaching methodsand supportive learning environment, including how the lecturer managed the class,really affected the students’ attitude towards the learning process. Half of therespondents mentioned they loved and enjoy the learning atmosphere in class inaddition to their helpful and supportive lecturer. This eventually would help them learnbetter and similarly affect the outcome as proven by the recorded works of the studentstaking the course.
5 ConclusionBased on the findings, the reseachers found that the worksheets developed forthe Business English class have sufficiently fulfilled the students’ expectations asshown by the results of the questionnaires. Yet, it is recommended to provide moreapplicable exercises and activities rather than those stressing merely on theories oflanguage skills. Here, the researchers found there is a significant need of spokenexercises. It will also be advantageous to have additional enrichment or reinforcementsection for those students whose learning pace and outcome is faster and better thanthe others in class. This hopefully will challenge faster learners from getting bored inthe class. This research shows that materials learning development have their ownneeds and challenges. It should be carefully designed, implemented and reviewed orevaluated for further improvement. When it is done based on the needs of theeducational institution, the students as well as the lecturer will effectively serve theirfunction and provide a number of advantages for all parties involved.
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Attachments: developed materials

Appendix 1

UNIT ONE

Speaking Section:

BUSINESS INTRODUCTION

SHORT DIALOGUES

Activity 1: DrillingListen and repeat after the teacher. Then practice it in pairs.
1. Sternberg : Ms. Stevens, I’m Bob Sternberg, Chief Engineerat Conway Incorporated.Stevens : How do you do?Sternberg : It’s nice to meet you.2. Donovan : I’m Jeff Donovan, Sales Director at Norpac Incorporated.Sanchez : How do you do?Donovan : It’s nice to meet you.Sanchez : Let’s go into my office.3. Solly : Mr. Delano? How do you do? I’m Mike Solly.Delano : How do you do, Mr. Solly? Please come into my office.Solly : Thank you.Delano : Have a seat.Solly : Thank you.4. Goodman : Mr. Delano, this is Betty Williams, our new engineer.Williams : How do you do, Mr. Delano?Delano : Please to meet you.Goodman : Ms. Williams, Mr. Delano is Manager of Production atLine Planning.5. Roberts : Mr. Matthews, this is Mr. Bacon, the new Vice President ofthe International Division.Matthews : How do you do, Mr. Bacon?Bacon : How do you do, Mr. Matthews?Roberts : Mr. Bacon, Mr. Matthews is the Manager of Finance.
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Activity 2: ConversationPractice it with the teacher.  Then, practice in pairs with your friend before present it infront of the class.Sam : Hello, I don’t think we’ve met.  Sam Eriks.Victor : Victor Tang.  Please to meet you.Sam : And what company are you from Mr. Tang?Victor : Ocean Wide. I’m the sales representative for this region.Sam : Ah yes.  I know your company.  Your business is expanding very rapidly at themoment.Victor : Yes, we’re doing quite well.  And yourself? Who do you work for?Sam : Actually I work for myself, I’m the C.E.O of small export and packagingcompany. We specialize in sea food.Victor : It’s a growing market.Sam : Yes, but very competitive one, Mr. Tang.Victor : Please call me Victor.

Activity 3: Culture Focus

Business CardsAmong Americans, exchanging business cards is not a formality.   American businesspeople generally do not exchange business cards with each other during anintroduction.  They may exchange business cards at the end of a meeting if they want tokeep in contact.
Shaking HandsThings we have to pay attention in shaking hands are making eye contact, smiles, and
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handshake is firm and lasts only a few seconds.  Americans feel that a limp handshakeshows lack of confidence.
Business ClothingBusiness clothing in America is often more casual than in other countries.  However,American businessmen usually wear suits:a. when they are interviewing for a new job.b. when they meet other business people for the first time.c. when they meet with important clients.d. when they attend an important event (e.g. a reception, a conference, a speech, etc.)Professional businesswomen in the US usually wear:a. skirts and blouses (often with a jacket).b. dresses (sometimes with jacket).c. suits.Both men and women usually dress more formally as their job levels increase.
Appendix 2

UNIT TWO

Reading Section:

PASSAGE 1
Activity 1: Read the following message!
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Activity 2: Difficult Words

Write the difficult words you find in the passage above. Discuss them with your
friends.  Use your dictionary to help you.1. ____________________ : ___________________________________2. ____________________ : ___________________________________3. ____________________ : ___________________________________4. ____________________ : ___________________________________5. ____________________ : ___________________________________
Activity 3: Comprehension Exercises1. Who does the caller want to talk to? 2. What was the call about?(A) Mr. Denby (A) A repeat order(B) Mr. Stein (B) Delayed shipment(C) Mr. Holiday (C) Scheduling a delivery(D) Ms. Kloss (D) Correcting a mistake.3. When was the message made and who wrote it?4. Where does Mr. Denby work?5. If Ms. Kloss wants to contact Mr. Denby, she should call...6.  Why were boxes for ‘telephoned’ and ‘rush’ ticked?
Vocabulary Section:

Word Partnerships: Business English – 1

Activity 5: match the verbs in the left side with the nouns on the right side!

Set 1 1. answer a. goods 12. appoint b. a letter 23. arrange c. a meeting 34. export d. a new manager 45. pay e. the phone 56. solve f. a problem 67. type g. tax 78. welcome h. a visitor 8
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Set 21. 1.fill a. a. an applicant 12. 2. interview b. b. a business 23. 3. offer c. c. a contract 34. 4. owe d. d. a discount 45. 5. rent e. e. some money 56. 6. run f. f. office space 67. 7. send g. g. a telex 78. 8. sign h. h. a vacancy 8
Choose the right phrases above to complete the following sentences!1. They might ......... if you pay within ten days.2. Do you need a license to ......... to the Soviet Union?3. Don’t forget we have to ......... on the profit we made.4. I’m trying to ......... with my bank manager next Tuesday.
Appendix 3

UNIT FIVE

Writing Section:
Letters: 1. ENQUIRIES

Activity 1: Completing: study the following incomplete letters.Choose the correct words or phrases for each blank space below.  Use the providedspaces to write your answers.  Then, complete the letter.advertisement discount latest catalogue price listadvise faithfully model price rangecurrent issues forward particularly referencedear information payment still available
A.
1. .................... Sir,
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I have seen your 2. ........... in the 3. .................. of “Office Weekly” and am interested in yourrange of office stationery.Could you please send me your 4. ............... and 5. ................. I look 6. ................ to hearingfrom you.Yours 7. ...................,
B.With 8. ................. to your advertisement in today’s “Times”, could you please send me  9................. about your office furniture. I am 10.  ................. interested in your adjustabletypist’s chairs.
C.Some time ago we purchased from you some JF72 solar-powered pocket calculators.As this 11. ................. was so popular with our customers, we would like to know if it is12. ............. If so, would you kindly 13. ................. us of your terms of  14. .............. andany quantity 15. ............... available. Could you also include details of any new models inthe same 16. .................
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Attachments: students’ works

Examples of Business Letters Assignments
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Examples of Planning A Business Trip Assignments
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Exploring School of Economics students’ English proficiency and reputable
companies’ English proficiency requirements for fresh-graduates

Astri Natalia Permatasari, S.IKom, M.MThe Boston Institute - Malangastri.natalia@gmail.com
AbstractASEAN Economic Community (AEC) has promoted the freedom of movement of goodsand services in Southeast Asia. It also raises the competition among individualsespecially university and college graduates in getting the best job possible. English is themost commonly used language in business world; therefore, there are many reputablecompanies who prefer to hire fresh-graduates who are proficient in English. Thisresearch was conducted to explore the level of English Proficiency of School ofEconomics students which was measured by the Test of English as Foreign Language(TOEFL) in Paper-Based Test (PBT) version. The students who participated in thisresearch were the 7th semester students who were taking the TOEFL Preparationclasses. The first test was held in October 2016 during the mid-semester and the secondwas held in January 2017 at the end of semester. The average students’ TOEFL scorethen compared with the average TOEFL scores required by one hundred job vacancieswhich were opened between August 2016 and January 2017 from sixty-nine reputablecompanies (both government and private-owned) to determined how many studentswho could actually meet with the English proficiency job requirement and have a goodchance to be hired.Keywords: job vacancy, English proficiency, TOEFL, PBT, college students

1. IntroductionBackground: This article was written to explore the English Proficiency level of2014th students of Malangkucecwara School of Economics which was measured bythe Test of English as Foreign Language (TOEFL) Practice Test, Paper-Based Test(PBT) version.
TOEFL is the most widely respected English-language test in the world, recognizedby more than 130 countries, including Australia, Canada, the UK and the UnitedStates; and the product of English Testing Service (ETS), the world’s largest privatenonprofit educational testing and assessment organization which based in NewJersey, USA. Thus, TOEFL PBT is a paper-delivered test measures students’ ability to
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use and understand English in classroom setting at the college or university level. Itaccurately measures how well they can listen, read and write in English whileperforming academic tasks.

New Entrants with 4-years college diploma “Very Important” Skills1. Oral Communications* 95.4%2. Teamwork/collaboration* 94.4%3. Professionalism/Work Ethic* 93.8%4. Written Communications* 93.1%5. Critical Thinking/Problem Solving* 92.1%
6. Writing in English 89.7%

7. English Language 88.0%8. Reading Comprehension 87.0%9. Ethics/Social Responsibility* 85.6%10. Leadership* 81.8%11. Information Technology Application* 81.0%12. Creativity/Innovation* 81.0%13. Lifelong Learning/Self Direction* 85.6%14. Diversity* 71.8%15. Mathematics 64.2%16. Science 33.4%17. Foreign Languages 21.0%18. Government/Economics 19.8%19. History/Geography 14.1%
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There are many reasons why college students need to study and learn English; oneof them is because English has become the international language of education andbusiness. Casner-Lotto & Barrington (2006) at (Yorke, 2005) stated that there were20 skills of new entrants with four years college diploma which are desired by theemployers. Writing in English was stated in number 6 (six) with 89.7%, whileEnglish Language was stated on number 7 (seven) with 88%.
Seabrook at The World Almanac and Book of Facts, New York: World AlmanacEducation Group, p.626 (at The Cultural Dimension of International Business 5th

Edition by Gary P. Feraro, p. 53) stated that there 5 (five) major languages of theworld, which includes English as the 3rd most spoken language of the world with340 millions speakers worldwide.
MAJOR LANGUAGES OF THE WORLD

Language Primary Country Number of First-

Language Speakers (in

millions)1. Mandarin China 8742. Hindi India 366
3. English UK/USA 3414. Spanish Spain/South America 3225. Bengali Bangladesh 2076. Portuguese Portugal/Brazil 1767. Russian Russia 1678. Japanese Japan 1259. German Germany 10010. Korean Korea 78

20. Humanities/Arts
* Indicates applied Skill

13.2%
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Those facts above proved that the ability to use English both in written andspoken play a very important part in determining whether or not they would beable to accomplish their intended career by the time they graduate. Moreover,since ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) has been launched in December 2015,the Malangkucecwara School of Economics graduates would have to compete notonly with the local job seekers, but also with the skilled migrant workers fromthe ten ASEAN countries to get highly-rewarded jobs.

2. Problems Statements:2.1 There is no difference between the mean of the first and second TOEFL Test2.2 The mean score of the second test is higher than the first test2.3 The mean score of the second test is lower than that of the requirement bycompanies2.4 The mean score of the second test is the same or higher than that of therequirements by the companies.
3 . R e s e a r c h  M e t h o d

3.1 Research Methodology: A quantitative research methodology was used forthis study. The first TOEFL test was administered in October 2016 at the mid-semester and the second was administered in January 2017 at the end of thesemester. The students’ TOEFL PBT mean score was compared with thecompanies’ TOEFL PBT average score to see how many of those test participantscan actually meet the requirement to apply for the jobs.
3.2. Population: The TOEFL PBT Practice Test participants were one hundredand fifteen 7th semester students of Malangkucecwara School of Economicsstudents who took the TOEFL Preparation Classes.
3.3. Research Period: A job vacancy survey was conducted from August 2016 toJanuary 2017 in several nation-wide coverage newspapers such as Kompas andJawa Pos; and in job-search companies such as www.jobsdb.co.id,
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www.jobstreet.com, and www.linkedin.com. The criteria for the job vacanciesmust be:3.3.1. Opened for university/college graduates with no previous workingexperience (fresh-graduates)3.3.2 Required S1 (Bachelor Degree) in Economics, majoring inAccounting and Management (including Finance, Human Resource andMarketing Management).3.3.3 Provided minimum TOEFL PBT score to apply.Based on the criteria above, there were 69 companies found. The details of thosecompanies were:

Company Type Number of CompaniesBanks 5State-owned Companies (BUMN) 9Private-owned Companies 55
TOTAL 69

4. A n a l y s i s /  d i s c u s s i o n
4.1 TOEFL PBT Score required by companiesThose 69 companies which were mentioned in the above table offered 100 jobvacancies with the TOEFL PBT score requirements as written in the tablebelow:
Table 2 TOEFL Score required by companies

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std.DeviationStatistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std.Error StatisticTOEFL_Score_Required_by_Companies 100 300 600 480.22 4.884 48.838Valid N (listwise) 100
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The Descriptive Statistics analysis in the table above showed that the TOEFLPBT score required condition of those 100 available jobs as (M = 480.22, SD= 48.838, min = 300,max = 600). It means that among those 100 available jobvacancies, the minimum TOEFL score required was 300 and the maximum600, with the mean score of 480.22

4.2 The Frequencies of TOEFL PBT Score required by 100 job vacancies

Table 3 Frequencies of company's TOEFL PBT Scores
TOEFL_Score_Required_by_CompaniesFrequency Percent ValidPercent CumulativePercentValid 300 1 1.0 1.0 1.0400 6 6.0 6.0 7.0420 1 1.0 1.0 8.0450 40 40.0 40.0 48.0460 2 2.0 2.0 50.0470 1 1.0 1.0 51.0475 2 2.0 2.0 53.0477 1 1.0 1.0 54.0500 25 25.0 25.0 79.0525 3 3.0 3.0 82.0550 15 15.0 15.0 97.0560 1 1.0 1.0 98.0600 2 2.0 2.0 100.0Total 100 100.0 100.0

The highest percentage was 40%, it means that 40 out of 100 job vacanciesrequired minimum TOEFL PBT score of 450. The second highest was 25%, itmeans that 25 out of 100 required score of 500 and the third highest was 15%which means that 15 out of 100 required 550.
4.3 TOEFL PBT Practice Test 1 ResultThe result of the first TOEFL Practice Test that was held on the last week of October2016 was shown in the Descriptive Statistic table below:
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Table 4 TOEFL Test 1 Descriptive Statistics

StatisticsTOEFL_TEST_1N Valid 115Missing 0Mean 378.87Std. Error ofMean 4.512Median 387.00Std. Deviation 48.390Minimum 217Maximum 503
(M = 378.87, SD = 48.390, min = 217, max = 503). This table indicated that inthe first TOEFL PBT Test, the 115 participants have got minimum score of 217and maximum of 503. And the average score was 378.87 which still have notmet the TOEFL score required by the job providers of 480.22 yet.

4.4 TOEFL PBT Practice Test 1 FrequenciesThe table below shows how many students can actually meet the company’sTOEFL score requirements after the Test 1
Table 5 TOEFL Test 1 Frequencies

TOEFL_TEST_1Frequency Percent ValidPercent CumulativePercentValid 217 4 3.5 3.5 3.5280 1 .9 .9 4.3293 1 .9 .9 5.2310 1 .9 .9 6.1317 1 .9 .9 7.0323 1 .9 .9 7.8327 2 1.7 1.7 9.6330 1 .9 .9 10.4333 3 2.6 2.6 13.0337 1 .9 .9 13.9340 2 1.7 1.7 15.7343 1 .9 .9 16.5
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347 1 .9 .9 17.4350 1 .9 .9 18.3357 5 4.3 4.3 22.6360 12 10.4 10.4 33.0363 5 4.3 4.3 37.4367 5 4.3 4.3 41.7373 4 3.5 3.5 45.2377 1 .9 .9 46.1380 3 2.6 2.6 48.7383 1 .9 .9 49.6387 4 3.5 3.5 53.0390 4 3.5 3.5 56.5393 4 3.5 3.5 60.0397 6 5.2 5.2 65.2400 4 3.5 3.5 68.7403 5 4.3 4.3 73.0407 5 4.3 4.3 77.4410 1 .9 .9 78.3413 4 3.5 3.5 81.7417 2 1.7 1.7 83.5420 4 3.5 3.5 87.0423 1 .9 .9 87.8427 1 .9 .9 88.7433 1 .9 .9 89.6437 3 2.6 2.6 92.2440 3 2.6 2.6 94.8450 1 .9 .9 95.7453 1 .9 .9 96.5457 2 1.7 1.7 98.3470 1 .9 .9 99.1503 1 .9 .9 100.0Total 115 100.0 100.0

Based on the data above, unfortunately there were only 1 (one) student whogot ≥ 480.22 and can actually meet the company’s average TOEFL Scorerequirements. But this result was understandable because the test was given in
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the middle of semester and the TOEFL preparations learning materials haven’tall been covered in the class yet.
4.5 TOEFL PBT Practice Test 2The result of the first TOEFL Practice Test that was held on the last week of January2017 was shown in the Descriptive Statistic table below:

Table 6 TOEFL Test 2 Descriptive Statistics
StatisticsTOEFL_TEST_2N Valid 115Missing 0Mean 417.29Std. Error ofMean 4.273Median 423.00Std. Deviation 45.822Minimum 217Maximum 497

The table above described the condition of the second TOEFL PBT test result (M =471.29, min = 217, max = 497) where there was a significant increase in studentsaverage score from 378.87 in the first test to 417.29.
4.6 TOEFL PBT Practice Test 2 FrequenciesThe table below shows how many students can actually meet the company’sTOEFL score requirements after the Test 2

Table 7 TOEFLTest 2 Frequencies
TOEFL_TEST_2Frequency Percent ValidPercent CumulativePercentValid 217 1 .9 .9 .9320 1 .9 .9 1.7333 1 .9 .9 2.6337 2 1.7 1.7 4.3350 2 1.7 1.7 6.1
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353 1 .9 .9 7.0357 1 .9 .9 7.8360 2 1.7 1.7 9.6363 2 1.7 1.7 11.3367 3 2.6 2.6 13.9370 2 1.7 1.7 15.7373 3 2.6 2.6 18.3377 4 3.5 3.5 21.7380 3 2.6 2.6 24.3383 5 4.3 4.3 28.7387 4 3.5 3.5 32.2390 2 1.7 1.7 33.9393 1 .9 .9 34.8400 1 .9 .9 35.7403 2 1.7 1.7 37.4407 2 1.7 1.7 39.1410 1 .9 .9 40.0413 5 4.3 4.3 44.3417 1 .9 .9 45.2420 2 1.7 1.7 47.0423 4 3.5 3.5 50.4427 5 4.3 4.3 54.8430 2 1.7 1.7 56.5433 1 .9 .9 57.4437 5 4.3 4.3 61.7440 6 5.2 5.2 67.0443 2 1.7 1.7 68.7447 4 3.5 3.5 72.2450 4 3.5 3.5 75.7453 1 .9 .9 76.5457 4 3.5 3.5 80.0460 5 4.3 4.3 84.3463 1 .9 .9 85.2467 5 4.3 4.3 89.6470 3 2.6 2.6 92.2473 1 .9 .9 93.0480 1 .9 .9 93.9483 1 .9 .9 94.8
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487 2 1.7 1.7 96.5490 2 1.7 1.7 98.3497 2 1.7 1.7 100.0Total 115 100.0 100.0

Test 2 showed a significant improvement where there were 8 (eight) students who got≥480. With the description of one student got 480, one student got 483, two students got487, 2 students got 490, and the highest were two students who got 497. This result wasdefinitely higher than the result of the Test 1 which only one student who could actuallymeet the average TOEFL PBT scores required by the 69 companies.
4.7 Paired Sample T-Test

Paired Samples Statistics

Mean N Std.Deviation Std. ErrorMeanPair 1 Test_1 378.87 115 48.390 4.512Test_2 417.29 115 45.822 4.273
Paired Samples Correlations

N Correlation Sig.Pair 1 Test_1 &Test_2 115 .564 .000
Paired Samples TestPaired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)Mean Std.Deviation Std.ErrorMean
95% ConfidenceInterval of theDifferenceLower UpperPair 1 Test_1 -Test_2 -38.417 44.051 4.108 -46.555 -30.280 -9.352 114 .000
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A paired sample t-test was used to compare Test 1 and 2 conditions. There was asignificant different in score for Test 1 (M = 378.87, SD = 48.390) and Test 2 (M = 417.29,SD = 45.822) conditions; t(114) = -9.352, p = 0.000.
This result suggest that once all the learning materials in TOEFL PBT PreparationClassed were taught, it did helped the students to understand TOEFL better and alsohelped them to acquire a better result in Test 2. In other words, Test 2 > Test 1

5. Conclusion

5.1 Highest and Lowest Score Population

TOEFL Test 1 TOEFL Test 2

Lowest Highest Lowest Highest

Score % N Score % N Score % N Score % N217 3.5 4 503 0.9 1 217 0.9 1 497 1.7 2
In Test 1, there were four students who got lowest score in TOEFL PBT Test withthe score of 217, which was 3.5% of the total population. But there was only onestudent who got the highest score of 503, which only 0.9% of the totalpopulation. Meanwhile in Test 2, there was only one student who got the lowestscore in TOEFL PBT Test with the score of 217, which was only 0.9% of the totalpopulation. The good news was, there are 2 students who got the highest scoreof 497, which was 1.7% of the population.  It showed that Test 2 showingstudents better comprehension of the TOEFL PBT materials in Reading,Structure, and Listening skills.
5.2 Mean of TOEFL Test 1 and 2

MEAN OF STUDENTS’ TOEFL TEST SCORES

Test 1 Test 2378.87 417.29
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The mean of students’ TOEFL Test Score in Test 1 was 378.87, and Test 2 was417.29. Therefore it was concluded that there was a significant improve betweenfrom Test 1 to Test 2. In another word, Test 2 > Test 1

5.3 TOEFL PBT Scores required by the 100 job vacancies of 69 companies

TOEFL SCORE REQUIRED BY JOB VACANCIESN Minimum Mean Maximum100 300 480.22 600
Among 100 job vacancies available for this study, the minimum requirement ofthe TOEFL Score was 300, the maximum was 600 and the mean was 480.22
5.5 Mean Comparisons between students’ and job vacancies’

MEAN COMPARISONS

STUDENTS’ JOB VACANCIES’Test 1 378.87 480.22Test 2 417.29
The comparison table above showed that the job vacancies mean was still higherthan students’ mean. It means that most of the students still haven’t met therequired TOEFL PBT score by the employers.
5.6 Number of students who could actually meet the companies’

requirementsIn Test 1, only one student got ≥480. Yet in the Test 2, there were eight studentswho got 480 or more. So there was a significant improve in Test 2 in thenumbers of students who had the chance to be hired by one of those companies.
STUDENTS WHO GOT ≥ 480Test 1 Test 2Score N Score N
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503 1 480 1- - 483 1- - 487 2- - 490 2- - 497 2
Total 1 Total 8
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UTILIZING TEACHING TECHNIQUES IN TEACHING ENGLISH

TO YOUNG LEARNERS

Ririn Pusparini
Esti Kurniasih(The State University of Surabaya / UNESA)(rrn.puspa@gmail.com estikurniasih87@yahoo.com)

AbstractTeaching English to young learners (TEYL) has become especially important inrecent years. Even in Indonesia, English is introduced to preschool children (very younglearners), such as those who are still in kindergarten, playgroup, or even PAUD
(Pendidikan Anak Usia Dini). Teaching English to young learners is different fromteaching English to adults. Due to characteristics of young learners, teaching themEnglish needs special techniques. Also, using media is a must in teaching English toyoung learners. Besides assisting teacher in teaching them English, using media alsohelps young learners or even very young learners (preschool children) to distinguishconcrete from abstract things and understand learning materials better. Concerningwith these two important matters in teaching English to young learners, this paper istherefore intended to describe further some teaching techniques and media that can bedeveloped and utilized by the teacher in teaching English to young learners. This paperis a research-based paper. This means that this paper is written and reported based onthe research or investigation done by the writers who act as a researcher. Thisdescriptive qualitative investigation was applied to teachers who teach English in AlFalah kidergartenin Surabaya. From the data collected and data analysis, it shows thatthose teachers were able to utilize and implement well fun and interesting teachingtechniques in introducing and teaching English to young learners. Those teachingtechniques are Game (Bingo Game and Finding thing game), reading aloud (Drill), andSong.
Keywords: TEYL, teaching techniques

IntroductionIt cannot be denied that English is one of the communication tools that can beused for both oral and written communication (Depdiknas, 2004). Even at present,more than half world citizens use this language for communication. Due to its essentialfunction, it is not surprising that English becomes a compulsory foreign or secondlanguage subject at many schools around the world. In Indonesia, English is introducedto preschool children (very young learners), such as those who are still in kindergarten,playgroup, or even PAUD (Pendidikan Anak Usia Dini).
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In terms of age group, English is taught to Younger Group (6-8 years old) andOlder Group (9-12 years old). While in terms of the grade, they can also be called LowerClasses (i.e. those who are in the first to third grade), Upper Classes (i.e. those who arein the fourth to sixth grade), and Preschool children (Very Young Learners), such asthose who are still in kindergarten, playgroup, or even PAUD (Pendidikan Anak Usia

Dini). Teaching English to young learners is different from teaching English to adults.There are some characteristics of young learners that should be taken into account bythe teacher, they are: (1) young learners learn by doing; (2) young learners can talkabout what they have done and heard; (3) young learners have a very short attentionand concentration span; (4) young learners sometimes have difficulty in knowing whatis fact and what is fiction; (5) young learners cannot decide for themselves what tolearn; and (6) young learners love to play, and learn best when they are enjoyingthemselves (Scott and Ytreberg, 1990:1-3). Unfortunately, there are many teachers whodo not understand about those characteristics; as a consequence, the way they teach isless effective. Besides, they also do not use media in teaching. Whereas in teachingEnglish to young learners, special techniques are needed and a must. Concerning withthese two important matters in teaching English to young learners, this paper istherefore intended to describe further some teaching techniques that can be developedand utilized by the teacher in teaching English to young learners.
Research QuestionsBased on the situation analysis and introduction above, it can be concluded thatmostly kindergarten teachers in Al Falah kindergarten still have difficulties in teachingEnglish effectively to young learners due to some factors. One of them is they lackknowledge on implementing teaching techniques. Therefore, derive from this situationanalysis, some questions are finally formulated, they are:1. How are teaching techniques be developed and utilized by the kindergarten teachersof Al Falah Surabaya in teaching English to young learners?2. How are the teachers’ responsses toward the teaching techniques that aredeveloped to teach English to young learners?
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Research MethodsThis paper is a research-based paper. This means that this paper is written andreported based on the research or investigation done by the writers who act as aresearcher. This descriptive qualitative investigation was applied to teachers who teachEnglish in 2 Al Falah Playgroup and PAUD schools. This research was conducted in oneof the Al Falah kindergarten schools that is on Jalan Opak Surabaya. The data of thisstudy are the teacher’s utterances, gestures, facial expressions, and actions during theEnglish teaching and learning process. These data were collected through observation.To assist the process of data collection, the researcher used some instruments, they are:the observation checklist and field notes. After collecting the data, they were analyzedqualitatively.
Teaching English for Young LearnersAs stated above that teaching English to young learners is different form teachingEnglish to adult. In teaching English to young learners, it needs certain techniques thataim to create interesting teaching learning atmosphere. One of the techniques that isappropriate to teach English, especially for young learners is games.  Game is fun andeffective learning activity. Game creates communicative situation and brings thestudents out of boredom (Joiner, 1989:101). Through gane, the students will be moreactive in the learning process since they are directly engaged during the learningprocess.In all games, the principal common characteristic is active participationin every event by individual students. All these instructional activitiesare and should be highly motivating and at the same time cause studentsto seek to achieve the objectives set for each activity (Brown, 1983:337).

For very young learners, games are the most effective way for learning a languagesince at this age, they are still at play stages. Through games, they can learn English inan enjoyable situation. Like their first language acquisition, they will not be frustratedand even they will not realize that they are acquiring the new language (i.e. English).Besides, they also have a great energy to di many kinds of activities. It only lasts for tenminutes for them to be quiet students, and after that, they will start moving (Scott andYtreberg in Shin, 2006:3). This condition should be taken into account by the teacher. Ifshe can mantain this situation, they will be able to communicate in English as well as
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their first or second language (Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Daerah). In using games,there are some important points that should be considered by the teacher. They are thetypes and kinds of games, how to play the game, and how to end it. Chinese whisper,Simon says, and Bingo are some games that can be given to very young learners to learnEnglish.
SongsIn learning English, young learners look more enthusiastic and responsive whenthey sing English songs than say it (Ashworth and Patricia, 2005:7). Generally, teachergives English songs in the beginning and the end of the lesson in order to motivate thestudents before they start learning. To do this, she should be able to select the songswhich are appropriate with the content and the learning material that is going to bediscussed on that day. For example, if the topic of the lesson on that day is discussing
Parts of the Body, the teacher can give song entitled ”Head, Shoulder, Knees, and Toes”to the students. In using song, the teacher can give ”real” English songs or Indonesiansongs which are translated into English, for example, ”One and One” (translated fromthe Indonesian song ”Sayang Ibu”).
Results and DiscussionFrom the observation checklist and field notes, it can be shown that all participants,10 kindergarten teachers from 2 Al Falah schools in Surabaya, are capable ofimplementing proper teaching techniques to teach English to young learners.All teachers are able to create joyful learning in their classrooms. The students arevery happy and enthusiastic learning English. The students are not asked to write orread English words. They are encouraged to speak English instead. In order to make thestudents produce spoken English, the teachers use various techniques such as playingBingo game and Finding Thing game, or singing and dancing.Bingo game is applied when the students learn about color. First of all, thestudents are asked to draw 3 moons and color them red, yellow, green, blue, and brown.After that, the teacher mentions the moon and the color. Then, the students should givea check (v) to the moon and the color mentioned by the teacher. If the students havethree moons with correct colors as mentioned earlier, they will shout “bingo”. Thisactivity is done repeatedly until every student shouts “bingo”. Furthermore to play
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“bingo game”, the teachers use scratch or used papers and crayon to draw and color themoon.Another game which is conducted to enrich the students’ vocabulary is “findingthing game”. The goal of the game is to find things mentioned by the teacher. First, theteacher introduces things in the classroom such as ruler, pen, pencil, eraser, balls, andso on. Then, the objects are put on the table. Next, the teacher hides the objectssomewhere in the classroom. In a group of five, the students are asked to find theobjects. If they find them, they have to show them to class and mention the objects inEnglish. This activity is done repeatedly until every group has got a turn. Furthermore,for this game the teachers just need to prepare things in the classroom such as pen,pencil, eraser, chalk, and so on to play “find the thing game”. So, in order to make iteasier for the students to practice speaking English, the teachers need to prepare realthings or something concrete because children cannot see or interpret  somethingabstract (Sadiman, 2002).The most frequent teaching technique utilized by the teachers in TEYL is songs andmusic. All children love singing and dancing. Some of the teachers teach numbers 1- 10through song. First of all, the teachers show the students how to pronounce number 1 to10 in English. The students are asked to repeat. After that, the teacher sings an Englishsong related to numbers. The students are asked to sing along. To sing and dance, theteachers just need to prepare themselves and the students to sing. All students areinvolved in all activities in the classroom. They practice speaking English in a verysimple way but fun and meaningful so that they can produce acceptable spoken English.The teachers look very happy and anthusias in workshop. They say that theworkshop really helps them in selecting appropriate techniques for their students. Italso helps them in using appropriate and simple English instructions for their students,so the teacher can introduce English easily and students can memorize it well. Ifstudents oftenly hear the language, authomatically they will be able to use it. It issupported by Scott dan Ytreberg (1990: 3-4) that say that teachers have to know howthe students learn, teachers have to know how students learn a language, teachers haveto know how students learn English as a foreign language, and teachers have to knowthe teaching principles and be able to fasilitate students to learn English
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ConclusionThe very basic principle in teaching English to young learners is that teachershave to be able to apply suitable teaching techniques in order to create joyful learningfor the students so that they will not get depressed to learn a new language they neveruse it at home. The teachers, therefore, need to provide themselves with varioustechniques in teaching such as language games and songs.
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The Validity of English Oral Examination Conducted by Ma’hadul Mu’allimien

Al-Islamie (MMI)

Ahfas Silmi*, AswandiUniversitas Negeri Surabaya (UNESA)Surabaya, Indonesia
ahfassilmi@mhs.unesa.ac.id

AbstractThis study is aimed to investigate and analyze how well the examiners apply the Englishoral examination conducted in Ma’hadul Mu’allimin Al-Islami (MMI). This studyimplements qualitative research with observation, interview, and documentation astechniques to collect the data. The result of the study shows that examiners appliedquestions and interviewing technique or one-on-one oral interview in oral exam. In facevalidity, students perceived that the questions were high valid and relevant. Otherwise,the result from content validity shows that the English oral examination was heldinappropriate by the examiners based on the findings and related to some theories. Theresult of the study implies that the examiners and the school in which the oral exam wasapplied conducted the test in simple way and preparation. Examiners and theinstitution should improve more the preparation of the test to make the test becomemore credible and acceptable through its content validity.
Keywords: Assessment, Oral examination, validity, face validity, content validity.
IntroductionOral examination is used to measure how well the students’ knowledge, ability andperformance through their speaking. Ahmed (1999) stated that the exam becomes apossible alternative when students are difficult to demonstrate their knowledge andspelling in the form of written exams [1]. English Oral examination which is conductedby MMI becomes a summative assessment, because this examination becomes a finaltest and one of the requirements to take written test in MMI. It is in line with Brown’s(2003) statement that summative assessment aims to measure, or summarize, what astudent has grasped, and typically occurs at the end of a course or unit of instruction [2].Constructing the questions in oral examination is not only about phrasing the question,but also how the questions are organized well and the interview develops. Hanne(2008)[3] stated that the important factor related to the successfulness of conductingoral examination is the question. Questions should be valid that can represent thestudents’ understanding of the course. Teachers as the examiners should be aware that
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every student has different capability in acquiring the materials. So they should adaptthemselves to use the right and valid questions in order to get the right result from thestudents’ skills. Then, oral examination in this case is categorized as valid test.The validity of the questions plays as important role to get the right target of the test. Itis so, because questions are as the tools and media in measuring the students let theexaminers know what they want to know. Teachers will be difficult to know thestudents’ understanding when they do not answer the questions at all because of invalidquestions. Returning to the main definition and concepts of the validity, one of them isthat was traditionally defined as “the degree to which a test measures what it claims, orpurports, to be measuring” (Brown, 1996, p.231)[4].
Several researches related to oral examination were conducted by some researchers.One of them is Niehaus[5] who focused on comparing the students’ final overall anddiscipline specific examination marks with the examination marks in psychiatry.Besides, it was also to determine if content or structure of examination impacts more onthe student performance in the examination. The result of the research showed that thegender distribution of the examiners (female-female) significantly increased the oddsratio for poorer performance in the oral examination.Masuwai[6] also studied about evaluating the face and content validity of a teaching andlearning guiding principles instruments (TLGPI).  An expert panel of nine academiciansin the field of teacher education reviewed and rated the TLGPI for the relevance andrepresentativeness of each item based on a dichotomous rating of favourable orunfavourable. Their ratings were used to seek an agreement between the two or moreraters in Cohen’s Kappa Index (CKI) and also to calculate the Content Validity Index(CVI) values of each final item. The finding of their study supports the face and contentvalidity of this 67-item questionnaire, hence could be further researched on constructvalidity.
However, there are some differences in investigating the oral examination based onevery research focus and need. Previous researchers mostly focused on the use of oralexamination and its difference with written examination as Simper’s[7] focus on thecomparison between the oral examination and written examination. This study focuseson the quality of the questions provided by the teachers as the examiners in that English
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oral examination. The researcher identifies how the teachers as the examiners provideand apply the form of oral examination and investigates the quality of the questionsthrough the content and face validity.
This study uses a theory of Brown that is about face validity and content validity. Facevalidity is applied to find the answer of the research questions based on the students’perspectives. Otherwise, the study applies a content validity to reveal the detailed resultbased on its relevance of the questions, assessment instruments, and objective of theexamination. The result of the questions is assessed by using content validity index(CVI).
Face and content validityThe concept of validity has evolved over more than sixty years and its definitions havebeen proposed by many experts and researchers (Golafshani, 2003)[8]. The definitionsand its concepts of validity may be described by a wide range terms in many studies.One of them is the general concept of validity was traditionally defined as “the degree towhich a test measures what it claims, or purports, to be measuring” (Brown, 1996,p.231).
So far, the concept of validity is almost related to the quantitative study, it was definedas the usefulness concept in quantitative research. This concept is credible when it canbe maximized of its use in getting the result of the study. It I in line with Johnson’s(1997, p.283)[9] that if the validity or trustworthiness can be maximized or tested thenmore “credible and defensible result.” Therefore the quality of the research will bedepended on the way how valid the researcher could make and get the data or use thevalid instrument.
Face validity only differs from the expert judgments that this validity uses non-expertsin evaluating the instruments of the test. According the Roberts (2000)[10] that facevalidity is making a decision about the appropriateness of use of some particularmeasuring instrument in a given assessment situation through the process of simpleinspection of that instrument. A test will have face validity when its content looks
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relevant to the person taking the test. Therefore, a test that has high face validity mayget more acceptable and well-received by the test takers and test users.
Brown (2003) also stated that face validity in language testing means that the studentsfeel the test to be valid. This statement is meant that face validity will ask the question“Does the question on the “face” of it, look like to test what suppose to test based on thestudents’ perspective?” Brown also proposed several points that face validity will likelybe high if the learners encounter 1) a well-constructed, expected format with familiartask, 2) a test that is clearly doable within the allotted time limit, 3) items that are clearand uncomplicated, 4) directions that are crystal clear, 5) task that relate to their coursework (content validity), and 6) a difficulty level that present a reasonable challenge.Brown (2003) reminded in his statement that face validity is not a measurement thatcan be tested by a teacher or even by a testing expert. Face validity was the only anextent of ratings that can be obtained from the test takers’ perspectives. Indeed, Brownstated that face validity asks the question “Does the test, on the ‘face’ of it, appear fromthe learners’ perspective to test what it is designed to test?”
Content validity is naturally not “tested for” rather it is used to “assured” by the expertsin the domain through the informed item selections. This statement means that contentvalidity will validate the instrument which is recommended by the expert judgmentsbefore it is used to test. This validity will insure that the instrument has put severalitems and represents to reveal the concept. Therefore, the validity evidence should beobtained on each study for which an instrument is used (Waltz. 2010)[11].
Content validity becomes the most important type of validity among other validities.Carmines and Zeller (1979)[12] also stated that content validity is the second basic typeof validity which has played major role in the development of tests. This is a logicalprocess where connections between the test items and the job-related tasks areestablished.
There are two major questions have to be answered when discussing the validity of aninstrument. According to Crocker and Algina (2006)[13] the two major questions are 1)
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is the scale measuring the construct intending to be measured and 2) is there sufficientevidence to support the intended uses or interpretations of the test.The writer applies the content validity index (CVI) to get the result of content validity.CVI works by computing all the data which are divided by the total questions. Polit &Beck (2006)[14] stated that when the result of CVI value is at least 0.80, it means thatthe instruments are moderate.
MethodThis study employs qualitative approach. It is used for interpreting the data andpresenting it descriptively. There are several reasons why this study was considered asqualitative such as: sources of the data adopt the ‘nature’ of classroom setting which isin the form of measuring the students by conducting English oral examination. Theparticipants of this study were two English teachers as the examiners in English oralexam and students who are in last grade of MMI. Three data collection techniques usedin this study, they are observation, interview, and documentation.
ResultThe finding of this section was related to the result of the interview that the researchergained. Interview was done to get the data based on the research problem that was thevalidity of the oral questions based on face validity. The data was gained to seek theinformation about learners’ perspective on the test whether valid or not on the ‘face’ ofit. This interview was done by the researcher to the students after joining the Englishoral examination. The researcher conducted this interview in order to investigate howwell the question quality of English oral examination based on learner’s perspective asthe examinee.
According to the results of interview gained from the student’s perspectives wereapplied by the examiners when conducting English oral examination. The examinersconstructed the test well with the expected format of familiar test, the items of testclear, understandable and doable with allotted time, the directions are very clear, thetest relate to the course work and difficulty level of the test. It can be concluded that thequality of the questions provided by the examiners has face valid based on the students’perspectives.
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The first finding related to face validity was the student’s perspective about the relationbetween the questions with the subject that the students studied before. The resultshowed the students mostly agree with the questions delivered by the interviewerabout several questions provided by the examiners during the oral examination. Thestudent stated that the question provided to him was relevant with what he studiedbefore. Like his answer when getting the question during the interview:

“Yes, all questions are almost related to the lessons we learned in the classroom. Like

the grammar, English materials and so on. Before the exam, we have been told the

limitation of the topics to be learned and prepared. Except for the conversation is

different, because the questions are usually related to daily life.”

Based on the student’s perspective gained from the result of interview showed that thequestions provided by the teachers as examiners were related to their course work.Students perceived the questions that delivered by the examiners were relevance to thesubject they learned during the process of teaching and learning. During the oral test,most of the questions were well answered by the students even if they miss few of it. Itseemed that all the questions being asked by the examiners were about the topics theyhave discussed before. This interpretation was based on the way how the studentsanswered during the test and being interviewed by the researcher.
Another one of the characteristics or criteria of face validity is the question should bewell constructed, expected format with familiar tasks. The test maker should be awareof formulating the test to become familiar test for the students, because a test would bevalid when it was well constructed. Based on the finding, it is noticed that teachers asthe examiners built a well constructed test provided for the students in oralexamination. It can be known from the result of the interview that student did not givenegative comment on formulating the test prepared by the examiners.
Well constructed means the test maker formulated the questions not to make thestudents confused to give the answer. In fact, the questions should be good constructedin order to gain good answer from the test participants. In this case, it can be from thegrammatically correct with the suitable word choice and so on.
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Another question delivered to the interviewee related to six characteristics or criteria offace validity is items are clear and uncomplicated. The result of data finding above led tounderstand that the questions provided by the examiners were mostly valid based onits face validity. The third criterion of face validity covers clear and uncomplicatedquestions that were agreed by the students. Based on the result of interview, studentsfelt what they gained from the examiners was clear enough. The only problem that theycannot answer the questions even though they understand the question was causedtheir lack of knowledge and less preparation.
Following section is investigating whether the test was doable or not. Doable means thetest should consider the allocation of time. Sometimes students waste much time whenthey cannot answer the questions. The data obtained from interview shows that studentcould answer most of the questions. This statement means that student can manage theallocation time very well. It is supported by the following argumentation that when hecould not answer the question delivered by the examiner, then he said ‘forget or do notknow’. Here is the student’s argumentation on this section:

“I can answer almost all the questions, except what I did not learn before. When I

cannot answer, I just say forget or do not know to the examiners in order not to

waste of time and I can get to the next question.”

The criterion of clear direction which is proposed by Brown (2003) becomes thetangible evidence in the process of oral examination because the successfulness of thetest depends on how clear the examiners give direction to students. In this section, theresearcher interviewed the student about his comment on the examiner’s directionduring the English oral examination.
The data finding from the result of student’s interview showed that he nevermisunderstood the directions given by the examiners. This statement means that allwhat examiners delivered to the test participants during the oral examination havebeen agreed as a valid and relevance test based on their perspectives. Despite thestudents’ poor ability when they could not answer the questions well given by theexaminers, it does not mean that they got a complicated and ambiguous direction fromthe examiners.
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Last criterion of face validity used in interviewing the student who just got the oral test.In this case, student felt that the questions were more challenging based on the fact thatthere were various easy and difficult questions delivered to the students. Like the resultof interview below:

“For the difficulty and easy level, it is seemed more emphasis on main material like

grammar. On the other hand, for the conversational questions are usually we get in

every exam. Grammar has many levels of difficulty. Then, I was challenged

especially in answering grammar questions, because grammar is rather difficult.”

The data finding explained that the questions provided by the examiners were valid andrelevant with the form of difficulty levels based on face validity criteria. It was provedfrom the student’s statement that he could answer almost the questions. It means thatnot all the questions were well answered by the student.
In all types of the test, teachers need to formulate the test level of difficulty whenconstructing the questions. Teachers should consider this formula in order to give thechallenge for the students. Items difficulty of the test is simply known by how well thestudents answer the questions. It can be seen from the percentage of the students whoanswer the test correctly. This means that low items difficulty values indicate thedifficult item of the test. On the other hand, greater percentage of the students whoanswer the questions correctly, this indicates easier items of the test.
There are several points to validate the English oral examination held by Ma’hadul

Mu’allimien Al-Islami (MMI) through its content validity such as goal or objective ofconducting oral exams, related questions to the course work or blueprint, andassessment instruments or rubrics, and the guidance of constructing questions.
Based on the finding gained from the interview, it shows that there are two goals ofconducting oral examination in Ma’hadul Mu’allimien Al-Islami (MMI). The two goals oforal examination are stated in the curriculum of MMI. The vice of MMI principal saidthat the first goal of conducting oral examination is to prepare the students beforetaking written exams known as al-Imtihan al-Tahriri. The second goal of conducting thisoral examination is as the measurement of the students’ ability and competence in
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language orally. Oral examination measures how the students are able to answer seriesquestions through spoken language.
The second finding related to English oral examination which is held by MMI shows thatall the questions delivered by the examiners have been related to course work that thestudents gained in the class. It can be known from the result of interview that beforeconducting the oral exam, all the examiners are given a form of question list by thecommittee of the examination. Topics or materials which are listed in blueprint areusually based what the students have studied in the class. On the other hand, the topicsthat have been taught by the teachers in the class sometimes are not listed as the topicsto be examined in the oral exam.
The third analysis of the English oral examination is in the form of assessmentinstruments or rubrics. Assessment instruments or also known as rubrics become thefundamental tool in measuring the students in every examination. A good rubric willguide the teachers as the assessors to give the score in the right target. The assessmentinstrument used in that school does not state any description in every score. However,good scoring rubric should have a description in every level of score.
The last point of validating the English oral examination is in the way of constructingthe questions. After selecting the chosen data obtained from the result of observation,the researcher validated each questions based on the content validity criteria andguidelines proposed by Fowler (2002). The six guidelines or criteria are clarity inwording, relevance of the items, use of standard English, absence of biased words andphrase, formatting of items, and clarity of the instruction.
The finding showed that the researcher identified there were nine of fifty questionsprovided by the examiners was lacks content valid. This was meant that forty onequestions were high or good content validity. One of the results from the question thatwas high content validity presented as follows:
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Question Content Validity Criteria Ratings1 2 3 4
What isgrammar?

1. Clarity in wording. 2. Relevance of the items 3. Use of standard English 4. Absence of biased words and phrase 5. Formatting of items 6. Clarity of the instruction 

The table above explicitly can be known as high content validity because the questionused by examiner above was indicated relevant in six criteria of content validity. Thequestion of “What is grammar?” delivered by the examiner in oral examination wasindicated as relevant instrument to be used for oral examination. The item wascategorized as quite relevant based on the criteria in clarity of wording and absence ofbiased words and phrase. Whereas, the item that was categorized as highly relevantbased on the criteria in relevance of the item, using a standard English, formatting theitem, and clarity of the instruction.
The researcher calculated the questions only which were indicated as high contentvalidity based on the six criteria mentioned before. In computing the data, theresearcher used content validity index (CVI) to reveal the final result of the contentvalidity on examiners’ questions. As noted before, the researcher found forty onequestions which were indicated as high content validity. It was meant that those fortyquestions had good quality as the instrument used in English oral examination.
DiscussionThe criteria of face validity were proven by several findings based on the result ofinterview. There is no doubt anymore when conducting the oral examination that theteachers should provide the questions in well constructed and format. Students’successfulness on the test can be seen from the way how they understand the teacher’sinstruction. It is relevant with Hanne’s (2008) statement that in oral examination, thequestions must be understandable to the students by using simple language and clarityin phrasing.
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Concerning to the research problem of the study, several points related to the validity ofthe English oral examination based on its content validity. Concluding from all thefindings explained in the previous explanation shows that English oral examinationwhich is conducted by Ma’hadul Mu’allimin Al-Islami (MMI) is still lack of content valid.This result is based on several points gained during the observation and interview asthe data collection techniques. Several points related to content validity note that
Ma’hadul Mu’allimin Al-Islami (MMI) needs to improve some aspects such asconstructing of the questions, providing the assessment instrument, and providing theblueprint.
ConclusionAlthough the conducting of English oral examination becomes a unique and strangething which is held by the school of MMI, but there are still several points that theschool should improve to make the test become more valid.  Moreover, not all schools inIndonesia conduct an oral exam in every semester. Then, this is good thing that MMIshould keep and always improve the way of conducting this exam, especially in thepreparation of the oral exam.
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The Implementation of Quiz Alliance to Increase Enthusiasm in Reading for

Senior High School StudentsBy : MUCHAMMAD NURIL HUDA,S.Pd,Gr.( nurilh07@gmail.com )SMA DARUL ULUM 1 BPPT JOMBANG
AbstractIn this international era, Indonesia needs high competence young generation toimprove this beloved country. Literacy is very important in the country improvement.However, Indonesia has very low level of reading which is part of literacy. As we know,our government put literacy as one of the main activities in teaching and learningprocess. Senior high school students have the big role in this situation. Their enthusiasthas to be improved in reading because almost English test in Indonesia is reading. So,senior high school students need a good reading comprehension. In addition, seniorhigh school students’ character is excited in competition. So, they will do more to get thereward. Quiz alliance is the most appropriate game for their character. Therefore, thisstudy is aimed to describe the implementation of quiz alliance, the students’ enthusiastresponse to the use of quiz alliance, and the students’ reading comprehension. Thedesign of this study is descriptive qualitative. So, field notes, observation checklist, andinterview are the instruments in collecting data. The researcher uses data condensation,data display, and drawing conclusion to analyze data. Enthusiasm is when people areexcited in doing activities. So, the students’ reading comprehension is expected to reachthe reading criteria of Douglas Brown’s scoring rubric.
Keywords : quiz alliance, students’ enthusiast response, reading comprehension, seniorhigh school students.
IntroductionIn this international era, people are close to English. English, as internationallanguage, becomes the vital part of life. English helps many people to do businessnowadays. In Free Trade, people may sell their products to the other countries freely. Itmeans that people will use English as their language in communicating each otherbecause they may come from different country and different language. People needEnglish very much to understand of the instruction of using some Technology productas like, mobile phone, computer etc. Especially in this technology era, most of theproduct guidance book are written in English.Reading is very important and even, reading has become the key of success inthis globalization era. Reading is one of the English skill. Reading is very important skillbecause we can get many information and new knowledge by reading. It is one of thetest in TOEFL (Test English as Foreign Language) and in our state examination. So,
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many students, especially senior high school students, should read much. They must begood in reading comprehension because they must answer the question of the testcorrectly. It will make them to increase their reading comprehension well. Reading isboring, but it does not mean that it is not important. It is a kind of communication, so ifwe are boring to communicate, we will not get what we expect from others. Reading isskill of communication between the readers and the writers to get knowledge andinformation (Brown, 2001).Reading comprehension is very important for the students because it will betested. They will have some questions based on the text. It can be a question which is tobe translated into good English, or by questioning based on the content of text. In thiscase the questions will be asked in English and the students must answer them. Thestudents should understand the text contextually and comprehensively when they arereading the text. Furthermore, it is also defined that comprehension is the reason forreading. If readers can read the words but do not understand what they are reading,they are not really reading, (Bonie, 2011).Reading comprehension is explained as the ability of understanding what peoplehave read. Comprehending involves strategies that students learn to use when they arereading independently. Teachers focus on several key comprehension skills. Those areinferring, predicting, comparing and contrasting, sequencing and summarizing.Students usually learn how to use these strategies in a small group guided by theteacher who demonstrates their use. Students then practice comprehension techniqueswith a partner by discussing what they read, making connections with prior knowledgeand identifying the main ideas in the story. Comprehension is at the heart of what itmeans to really read by thinking and understanding and getting at the meaning behind atext (Serravallo, 2010).Based on UNESCO in 2017, the reading rate of Indonesian is very low. It is only0.001%. it means that from 1000 Indonesian, only one who likes reading intensively.Indonesian needs the big effort to renovate this situation. It is caused by the basiccharacter of laziness and easy bored. It must be started as soon as possible, and it mustbe implemented to the young generation. The government and the teacher shouldinfluence the young generation to read more and increase their enthusiast in reading.They must open the young generation mind set in other that they can understand wellthe condition of this world nowadays. Reading is the key to live and it will help them somuch to solve their problems. The young generation, especially the senior high schoolstudents should improve their reading comprehension to solve this problem.The senior high school students are the important part of Indonesian younggeneration. They are the key of Indonesia to get the golden era in 2045. So, if they areeducated well and motivated to increase their literacy, it will help them to be the goldengeneration of this country. Reading comprehension is often conceptual as functioning atdifferent levels of sophistication and referred to, for example, as literal, inferential andcritical (Westwood, 2006). So, it will prepare them to be ready for everything. Seniorhigh school students have high competitive feeling. They want to be the best and wantto get better than their friends get. Senior high school students are very competitive and
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the teachers should guide them in innovative competition. Teacher must prepare thebest lesson plan to improve this character in reading. As we know, reading is sometimesboring and we are lazy to do it. But then, if the activities are interesting, as like givingthem quiz or competition, the students will show their high competitive character andbe enthusiast to do itA quiz is a game or competition in which someone tests your knowledge byasking you about meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples (J. Collins, 2010).Quiz will make the senior high students enthusiast in reading. It will influence them todo more, read more, and try to understand the text more. They will do everything so wecan see their competitive skill. Quiz is a test of knowledge, especially as a competitionbetween individuals or teams as a form of entertainment (Oxford University, 2017). Inthis case, the senior high school students will work better in a group, because they canshare and complete each other. They are individually, but sometimes they need theirfriends’ help. Therefore, quiz alliance is the suitable way in directing the students to domore in reading."Enthusiast" was the English equivalent, used to characterize those thoughtguilty of feigned inspiration, impostures, sectarianism, and extremes of religiouspassion. Enthusiasm was also associated to prophesying, speaking in foreign tongues,and the "quaking" from which quakers received their derisory designation (Lutter. M,1483-1546). The senior high school students, as the key of the Indonesian goldengeneration, show tit if they do competitive thing. An enthusiast is a person who is veryinterested in a particular activity or subject and who spends a lot of time on it (OxfordDictionary, 2017). If they are challenged by the quiz alliance activity in reading, they willbe enthusiast in reading or finishing the task.The previous study is Improving Reading Comprehension Through KWL Strategyat Eight Grade Student 2013 by Putri Dian Purnama Karang. In this study, theresearcher focus when the students are reading. It informs us about the students’activities in knowing, exploring, and learning the information.The second study is conducted by Kitri Katon Peni. It is The Effectiveness ofContextual Teaching and Learning to Teach Reading Comprehension Viewed FromStudents’ Intelligence in 2010. It provides the result of reading comprehension of thestudents. It makes the students read the text contextually.Both of the studies are about reading comprehension. But then, none of themdiscuss about the basic activities and enthusiast character. The basic activity is quizalliance which provide competitive activities. It can increase the students’ enthusiast inreading and winning the quiz alliance activity. The quiz alliance will be conducted inseveral activities. Then, it increases the enthusiast so the students’ readingcomprehension progress can be seen. Teaching and learning process which has morefocus on process is better than on the result (Brown, 2007).Based on the background, the research question can be stated below:1. How does the teacher implement the use of quiz alliance in readingcomprehension for senior high school?
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2. How is the students’ enthusiast response of the use of quiz alliance in readingcomprehension?3. How is the students’ reading comprehension toward the use of quiz alliance inteaching and learning process?

MethodIn this point the researcher explained the research method that was used toconduct the study. The researcher chose descriptive qualitative research. Descriptivequalitative studies simply described phenomena. Descriptive method describes andinterpretes what exists. According to Ary (1985:322), descriptive research studies weredesingned to obtain information concerning the current status of  phenomena. Theywere directed toward determining the nature at the time of the study. The aim was todescribe “what exists” with respect variable or conditions in a situation.The reserach  was a descriptive qualitative. The process were done withindescriptive research which involved description and analysis (Best, 1982:25). Thedescriptive involved descriptive recording, analysis and interpretation of condition. Theresearcher chose this research because the researcher only observed and described thestudy. The researcher tried to find out whether quiz alliance is suitable to increase theenthusiasm for senior high school students in reading. Descriptive qualitative methodmeans that the researcher went to the field, found some data, stated research question,collected some data, analyzed the data and finally reported it based on the naturalcondition. (Freeman and Longman, 1991; 11).The subject of this study was the teacher and the object were the students ofsenior high school 1 BPPT Jombang which was located in Jombang. A class consistedthirty six girls. The data of the study was the result of classroom observation andquestionaires. The source of the data was the teaching and learning activities andreading text.In this study, the researcher used the students questionaires, observationchecklist, scoring rubric of reading proficiency scoring which was addapted from Brown(2001: 406-407) and field notes. The researcher uses the questionaires to know theresponse of the student about the teaching and learning poccess. The observationchecklist helped the researcher to know the implementation of quiz alliance in reading.In field notes, the observer could write what the observer had seen, heard, andexperienced. The function of field notes was to explain the situation during teaching andlearning process by using quiz alliance in reading.Data collection technique means how the researcher collected data. The first waspaying attention to the condition or what happened in the class then took notes all ofimportant part in the teaching and learning proccess. It was to know theimplementation of quiz alliance in reading. It was supported by the observationchecklist. The researcher made the observation checklist then in observation, theresearcher gave thick symbol for the information of the observation checklist. Theresearcher gave the students the questionaires and asked them to answer. Thistechnique was used to know the students response toward the quiz alliance in reading.
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The data of the study was analyzed based on the result of observation. Theresearcher analyzed the data in the form of words that related to the problemstatement. The researcher used the questionaire to know the students’ response towardthe implementation above. The researcher used the fieldnote and observation checklistto know the implementation of quiz alliance in reading. But then, actually the fieldnotessupported the response of the students also. All of the data will be analizeddescriptively.

DiscussionTeacher is the planer of teaching and learning process. Teacher should give thebest planning and motivate the students to learn enthusiastically. If the students havethe big enthusiast, they will understand easily the material given. The senior high schoolstudents compete tightly in quiz. So, the interesting planning should have quiz activitiesinside. It will take the students to do more in learning especially in readingcomprehension. Teaching and Learning process or instruction is the teacher’s efforts tomake students study for activating internal and external factor in teaching and learningprocess (Gino. J, 1998:32)The teacher should prepare the activities plans effectively completed by theinteresting material to reach the objective of learning process. The students’understanding is influenced by some activities which increase their enthusiast. TheMore enthusiasm will bring more understanding in learning. All of the activities are theunity and they support each other. In reading comprehension, the student must reachthe highest level of enthusiasm from the beginning. So, the teacher must give theobjectives of reading comprehension and the rules about quiz alliance. Furthermore, thestudents will read the text more seriously and effectively. Then, the teacher will beenthusiastic in quiz alliance activity. Teaching and learning process is a system to helpthe students to study, which contains a set of activities to influence and support thestudents to study internally (Gagne and Briggs, 1997:3).
The Implementation of Quiz Alliance in ReadingTeaching and learning process is a combination of materials, facilities, andprocess which influences each others to get the learning objectives (Hamalik, 2002:57).The teacher must arrange the steps of activities in teaching and learning process.However, the materials must be decided in the first time before arranging the activities.Then, the teacher must prepare for the facilities in other that each step of the lessonplan can run well until the objectives are reached. They must be conducted well andprecisely because some possibilities can happen in executing the lesson plan.Technology or media is very important in lesson plan. It takes the important roleto conduct the teaching and learning process. Even, it is the main activity of the lessonplan. So, it will give the influence when the teacher is conducting the teaching andlearning process. The teacher must think hard and decide the technology or mediawhich is appropriate with the material. After that, the teacher can continue to match theactivities and the objectives of the teaching and learning process. Technology or media
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is the scientific implementation about learning process of humans in teaching andlearning process practically (Heinich, 1993).Quiz alliance is the most appropriate game activity in reading comprehension forsenior high school students. It can give more benefits for the process, for example, thestudents will be more enthusiastic in reading comprehension. Their enthusiastic is thekey to break their limit in reading. They will try to find the meaning of some words andunderstand the text contextually. They must save the information they have got to solvethe questions after the text. The alliance means that the students will work in group.The group consists of four students as the ideal members. It will make the students tocomplete each other minimal in reading meaningfully. The next is they will get moreinformation based on the text they have read. So, the students will work together, fastand correctly.The teacher has to start by choosing the suitable text for the reading material.The text should be up to date and fresh. It has to be close to the students. For instance,nowadays in this technology era, the topic about modernity is really effective. InDiscussion text, the teacher can take the text about instagram, facebook, youtube etc. InNarrative text,  the story about imagination or magic is most wanted. In Explanationtext, the teacher can get the text about the new technology product as like future planecabin etc. the most important is the students can use the text to enrich their knowledge.The second is making question based on the Indonesian curriculum. The teachershould make about 20 questions around the topic, main idea, references, vocabulariesand the information. The question must be in essay in other that the student can answerthem orally. In every part of Indonesian Curriculum Assessment, there will be about 1-4questions except the information point because it can be 5-7 questions. The teachershould be careful in deciding the questions because they must complete the standardassessment in reading.The last is arranging the steps of teaching and learning activities. It is started byopening and delivering the learning objective. The teacher should brainstorm the seniorhigh school students and motivate them to increase their enthusiastic. The teacher willgive about two minutes to observe the text given. Then, the teacher give a warming upby saying some words and ask the students to complete the words based on thesentence of the text. The group who can continue the teacher’s words, they may sitdown. After that, the students are asked to read the text meaningfully and contextuallyin other that they can answer the questions in quiz alliance activity. They are given 15minutes to read then they must answer the questions. If they answer the questioncorrectly, they will get score. The group who has the lowest score will come forwardand sing a song. The third activities is asking the students to reread the text in 10minutes. The teacher must tell them that they will answer some questions. But then, inthis step, students may not open the text. They must trade on their memory but theymay share and discuss with their friends in group. The questions can be taken from thequestion before, but the teacher must choose the best question which represents thestandard reading assessment. Finally, the students have to submit the worksheet thenthey check their answer together.
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The Students’ Enthusiast Response in ReadingEnthusiasm is the basic feeling to like what people do. It is very important forpeople to have this feeling. It pushes them to do more and even break the limit. Manysuccess entrepreneurs always believe that their success key is enthusiasm. They can domany things and they can get their highest achievement because of it.In reading comprehension, senior high school students are difficult to read thetext enthusiastically. The must be encouraged by the quiz alliance. They will be moreattracted in reading if there is competition after the reading. They like competition verymuch because it is the character of youth.The senior high students did more in reading. They tried to understand the textwell by using dictionary or discussing with their friends in group. This situation wasvery active especially in discussing. They worked in group to get the more informationin other to answer the questions correctly. They completed to understand the textmeaningfully and contextually. They found some important informations as like, thetopic, main ideas, references, the meaning of some difficult words, and the information.Sometimes, they made some notes and shared their knowledge about the meaning ofthe words. Even, the students opened the dictionary to find the meaning.When, the teacher started to give them question, the students focused and gotready to rise hand to answer the question given. Almost of all groups rose hand andwanted to answer the question given. Sometimes, it was difficult for the teacher todecide who is the fastest in rising hand. But then, as the judge, the teacher held the rulesand became the decision maker. All of the questions given were answered correctly bythe students. In this case, the students might see the text and opened their notes. So,they had references when they wanted to answer. Some vocabulary questions weredifficult and made them to think for a while. But then, they could answer it correctly. Inconclusion, enthusiasm gave good effects for the senior high school student in reading.
The students’ Reading ComprehensionThe senior high school students read the text well after they knew that theywould have quiz alliance. They competed to be the best in the game. They wanted to bethe winner so it makes them to do more in reading. The students’ enthusiastic couldreach better in this section. It can be seen from the process of reading comprehension.They did many things as like finding the meaning in dictionary, sharing the informationwith their friends in group, asking other groups to complete their information about thetext. The questions were based on the national standard assessment. The teachermade the questions carefully because they should be suitable. In the quiz allianceactivity, the students could answer all of the questions correctly. Almost of them knewthe answers so they rose up their hands competitively. But then, only a group couldanswer and got the score. It was very exciting as like they were in the real competition.In the last section, they were given the question again, but they could not open the textor their note. As the result, all groups could answer them correctly. It showed that, the
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students’ reading comprehension was increased well. It was caused by the increasingenthusiastic when they were reading the text.
The Advantages and Disadvantages of using Quiz Alliance in ReadingThe Advantages of Quiz Alliance in Reading,1. The students’ enthusiasticIn this research, the students’ enthusiastic was increased higher. It influencedthe students to read and collect the information from the text better. Theyopened dictionary, shared the information they got, asked the other members ofgroup etc. They did more activities than they did in previous reading.2. The students’ understandingThe students worked hard to understand the text with their group. But then, theycould collect and completed the information each other. Then, they could get thehold text understood well. Finally, the students could answer all questionscorrectly. It means that, their understanding about the text is good.3. The teamworkWhen the students collected the data from the text, they were communicatingwith their friends. It made them close each other. Their interaction could buildthe relation that can make them respect others and work together. Theydiscussed the problems and planed to win the quiz alliance activity. Finally, theyhad build their teamwork without realizing it.4. Competitive characterIn this era, competitive character is really needed. The youth must have it tocompete in developing our country. In this activity, the students will have thischaracter well. But then, the teacher should guide them to be not arrogant orcare others.5. Freedom of thoughtIn the quiz alliance activity, the students did what they needed to do. There wasnot pressure from the teacher. So, they felt freely in reading and understandingthe text. It created some positive activities as like, finding meaning in dictionary,asking their friends, sharing each other. For example, usually, the teacher askthem to open the dictionary, but in this case, they open the dictionary withoutteacher’s order.The disadvantages of quiz alliance in reading,1. Passive studentWorking in a group sometimes makes low ability student feel uncomfortable.They are passive and they depend on their friends. Event, they read, but the didnot understand what they read well.2. Much preparationThe teacher has to prepare the material and the activities well. The timemanagement is very important. The students have to understand well in thebeginning about the activities they should did. The teacher should not miss somein delivering information to students.
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ConclusionAfter analyzing and discussing the result of this research, it can be concludedthat the implementation of quiz alliance in reading for senior high school students havethree phases. The first is opening or warming up. In this phase, the teacher said somewords, then the students continued the words based on the text. The second phase isquiz alliance. The teacher gave 20 minutes to read the text. Then, the teacher deliveredsome questions and the students competed to answer them. The last phase is closing orconcluding. In this case, the students had 5 minutes to reread the text. After that, theyanswered the question again on their answer sheet but they were not allowed to openthe note and see the text.Based on the discussion, the students respond enthusiastically in reading. Theydid more activities in reading. The important point is they tried hard to get as much aspossible the information and understanding about the text. They were very active inreading comprehension section. They discussed well with their friends, openeddictionary to find the meaning and even asked their friends in other groups.The students’ reading comprehension was very good based on the result of thedata. They could answer all the questions correctly in the main activity. But then, therewere two students could not reach the standard national assessment of reading. Theymade mistakes in vocabulary and informational questions. Almost students got theperfect score and some of them were in average.
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The Use of Movie Trailers in Teaching Narrative Texts
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AbstractPedagogical advancement is always expected in teaching world. Suchadvancement can be implemented through innovation. The innovation in teaching canbe in form of integrating innovative teaching media, such as movie trailers, in anattempt to improve students’ performance. In this case, movie trailers, which follow athree-act structure, were used to teach writing in narrative texts due to their similarstructures; act 1 to orientation, act 2 to complication, and act 3 to resolution. Thisresearch usedclassroom action research design. The design contained2 cycles, each ofwhich included4 writing stages; first prewriting, second drafting, third editing, andfourth revising. The time required for each writing stage was 2x50 minutes in ameeting. Therefore, all the writing stages within the cycles were accomplished in 8meetings. Prior to the meetings, a preliminary study had been conducted. The resultshowed that the research was successful considering the output of the data. Theclassroom average score gained in the preliminary study was 74.67. It then improved to78.31 in the cycle 1. In the cycle 2, the classroom average score obtained was 80.24.Considering the positive output, the use of movie trailers is highly recommended in EFLclassrooms to improve students’ language proficiency, especially in writing narrativetexts.
Key words: Movie trailers, narrative text, classroom action research
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1. IntroductionA writing activity involves 4 necessary stages; they are prewriting, drafting,editing and revising. Based on the output of a semi-structured interview which hadbeen conducted at the beginning of even semester of academic year 2016/2017, itwas found out that the majority of students in Writing Class I of 2016-A haddifficulties in generating ideas in the prewriting stage. Whereas, it is generallyunderstood that the prewriting stage is a significant determining factor of success tothe following stages because in this stage writers commence their writing activities.The writers can commence their writing activities in several ways, some of whichare byoutlining, diagramming, story boarding, clustering, ormind mapping.Considering the significanceof the prewriting stage, the lecturer of Writing 1in class 2016-A at STKIP PGRI Jombangfound a way out to solve the problem byimplementing new teaching media. The teaching media may come from a myriad ofsources, one of which is technology, either audio technology, visual technology, oreven audio-visual technology. Moreover, today’s students are digital natives;therefore, it will be of a great benefit if the technology is integrated into learning asteaching media.In this case, the lecturer of Writing 1 integrated audio-visual technology ofmovie trailers as media into teaching writing in narrative texts. According toBahrani and Sim (2012), audiovisual technology like news, cartoons, and movies areauthentic language inputs that can improve students’ language proficiency.Furthermore, Longo (2010) stated that movie trailers are able to improve students’speaking skills, while Suhartini (2010) contended that movie trailers are effective toimprove students’ ability in writing narrative texts.Narrative texts follow a certain generic structure that consists of orientation,complication, and resolution. The generic structure of movie trailers is analogous toa general three-act structure of movie trailers that includes set-up in act 1,confrontation in act 2, and denouement in act 3. Considering the correspondingstructures between movie trailers and narrative texts, it is expected thatimplementing movie trailers as teaching media in teaching writing in narrative textscan help students to improve their performance.
1.1 Movie TrailersRelawati&Kuswardani (2012) defined a movie trailer as a part of a moviethat presents an outline of an upcoming movie without giving its end. Additionally,Jerrick (2013) explained that a movie trailer, which is also termed as a film trailer,or a coming attraction, or a preview,is an advertisement that contains a preview ofthe promoted movie. Jerrick thought that a movie trailer is unique in a way that it isa combination of promotion and narration. According to Jerrick, every movie trailerhas a certain genre, a specific plot, and noteworthy stars or charactersin order todifferentiate each movie’s specific style.
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Traditionally, a movie trailer follows a three-act structure which includes 1)An introduction of characters 2) An interaction of characters in scenes and 3) Anoverview of a conflict between characters which usually features a signature music(Tolson, 2010). Furthermore, Iida et al. (2012) portrayed elements of movie trailersin a more comprehensive way, as shown in table 1 below:

Table 1

Elements of A Movie Trailer1. Title 10. Box office2. Public date 11. Film festival prize3. Speed 12. Plainness4. Modulation 13. Climax scene5. Scene number 14. Outline6. Cast introduction 15. Company name7. BGM 16. Narration8. Director name 17. Message9. Imagination of the feeling after themovie Source: Iida et al. (2012: 378)
Iida et al. (2012) explained that movie trailers are usually shown on TV,Internet, or movie theaters. It is intended to attract moviegoers of an upcomingmovie. The more the moviegoers come to movie theaters means the more successfulthe movie is.

1.2 NarrativeNarrative, if defined in a simple way, is a story (Dymock, 2007). In a moredetailed way, it is an entertaining story that contains a message to readers ofuniversal ideas or moral lessons (Fetzer, 2006). In addition to that, some featuresthat need to be paid attention carefully when teaching narrative texts are 1) Setting,which includes where and when a story takes place 2) Characters, which can berevealed through physical features, emotions, or figurative languages 3) Plot, whichconsists of problems, responses to problems,  actions taken to problems, and resultsof the actions and 4) Theme or moral lesson, which is usually implied within thestory. Figure 1 below shows the features of narrative texts:
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Figure 1

Source: Dymock, 2007: 164Furthermore, according to Agusta (2015) narrative texts have a specificgeneric structure, which starts from orientation, to complication, until resolution. Inthis case, orientation presents settings and characters of a story, while complicationtells a series of events that leads to a conflict to be solved, and resolution takes placewhen the conflict is solved. This explanation is portrayed in Figure 2 below:
Figure 2

Source: Google Image
The figure above can be understood through Fetzer (2006) detailedexplanation as follows. Every story has characters and settings that are presented inthe beginning of the story. The characters can be  portrayed from several differentways, for instance, physical appearance like hair color, skin complexion, and height;or emotions, for instance, reactions which are shown by the characters throughoutthe story; or actions, for instance, physical motions the characters express; orfigurative language, for instance, personification, simile, or metaphor. Afterwards,the characters pass a series of events in which a conflict arises until the conflictreaches a climax. After the climax, there comes a resolution in which problems aresolved and life is back to normal. The story is eventually expected to leave messagesto readers of universal ideas or moral lessons.

2. ProblemA research problem that is discussed in this research is as follows: Are movietrailers able to improve students’ performance in writing narrative texts?
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3. Method

3.1 DesignThis research used Classroom Action Research design. According to Fraenkeland Wallen (2008:589) action research is aimed at solving day-to-day immediateproblems. In addition, Arikunto (2010:1-2) explained that classroom actionresearch reveals a cause-effect relationship of an action. Whatever happens in therelationship is described in detail from its processes until its effects.
3.2 ProcedureFollowing classroom action research standard procedures, there are foursteps to be taken; they are planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting.Additionally, the research was conducted in two cycles in order to weaken anyopinion that the output of the research happens by chance. Moreover, prior to cycle1, a preliminary study was also conducted in this research.
3.3 SubjectSubjects of this research are college students in Class Writing 1of 2016-A atSTKIP PGRI Jombang which constitute of 45 students.
3.4 MaterialOne movie trailer is used for every cycle. Therefore, there were 2 movietrailers in total, each of which is Beauty and The Beast 2017 with a duration of 2minutes 31 seconds and Cinderella 2015 with a duration of 2 minutes 40 seconds.Both videos were obtained from Youtube.
3.5 InstrumentThis research employs 3 kinds of research instruments; they are student’sworksheet, field notes, and student’s questionnaire. Student’s worksheet is the finaldraft of student’s writing product which has been through an editing and a revisingstages.In regard to that, there were 3 student’s worksheets, each of which wasobtained from preliminary study, cycle 1, and cycle 2. Next to that, any note takenduring the observation in the class is written in the field notes.Finally yetimportantly, Student’s questionnaire was also administered to gather informationfrom students about the action implemented in the class. Each type of instrumentwas certainlyin synergy to one another.
4. AnalysisA preliminary study had been conducted before an action was implemented.The output of the preliminary study was graded using a rubric. The elements in therubric include 1) Writing stage products of an outline, a draft, an a edited draft, anda revised draft 2) Generic structure oforientation, complication, and resolution 3)
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Grammar 4) Spelling and 5) Punctuation. Each element has 4 indicators, the best ofwhich scores 4 and the least of which scores 1. After grading the students’worksheets in the preliminary study using the rubric, a classroom average scorewas obtained. It was 74.67.After the preliminary study, cycle 1 was then conducted. The students’ finaldrafts of narrative texts were graded using a similar rubric used in the preliminarystudy. In this stage, the classroom average score obtained was 78.31, which meansthere was an increase of 3.64 from the classroom average score in the preliminarystudy. Lastly, to ascertain that the score increase did not take place by coincidence,cycle 2 was implemented. The classroom average score obtained from cycle 2 was80.24. There was another increase of 1.93 from the previous cycle. For more detail,information of each student score in the preliminary study, cycle 1, and cycle 2 isshown in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3

While the information of the classroom average scores from the preliminary study,cycle 1, and cycle 2 is presented in figure 4 below:
Figure 4
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Gambar 6
Rata-Rata KelasPadaTiapTahapanNext to that, based on one questionnaire item, it was found out that themajority of students which constitute of 58% or 26 students strongly agree to theimplementation of movie trailers as teaching media in writing narrative texts, whilethe other 31% or 14 students agree. Only 7% or 3 students disagree, and theremaining 4% or 2 students strongly disagree. The result of the questionnaire itemis presented in figure 5 below:
Figure 5

5. ConclusionBased on the finding above, it can be inferred that the output of this researchwas successful. The inference was based on the increase of every classroom averagescore from the preliminary study, to the cycle 1, until the cycle 2. In the preliminarystudy, the classroom average scorewas 74.67. There was anincrease of 3.64 in thecycle 1, which changed the classroom average score to 78.31. In the cycle 2, therewas another increase of classroom average score of 1.93 which made it 80.24. Theincrease in classroom average scores indicates that movie trailers as teaching mediacan improve students’ performance in writing narrative texts. As explained before,this might be due to similar structures movie trailers and narrative texts have; theyare act 1 to orientation, act 2 to complication, and act 3 to resolution. Thecomparable structures might have helped students in figuring out the necessaryelements they need in writing narrative texts; they are characters, settings, plots,and themes.To strengthen the conclusion of this study, it is recommended for futurestudies to implement the same teaching media of audiovisual technology of movietrailers with a different research design, for instance, experimental research design.Next to that, the use of movie trailers in other language skills, like speaking andlistening, might be considered. More importantly, considering the positive result of
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the use of audio visual like movie trailers, it is a good idea to try out other audio-visual technology in EFL classrooms.*This research is fully funded byDirectorate of Research and Community ServiceDirectorate General of Research and DevelopmentMinistry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education of IndonesiaAccording to the Research Grant
No: 086/SP2H/P/K7/KM/2016
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Applying Different Learning Styles to Maximise

Speaking Skill of Students with Low Verbal Ability

Titis Pawiyati R.P.SMAN 1 Porong Sidoarjotiesprp@gmail.com
AbstractDuring learning process in Class X Social 3 in SMA Negeri 1 Porong Sidoarjo,researchers found most of the students of the class got difficulties on speakingin front of the class. Furthermore, the Result of Psychological Test shows thatthey also have lack of verbal ability. This class action research tries to makesome efforts to increase the speaking skill. The research applies three cycleslearning process that the treatment suits to student’s learning style in the topicunder discussion of Advertisement of Event Texts orally. The treatments in thecycles involve activities that basically on physic (kinaesthetic), Visual andauditory, and the last based on the result of the Students’ Learning Style TestResult. The prospective results in qualitative and quantitative approach of theresearch show that the learning styles of students in the English classroomcould increase the students’ skill in the terms of: (1) improving the students’skill to perform the Advertisement of Event to audience, (2) increasing thestudents’ skill to mention the generic structure of the Advertisement of EventTexts.
Key words: Learning styles, speaking skill, low verbal ability, Advertisementof Event Text.
IntroductionAccording to the Educational National Regulation, the learning andteaching process should lead to the improvement the students’ ability, buildingtheir character as well as preparing them to gain the honourable of civilizationespecially onenlightening the nation’s intelligence, thus improving the learners’potention so they can be created into religious citizen, adapting great moralvalues, healthy, knowledgeable, having considerable abilities, creative, full ofdignity, democratic and taking responsibility.(Undang-UndangSisdiknas,2003).Furthermore, the government has regulated that the implementation ofthe National Education in schools should direct the learning process inclassrooms to minimum standards that are accountable andfull of responsibilityin a long term(PeraturanPemerintah No.66 Tahun 2010).To apply those principles, formal educational institutions should alsorecruit their future students who can accommodate the nation objectives soduring the learning process studentswill be maximally improved theircompetence that they can be put in account when they have already graduated.Hopefully, with such competence they can also achieve the standard in the wholenation’ purpose. However, these goals seem problematic to be applied becausethe system of the recruitment itself hasn’t been regulated ideally. In TheAcademic year of 2016-2017, the State Senior High Schools in Sidoarjo,whichapplied the regular new students’ recruitment, required the future students with
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the result of the National Examination of the previous level. In SMA Negeri 1Porong Sidoarjo, this requirement has raisednew problems in language teachingas the result of the Intelligent Quotations Test (after they had been accepted)showed that in one class, Class X Social 3, most students have very LowIntelligent Quotations and its worse by the lack of Verbal Differentiate Talent.In earlier purpose, the test was meant to know the students’ level ofintelligence completed with the points related to any differential abilities so thatthe measurement’s result hopefully not only discovers their academic potentionbut also their differential abilities. Furthermore, the lowdifferential verbal talentwhich has been discovered among them has made the learning and teachingprocess in the class face problems frequently. With most students in average andlow verbal talent, the class’ activities  are often have problems in improvingstudents’ competence, losing self-confidence during class performance, and theactiveness of students’ enrolment in class’ activities.During the teaching and learning process of English Literary in Class XSocial 3 which discussed Advertisement of Event Text, researcher found thatmost students with those low language talent level couldn’t communicate wellthat it was hard to increase their competence ability. It was not easy to makethem actively involved in improving their speakingas the process dominated byonly few the students who have better verbal talent and/or self-confident. Forthis case, Celce-Murcia (Celce-Murcia and Olshtain, 2013: 165) states that insome ways speaking can be considered the most difficult skill to acquire since itrequires command both listening comprehension and speech productionsubskills (e.g., vocabulary retrieval, pronunciation, choice of grammatical pattern,and so forth) in unpredictable, unplanned situations. On the other hand, speakingcan be viewed as the easiest skill since one can use body language,demonstration, repetition, and various other strategies to make one understood.And a situation can be seen here, despite the ways of communicate can makecommunication easier, the low students’ competence, lacking aspect of self-esteem to perform in front of the class, and the activeness of students’ enrolmentin class’ activities can create a mental block to the speaking’s intelligible.Normally, The Learning Material about Advertisement of Event isrelatively needed in students’ daily life and it’s quite common. However, it is noteasy to compete as the students’ capacity is still in problems, especially onesrelated to the deficiency of Grammatical Competence (CC), Text Competence,Socio-linguistic Competence and Strategic Competence (Brown, 2007: 242).About the Lesson Plan, the teacher usesa range of elements to managethe teaching and learning process, such as the goals, objectives, materials andequipment, procedures, tasking and evaluation (Brown, 2001:149-151). Themain focus of the process itself is the raising of students’ competence on creatingoral text of Advertisement of event that fulfilled the standard in its social
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function, text’ structure, and linguistic features. But in fact, with such competenceandtalent, most of the students found difficulties to gain the goals so that it isnecessary to use a different approach that suits to their specific treatment, that isdepend on their various learning style.The variety of Learning Styles of learners (also known as modalities oflearners) had been stated in some theories, one that applied to this research isVisualising Modality, Auditory Modality , and Kinaesthetic Modality (acronymVAK), and the mix of two and/or three modalities (Barbe, 1981). The styles/modalities can change over time, and they become integrated with age. With thefact of the students that mostly are in age range between around 14-16 yearsold, researchers used the treatments in the cycles involve activities that basicallyon physic (kinaesthetic) for the first cycle as the finding that they move a lot. Inthe second cycle, it is used physic and auditory modalities since the finding showthat the students find difficulties on the previous cycle in which they haveproblems with grammatical structure so they are given opportunities to listensome examples before testing. Finally, the last cycle is held based on the result ofthe Students’ Learning Style Test Resultthen they are askedto do series oftreatment which end it up with a test suits to their learning style.With those treatments, the researcher can both obtain data and discoverthe best ways to solve the problem related to the topic under discussion aboutAdvertisement of Event Text that finally increase the students’ competence,especially in Speaking Skill.
1. ProblemsUnderlined the background and explanation above, the research questionsformulated as below:(1) Can the students’ speaking skill to perform the Advertisement of Eventto audience improve with their suitable learning style on teaching-learning?(2) Will the students’ skill to mention the generic structure of theAdvertisement of Event Texts increase after they have studied with theproper learning style?
2. Methods

SubjectsMale (11) and female (24), total number 35, aged 14-16, study in the first level(Class X Social 3) of Senior High School (SMA Negeri 1 Porong Sidoarjo). Allsubjets had already given consent.
ProcedureThe treatments involved three cycles of Classroom Action Research: (1)activities based on physic (kinaesthetic). In this cycle, teacher divided class in
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small groups of two/ three students then used a picture of a public event as amodel by acting it out as if the teacher had been a presenter. After given thestructure of the Advertisement of event, the studentsprepared few time toperform, they must elicit sentences based on their picture that holding up in theair (one different picture for each group) and with a variety of actionswith a timenext to each group. They are allowed to ask the teacher about the vocabulariesand the teacher responded it directly with such gesture and/ or limitedexplanation.
(2) For the next activities wereused mainly Visual and auditory modalities. Thestudents were asked to watch three shortvideos of public events as modelsthatrepeated twice for each then the teacher reviewed the structure of theAdvertisement of event. During the session, students might make any note of theaudio and visual matter from the video in group of two/ three to prepare theirown performance. After that, they were given few time for preparation and thenimitating the presenter’s performance with their own sentences.
(3) The last cycle involved a collaboration that was held based on the group oftwo/ three (again) but based on the similar learning style. The finding from theStudents’ Learning Style Testwas used here to make the group. The studentswho had similar learning style joined in a group. The activities was started withmaking a list of public events in the neighbourhood, then making the review ofthe structure of the Advertisement of event. After that, every group chose oneevent from the list, received a piece of wide-sized and three F-4 size colourfulpapers and prepared their own advertisement of event. They were allowed touse any illustration for this activities. The next session, they performed theiradvertisement orally that involved all the group members’ in turnwhile holdingup their written advertisement.Orientation
For the first cycle, with the assumption that most of students are really activephysically but find difficulties to improve competence on Speaking Skill,especially under the topic Advertisement of Event, that they are given treatmentrelated to their physical ability (kinaesthetic). In the second treatment is usedthe activities that exposed their physical condition and mixed up with thenecessity of auditory modalities. Any models are used in this step that they haveopportunities to explore more experience. The third cycle used the treatmentthat elaborated any kind of activities that involved a test’s result of learning styleof each student that show their personal learning style/ modality(ties).
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Experimental sessionThe activities of the research was started after researcher received data of aresult of Intelligent Quotations Test on August 2016, followed by giving thesubjects a questionnaire of personal interest of language class especially Englishclasses and English academic potention in September 2016. In late November,the first cycle was given, followed by the second in the first week of January2017. Before the third cycle’s treatment that was held by April 2017, the subjectsfilled in another questionnaire related to find out their personal Learning Styleor modalities. All of activities and treatments were followed by observation ofthe data and findings then compared to any previous studies.
3. A n a l y s i s /  d i s c u s s i o nTo start discussion, there is Table 1 presents the data of the result of Testof Intelligent Quotations (IQ). As depicted here, there are 14 students (40 %)with low average intelligence, 16 students with average intelligent capacity (45,7 %), 4 students in upper average level (11 %) and 1 student only categorizedsmart (less than 3%).

T a b l e  1Intelligent Quotations (IQ) Test’ ResultIntelligent Quotation’ Number ofRespondents Percentages(%)Score Level120  + Intelligent 1 2.9110 - 119 Upper Average 4 11.490 - 109 Average 16 45.7
- 89 Low Average 14 40.0

Furthermore, in Table 2 depicted the low differential verbal talent whichhas been discovered among the students has made the learning and teachingprocess in the class face problems frequently. With 26 students (74.3 %) whoare in very low differential verbal talent, 6 students (17.1 %) has low verbaltalent and 3 students (8.6 %) in average talent.
T a b l e  2Verbal Differential Talent Test’ ResultIntelligent Quotation’ Number ofRespondents Percentages(%)Score Level41 - 60 Average 3 8.630 - 40 Low 6 17.10 - 29 Extremely Low 26 74.3To figure out how the personal interest of the students of the class, aquestionnaire had been given and the result can be seen in Table 3. In the thirdmonth of the study in senior high level, the students as respondent give thedescription about their previous study in English classes, capacity, improving
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English competence and expectation about learning the target language. It isdepicted that 50 % of them have the willingness to learn English while the restdo still have doubtless about learning English. About their previous Englishclasses, only 36 % respondents had satisfied with their past studies, while 50%of them were just sometimes able to enjoy the learning process, and in fact, 8%of them had never been satisfied with Junior High School’ English classes.Related to question about how good the respondents are in English, 75% of them are not sure whether they have been well or no in Englishcompetence, 14 % state they are good, while the others state they do notcompete in English at all.When the question directed to how to improve their English capacity,most of them do not use English outside the teacher’s supervision (81 %) andonly 25 % who try to speak English outside the class. The most interesting partsof the result are that almost all of them agree that English is useful and they stillput on hope that their competence of English can be improved in their presentlevel.

T a b l e  3The Result of Questionnaire of Personal Interest in Language Class(especiallyEnglish Classes And English Academic Potention)No. Questions Yes Maybe No√ % √ % √ %1 I want to learn English. 18 50 17 47 0 02 I enjoyed my English classes last year(in Junior High School). 13 36 18 50 3 83 I am a good student of English. 5 14 27 75 3 84 I sometimes use English out of school. 1 3 5 14 29 815 I think English is easy. 0 0 19 53 16 446 I like trying to speak English. 9 25 16 44 10 287 I liked my English teacher last year. 14 39 15 42 5 148 I think English is useful. 29 81 5 14 0 09 I expect to do well in my English classthis year. 31 86 3 8 0 010 I think learning English can be fun. 20 56 11 31 3 8(Tice, 1997:79)
In Table 4, there is a list of Learning style or Modalities of the students as theparticipants of the research. It can be described that most of them are in mixedmodalities style, especially the Auditory Kinaesthetic, followed by the Auditoryand Auditory-Visual, eight respondents for each. Among the respondents, thereare two students in Visual style, four kinaesthetic modality and one has the treecombinations of the styles. There is also the finding, that there is no respondentwho has the combination of Visual-Kinaesthetic style.
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T a b l e  4The Result of Questionnaire of Learning Style

N o . L e a r n i n g  S t y l e s /
M o d a l i t i e s

R e s p o n d e n t s

1 . A u d i t o r y 82 . V i s u a l 23 . K i n a e s t h e t i c 44 . A u d i t o r y - V i s u a l 85 . A u d i t o r y - K i n a e s t h e t i c 1 26 . V i s u a l - K i n a e s t h e t i c 07 . M i x e d  u p  o f  t h r e e  S t y l e s 1T o t a l  R e s p o n d e n t s 3 5
For the final data, here is described the Post-Test Result of all research’s threecycles in Table 5. It is depicted here that the average score of each cycle hasbeen increasing. The first cycle in which the respondents were given a range ofactivities focused on the kinaesthetic by doing the presentation after imitatingthe teacher’s modelhas score 56.83 in average, while the second one is 57.91,increasing 1.08 from the previous activity, and the third cycle has increased13.2 into 71.11. In Fact, there is one student in the first cycle received 95, but itcan’t be balanced with the whole class score whose score dropped into 55.71 inaverage (reducing1.73) without her score. Other important finding from thisstudy in the third cycle is, the students score’s range is mostly in 71-80 (17students or 47%), while the previous one is 12 students or about 34%. Anothergood point is there are no students in range score 0-20 and only one studentsreceives 25.

T a b l e  5The Score Range of Respondents during Three CyclesProcess
Range of Score Number of Respondents’ achievement in -Cycle 1(Kinaesthetic) Cycle 2(Auditory-Visual) Cycle 3(Mixed up of thethree)0 - 10 1 1 011 - 20 2 6 021 - 30 2 0 131 - 40 0 2 341 - 50 7 4 051 - 60 2 3 361 - 70 8 1 771 - 80 5 12 1781 - 90 7 6 491 - 100 1 0 0Average Score 56.83 57.91 71.11
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4. ConclusionAccording to the result of the research, and after doing data analysis thatgained through respondents, it could conclude as follow:The qualitative and quantitative   approach of the research show that thelearning styles of students in the English classroom could increase the students’skill in the terms of: (1) improving the students’ skill to perform theAdvertisement of Event to audience, (2) increasing the students’ skill to mentionthe generic structure of the Advertisement of Event Texts.Based on the result mentioned above hopefully that teachers use anyapproaches, methods and models in Teaching and learning process that alwaysconsider the students’ learning style in their classes as well as written in theLesson plan.  It is suggested also that the recruitment of the new students’system and mechanism will be improved to avoid the classes with very lowstudents’ competence, especially in regular school and regular classes. The next,any other teacher/ researcher/ English practionares will evaluate the progressof this study. Thank you very much.
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Attachment 1THE RESULT OF INTELLIGENT QUATION&VERBAL DIFERENTIAL TALENT TESTNo NAMES Level of IntelligentQuotation Differential VerbalTalentScore Category Score Category1 AliftiaPutriMaulana As 83 Below Average 5 Extremely Low2 Arsy MaulanaFirdaus 99 Average 50 Average3 Arya Handika Putra 99 Average 1 Extremely Low4 AyuDwi Lestari 79 Below Average 20 Extremely Low5 Cindy AyuNasution 83 Below Average 5 Extremely Low6 Clarissa RatnaPutri 110 Upper Average 10 Extremely Low7 DheaShintiaArdelaPutri 103 Average 1 Extremely Low8 Di AnugrahPutri Jasmin 92 Average 20 Extremely Low9 DwiPutriAyu Lestari 106 Average 45 Average10 EdoMirzaRisalahQuddusArief 71 Below Average 1 Extremely Low11 EkaKhrisnaCahyaDarmawan 99 Average 30 Low12 FanyPerdanaArdianto 89 Below Average 1 Extremely Low13 HanifahEkaFinatun 99 Average 15 Extremely Low14 HimatulYufiVenrike 87 Below Average 10 Extremely Low15 KhusnulIfadillah 106 Average 15 Extremely Low16 LailatulMaghfiroh 94 Average 10 Extremely Low17 M. AvanAgustian 82 Below Average 15 Extremely Low18 Manda DebyKristiana 104 Average 5 Extremely Low19 MohammadArinalKhikmatullah 89 Below Average 30 Low20 Muhammad Ircham 114 Upper Average 5 Extremely Low21 Muhammad FarizFurqoni 99 Average 1 Extremely Low22 Muhammad Ramadhan 90 Average 15 Extremely Low23 MuhammatPujiSaputra 101 Average 5 Extremely Low24 NiltaJauharoUlya 111 Upper Average 5 Extremely Low25 NuariNovita Devi Pesilette 89 Below Average 15 Extremely Low26 Nufita Tri Lufira 92 Average 25 Extremely Low27 RevondaAkhlakFajar 106 Average 20 Extremely Low28 SadatulJuna’Idah 89 Below Average 30 Low29 SalsabillaCahyaWidyandini 123 Intelligent 60 Average30 Selvina Tri Meitasari 79 Below Average 25 Low31 Silvia Rizka Amanda 102 Average 25 Low32 TantriAndriani 113 Upper Average 25 Low33 TasyaMirza 77 Below Average 10 Extremely Low34 WindiSekar Arum Sari 84 Below Average 5 Extremely Low35 Yoni Prasasti 87 Below Average 5 Extremely Low
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Attachment 2A Student’s Psychological Test  For Intelligent Quotion and Differential VerbalTalent Data
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Attachment 3
Questionnaire Personal Interest in Language Class (especially English ClassesAnd English Academic Potention)
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Attachment 5
Questionnaire of Learning Style or Modalities
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Attachment 6
Respondents Answer Sheet of Questionnaire of Learning Style
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Attachment 7
Score of Respondents in three Cycles of the Research

No. Names
Cycle 1(Kinaesthetic) Cycle 2(Auditory &Visual) Cycle 3(Various StylesuitsQuestionnaire’s Result)Score Note Score Note Score Note1 AliftiaPutriMaulana As 45 77 PASSED 77 PASSED2 Arsy MaulanaFirdaus 76 PASSED 60 77 PASSED3 Arya Handika Putra 50 50 664 AyuDwi Lestari 65 55 80 PASSED5 Cindy AyuNasution 70 35 80 PASSED6 Clarissa RatnaPutri 80 PASSED 80 PASSED 66

7 DheaShintiaArdelaPutri 76 PASSED 77 PASSED 66
8 Di AnugrahPutri Jasmin 90 PASSED 78 PASSED 80 PASSED9 DwiPutriAyu Lestari 78 PASSED 80 PASSED 77 PASSED10 EdoMirzaRisalahQuddusArief 45 50 40
11 EkaKhrisnaCahyaDarmawan 70 82 PASSED 80 PASSED12 FanyPerdanaArdianto 15 50 2513 HanifahEkaFinatun 80 PASSED 76 PASSED 80 PASSED14 HimatulYufiVenrike 70 76 PASSED 70
15 KhusnulIfadillah 70 79 PASSED 70
16 LailatulMaghfiroh 70 15 80 PASSED17 M. AvanAgustian 25 8 7018 Manda DebyKristiana 55 77 PASSED 60
19 MohammadArinalKhikmatullah 0 12 4020 Muhammad Ircham 15 12 4021 Muhammad FarizFurqoni 50 70 6022 Muhammad Ramadhan 45 40 6023 MuhammatPujiSaputra 15 55 7524 NiltaJauharoUlya 50 76 PASSED 85 PASSED25 NuariNovita Devi Pesilette 76 PASSED 82 PASSED 80 PASSED26 Nufita Tri Lufira 25 12 85 PASSED27 RevondaAkhlakFajar 45 78 PASSED 65
28 SadatulJuna’Idah 45 50 85 PASSED
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29 SalsabillaCahyaWidyandini 95 PASSED 86 PASSED 85 PASSED30 Selvina Tri Meitasari 60 76 PASSED 80 PASSED31 Silvia Rizka Amanda 65 83 PASSED 80 PASSED32 TantriAndriani 80 PASSED 82 PASSED 85 PASSED33 TasyaMirza 55 12 80 PASSED34 WindiSekar Arum Sari 68 84 PASSED 80 PASSED35 Yoni Prasasti 70 12 80 PASSED
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Attachment 8

The Rubric of Speaking/ PerformanceNO ASPEK YANG DINILAI SKOR1. Kelancaran (Fluency/ Pronunciation)
 Ujaranlancar
 Ujarancukuplancar
 Ujarankuranglancar
 Ujarantidaklancar

0-33210-0,92. Kosakata (Vocabulary)
 Penggunaankosakataluasdantepat
 Penggunaankosakatacukupluasdantepat
 Penggunaankosakatakurangluasdantepat
 Penggunaankosakataterbatasdantidaktepat

0-33210-0,93. Stuktur (Structure)
 Strukturkalimatbanyak yang sudahtepat
 Strukturkalimatcukupbanyak yang sudahtepat
 Strukturkalimatkurangtepat
 Strukturkalimattidaktepat

0-33210-0,94. KejelasanUjaran (Comprehensibility)
 Ujarandipahami
 Ujarancukupdipahami
 Ujarankurangdipahami
 Ujarantidakdipahami

0-33210-0,95. Pemahaman menyimak (Listening Comprehension)
 Memahamiujaranlawanbicara
 Cukupmemahamiujaranlawanbicara
 Kurangmemahamiujaranlawanbicara
 Tidakmemahamiujaranlawanbicara

0-33210-0,9SKOR MAKSIMUM 15
Skor yang diperoleh

Nilai yang diperoleh -----------------
------- x BOBOT
Skormaksimum
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The Problems of Learning English at Elementary School in Jakarta

Sjafty Nursitti NP Maili, Woro HestiningsihFBS Universitas Indraprasta PGRI Jakartan.putrim@yahoo.co.id, woro.hesti@yahoo.com
AbstractEnglish learning at an Elementary school in Indonesia undergoes a significant andvery rapid revolution. In conducting learning English definitely problems arises, and theproblems of English learning problems is actually long before the curriculum changesuntil the implementation of curriculum 2013. The first, the teacher’s factor, teacher isn’tused an interesting method to make the students  interested  in accepting the materialsof the elementary students; Second, School is not supporting the English lesson for anexamples lack of facilities and  never given English teachers the training. Third, theEnglish lesson is not included in the curriculum making the English teachers ask whyEnglish lesson is eliminated in the curriculum.This study is the qualitative research; the data obtained from the observation,direct interviews with English teachers, the principals, and document. This research hasbeen conducted in some elementary schools in Jakarta located in north Jakarta, EastJakarta, South Jakarta, West Jakarta, and Central Jakarta. The result of this study statedthat there are  some problems in English learning,  first English teachers need todevelop their methods and models of English learning varied; Second, Schools need tosupport learning English in elementary schools; Third, English teachers want Englishstill need to be taught in elementary school.
Key words: Problems, Teacher, English learning, Elementary School
INTRODUCTIONTalking about curriculum can not be separated with educators or teachers,because the educator or teacher is the curriculum itself, meaning that an educator orteacher is required to understand the curriculum well, and then apply, practice thecontents in the curriculum well. In principle, teachers should not be confused by themost important curriculum is how the teacher can understand the concept of
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curriculum, so that teachers are able to practice the curriculum in teaching and learningactivities in school.Every public school and private school need a curriculum as a guide to conduct ina teaching and learning activity at each level of educational unit to improve the qualityof education. After we conducted the observations on the elementary schools of theState Elementary School (SDN) or the Private Elementary School (SDS), we found thatthere are two curriculum that are used namely Curriculum Level of Education Unit(KTSP) and Curriculum 2013, this means connected with language learning English,elementary school using English starting from grade one to sixth grade by applyingEducation Unit Level Curriculum (KTSP), the portion for English subjects is so great thatevery level of education starts from grade 1 to grade 6 using language English, becauseEnglish in the curriculum is included in the local content (Mulok), but there are alsoschools that have been using the curriculum 2013, and the use of English only onstudents grade 3 and grade 6, which in Curriculum 2013 English is not included in localcontent (Mulok), this means schools can apply it is very unfortunate if English is onlytaught for students of classes 3 and 6, and indeed the facts like that, this is one of theproblems for learning English more especially in English teachers. Issues about whetheror not English is taught in Elementary Schools have been around for a long time, andpeople's responses to these issues vary with the pros and cons. This issue continues togrow to date and this has made some confusion for educators or teachers of English inprimary schools. The Government has made a policy on learning English in primaryschools such as Government Policy in force in 2014 that is to determine English taughtearly in the 1994 curriculum, and this can be seen from the official Government Policyon the inclusion of English in elementary school appropriate with the policy ofDepdikbud RI. 0487/1992, Chapter VIII, which states that primary schools can addsubjects in their curriculum, provided that the lesson does not conflict with nationaleducation objectives. Then, this policy was followed by Minister of Education andCulture Decree no. 060 / U / 1993 dated February 25, 1993 on the possibility of anEnglish program as a local elementary school subject, and can begin in the fourth grade.
(https://pbingfkipunlam.wordpress.com/2008/10/21/kendala-pengajaran-

bahasa-inggris-di-sekolah-dasar/). Given the government policy, it makes everyeducational unit especially elementary school to enter the English lesson as part of thecurriculum created by each unit of education so that the English lesson has increased
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rapidly. In Education Unit Level Curriculum (KTSP) English language learning is stillapplied or used, it signifies that English can be accepted by learners, parents of learners,and society throughout Indonesia. Learning English using the Education Unit LevelCurriculum (KTSP) is experiencing very rapid changes and problems arise, but theproblems of English learning have long appeared until the enactment of the Curriculum2013. Rina and Saefudin (2008) have done research with the title of Constraints-Constraints In Learning English, the problem that arises that teachers have notunderstood to make Syllabus and Learning Implementation Plan (RPP), this is whatmakes one of the problems for teachers in elementary school, in fact there are manybenefits obtained by teachers in making the Implementation Learning ImplementationPlan (RPP), one of the benefits gained from teachers in making these components inwhich teachers can think creatively to create interesting learning methods, so as tomake learners can or learn more active, creative, but in fact teachers take time the moreto make it, prepare and develop a Lesson Plans (RPP) even better. The Government is sowise to take a further policy which in the Curriculum 2013, where Syllabus andLearning Implementation Plan (RPP) has been provided and the teacher is not botheredby making Syllabus and only developing the Lesson Plans (RPP). At this time after weconducted observations in elementary schools we found the problems were as follows;
First, the methods and models of English learning, in providing English material,methods and model of learning English is very important, because this is a tool thatteachers use to achieve the expected goals, and the varied method and creative learningmodels can make the students progress in their English skills. The problem is still thereare teachers who still used the old method which teachers in providing learning Englishstill use one method and model of English learning, whereas teachers are required touse methods and models English learning more than one, this is the goal so that learningEnglish in the classroom will be fun, and the learners became an active, creative, andinnovative child. According to Nurhajati di dalam Syafei (2008) and Fefianty andNafisah (2008) stated many teachers have no English education background. Based onthis statement the writer agree it because in fact now many English teachers aregraduates of non- English major. Second, The next problems is schools participation onlearning English, there are less schools supporting the existence of English learning, thiscan be seen with the lack of the facilities that support the creation of a pleasant Englishlearning atmosphere, and also less given English language trainings for teachers who
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teach English subjects. Whereas, facilities that support English learning and trainingsgiven to English teachers will make English teachers become creative in presenting thematerial given to the learners so that the process of teaching and learning activitiescome alive and make the goal to be achieved by English teachers will be easy to achieve.
Third, English teachers and parents of students want English still need to be taught inelementary school; if possible they want English included in the curriculum, even ifEnglish can be used as subjects that must be the same as the other subjects. There arealso parents of learners want in English learning activities teachers need to use Englishin order for their children to be familiar with the speech and pronunciation n English,considering the importance of English for their children today and in the future. Theremoval of English subjects in the curriculum, this also poses a problem for the learningsystem of English at the elementary school where there are parents of learner who aresupportive and some are not supporting the policy of the government.
METHODS

Location and Time of StudyThe location of the research is located in schools in Jakarta consisting of tenschools namely the State Elementary School 05 Pulo Gadung East Jakarta, PublicElementary School 07 Pagi Tanjung Barat South Jakarta, Elementary School 07 PagiKemanggisan West Jakarta, Elementary School 07 Pegangsaan East North Jakarta,Elementary School 07 Cempaka Barat, Private Elementary School (SDS) Al Hikmah EastJakarta Development, Private Primary School (SDS) Kartika VIII-5 Srengseng Sawah atSouth Jakarta, Private Elementary School (SDS) Muhammadiyah 48 Kemanggisan atWest Jakarta, Elementary School Private (SDS) Hangtuah at North Jakarta, PrivateElementary School (SDS) Trisula Penambenan at Central Jakarta.In this study, the research time is from 4 May to 4 October 2017
Population and Sample.The population consists of five public schools and five private schools in EastJakarta, South Jakarta, West Jakarta, North Jakarta, and Central Jakarta. The samplestaken are English teacher of grade 3 and grade 6 SD Negeri and SD of Private which useCurriculum 2013, and class 3, 4, 5, and 6 which use Education Unit Level Curriculum(KTSP)
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Research designThis research is using qualitative research. According to Clifford. J., Michael, L &John, L (2017: 38) says "Qualitative Research is a study involving data collection in theform of words or narratives that explain the topics in the study, and emphasizes thecollection of data in a natural setting". In this study the authors used a qualitative studyin which the authors searched for data sets and described the problems of Englishlearning that occurred in public elementary schools and private schools. The schools areSDN 05 Pulo Gadung East Jakarta, SDN 09 AM Western Cape South Jakarta, SDN 10Kemanggisan West Jakarta, SDN 07 Pesanggrahan Pegangsaan Dua North Jakarta, SDN17 Cempaka Barat Central Jakarta, SDS Al Hikmah East Jakarta Development, SDSKartika VIII -5 South Jakarta, SDS Muhammadiyah 68 West Jakarta, SDS HangtuahJakarta Utara SDS Jakarta Trisula 1 Penambenan Central Jakarta.
Data Collection TechniquesIn this research data collection techniques are as follows: First, the observationthat the author held direct observation in the classroom when the teacher providesEnglish language learning by using the camera; Second, Interview (interview) meansthe author prepared some questions and immediately answered by English teacher,Principal; Third, Documentation. The authors collect data based on books or materialsused by English teachers and Teaching Instruction Plans (RPP) prepared by Englishteachers.
Data Analysis TechniqueThis research is a qualitative research, and then the data obtained is not countedin the form of numbers, but the data that have been successfully collected, analyzed fora report
DISCUSSION

1. English teachers still need to develop English learning methods and modelsMethods are an important way of helping teachers to motivate learners tolearn English. According to Edward Anthony (1963) in Fachrurrozi & Mahyudin(2016: 2) says that the method is a systematic learning plan arranged from thebeginning to the end on the implementation of language learning in the classroom
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based on one particular approach. "In a sense when a teacher implements a methodin the classroom then the teacher should really understand about the methods thatwill be applied in English learning for example, from teacher start in the classroomteachers should understand and should be matched with a particular approach.Variable methods will make students who are taught more eager in receivinglearning let alone learning English.In the findings of this study the elementary school teachers still need toimprove the method they will use, because we find that there are teachers giving thematerial of his method just sitting quietly in the seat. And we conclude that they donot use varied methods because the facilities of the schools do not support thelearning of English, the solution is the school should provide facilities andinfrastructure that support the creativity of a teacher in learning English in theclassroom, as well as schools need to provide trainings for English teachers so thatEnglish teachers can develop their methods and models of English learning in theclassroom.Learning model is an important part also in learning English in the classroom.According to Priansa, J (2017: 188) says that the learning model is the teacher'sblueprint in preparing and implementing the learning process. "In the sense that thelearning model is the real picture of the teacher in creating, conditioned the classbecomes more alive, but does not lose its true meaning. When connected withteachers, according to Oyok, D (2017: 47) says that "Teachers are required to be ableto master the curriculum, master the material, master the method, and not lessimportant teachers must also be able to manage the class so that the learning takesplace actively, innovatively, . "From the results of the findings in this study,elementary teachers still need to develop a more active, creative learning modelbecause what is taught is elementary school children. The solution is indeed acreative learning model will make the elementary school children feel at home in theclass and assume that the school is their second home.
Headmaster : English teachers still need to develop methods and models of

English learning.In other words, a teacher is required to make learners feel at home inreceiving the material they teach so students feel not bored saturated with learningEnglish. Rina Listia & Sirajuddin Kamal in Dunn (1983) said that "young learners are
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very easy to improve their language skills through games that are right for theirage."

2. Schools need to support learning English in elementary schoolsSchool is the second home for the students, therefore the school should bemade as comfortable as possible, it means comfortable is how the school providesfacilities and infrastructure that support the process of learning English in theclassroom.In the findings of the authors are as follows
Teachers : School participation in English learning is poorly supported by

not providing language labs and English language training.There are also schools that do not participate in English learning, this is amatter of fact, whereas learning English if it is not supported by the participation ofschools such as examples of providing facilities, the purpose of learning English willnot be achieved well, as well as us inquire about English training and answers fromEnglish teachers that they have never been trained in English training, whereasEnglish training for teachers has greatly contributed to the learning of Englishteachers.
3. English teachers want English still need to be taught in elementary school.In the age of the digital age it is undeniable that all the media use English, itmakes the students compete with their friends, as said by Nur Aedi & Amaliyah, N(2016: 1995) states that "In this era of globalization and instant today, ranging fromelementary school age even kindergarten has been required to compete in Englishsubjects ". In other words, that if the elementary school children missed out inEnglish, it would create a problem for the child in which the child becomes lessconfident, excommunicated from his environment, etc. The problem according toKrulik and Rudrik (1995) in Priansa, D (2017: 226) says that "the problem is a large-scale situation or other that is confronted to individuals or groups to seek solutions,but individuals do not know the solution". In the sense of the word, when a problemarises then there should be a solution, when associated with learning English inprimary schools where in the curriculum 2013 schools may or may not implementEnglish in the implementation of English language learning in schools, This becomes
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the problem of teachers today English lesson. Nur Aedi & Amaliyah, N (2016: 196)states that "Governments should be consistent with the policies adopted on theeducational curriculum, in order to achieve the full educational objectives."A policy that is created and decided must be taken into account by manythings, as well as the government's policy of enacting a new curriculum that is the2013 curriculum that some schools in Indonesia are already using. The 2013curriculum enforcement policy can not be separated from the government's effortsto improve the quality of education in Indonesia, both regarding the implementationand output ( Hasbullah, 2017: 169). The abolition of English lessons in thecurriculum of 2013 invites pros and cons to the community, and it is only naturalthat each community raises its own opinion, attributed to the learning of English inelementary school. It also raises the problem of not including English in the 2013curriculum.In the findings of the results it was found that elementary school teachers (SD)both public and private elementary schools said that English is still very muchneeded in primary school learning, and they want English to be included in thecurriculum of today's 2013 curriculum, they are aware that English should be taughtto children from the foundation. The following examples which I found when takingan interview with an English teacher are as follows;
Teachers : English is needed in elementary schools because in this era of

globalization all of them use EnglishThere is also an answer to the question which is different from the teacherabove:
Headmaster : English is not very necessary in English learning because

individuals who are not smart in English can also succeed in

other places like entrepreneurship. "Indeed there is little truth but living in this age of digital age now the use ofEnglish has been entered on every system of life so would not want, like it or notevery individual should be able to understand English, especially if English is nottaught at primary school. It is very unfortunate that English is not used or applied tothe implementation of learning English in primary schools.
Teacher : English is needed in elementary school children because

catching a language is most easily needed at a basic level.
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Based on the above opinion that indeed a language most easily captured bychildren who are still at an early age.According to Lenneberg, the first language learning capacity will be lost if notactivated or trained in critical periods ranging between the ages of 2 to 13 years.(Madesujana wordpress). This means that elementary school is a good time tointroduce English to children, and that is why government policy allows or does notapply English to be considered, and can or can re-enter English in the curriculum.Penggabaean (2015) said that the mastery of foreign languages includingEnglish does not inhibit and even strengthen the mastery of the mother tongue, theIndonesian language. It is very logical on the basis, the grammar and the Indonesianvocabulary is strongly influenced by the English language. The more widespread themastery of a person's English linguistics, the more his or her Indonesian languageabilities increases.

CONCLUSIONBased on field findings at the State Elementary and Private Elementary Schoolsin Jakarta, we conclude that English in elementary schools, both public and privateelementary schools, found some problems, first of all, whether or not English isnecessary in English language learning at Elementary School, English in elementaryschool is needed because in the present digital era where all systems use the Englishlanguage of introduction then at least elementary school can or can be equipped withthe introduction of English so that children will not feel surprised with the current eraof technology, as well as children can have a basis for continuing on to the next level,and then the children have memory of a language in a child so much, rather than adults,therefore it is important that English is taught from an early age, and subsequentmethods and models English learning teachers in the classroom are still less active,because there are some schools where English teachers do not develop creative, variedmethods and models of English learning.The English solution is empowered again, and included as part of the curriculum nowbeing used in the 2013 curriculum and given training for teachers of English to be morecreative, using English teaching methods and models in the classroom. Finally, despitethe problems in English learning in elementary school but English should be required
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and taught in primary school and if English is included as curriculum so English is acompulsory subject, so that all elementary schools can also learn English.
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. The Practice of Digital Literacy at Home on Tenth Years Old Child

Ichwati Yuliana, S.S.Pasca Sarjana Universitas Negeri Surabayaichwatiyuliana16070835057@mhs.unesa.ac.id
AbstractThe rapid development of digital technology cannot be denied in the twentiethcentury. Every second, every minutes and every day, the technology companies createa new product. Our life nowadays has been digitalized by technology. Information andCommunications  Technologies  (ICT)  roles  a  central  in  our  modern era. It plays asignificance aspect in many fields in our social life, such as workplace, education,public services, economy, administration, healthcare, entertainment, and culture. Thispaper is aimed to investigate the practice of digital literacy on a tenth-years old childat home. The subject of the research is a ten years old student of internationalelemntary school. This research uses qualitative method from the informal interviewsthat were conducted for along five days on 20th to 24th December 2016. Theresearcher decided to make four meetings during the investigation. Furthermore, theethnographic technique is applied in this study. The result of this research is that thedigital affects someone characters, the above research tells that Dannisa becomesmore creative and confident after watching the craft tutorial and uploading throughyou tube and Instagram.
Keywords: digital, literacy, child, home

1 IntroductionThe rapid development of digital technology cannot be denied in the twentiethcentury. Every second, every minutes and every day, the technology companies createa new product. Our life nowadays has been digitalized by technology. Information  andCommunications  Technologies  (ICT)  roles  a  central  in  our  modern era. It plays asignificance aspect in many fields in our social life, such as workplace, education,public services, economy, administration, healthcare, entertainment, and culture. Thefantastic growth of new technological environments is considered a driving  force  thattransforms  our  world  into  a  global,  universal  society.  ICT brings impacts our livesand everyday relationships as well, from accessing a wide range of information andinteracting with public services to working from home, from collaborating withcolleagues to communicating with friends.
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In the framework above, computer literacy is recognized as an important skillfor the 21st century work force and the learning society  (European  Commission[EC],  2000;  EC,  2001).  Educational  policy  directives  and  initiatives  in mostdeveloped  countries  have  articulated  clear  and  unambiguous  statements  aboutintegrating  ICT  in  everyday education  practice  in  order  to  inform  citizens  aboutthe  knowledge  and  skills  needed  to  participate  in  the  21 st century’s knowledgesociety. ICT is also considered the driving force for widening adults’ participation inlearning and lifelong learning initiatives (Gorard, Selwyn, & Madden, 2003; Mason,2006), facilitating flexible learning in terms of time and distance, and therebyestablishing opportunities and conditions for a “learning society” for all (EC, 2000;2001; 2003).Such phenomena change the concept of traditional literacy into modernliteracy, in other words into digitally. The term ‘digital literacy’ is contested, andunderstood in different ways by different people. The working definition that hasbeen used throughout this project is: “digital literacy is the way in which peopleunderstand, make and share meaning with digital media and technologies”. Thisdefinition emphasizes the ways in which people make sense of the content andartefacts of digital media and understand what it means to use digital media andtechnologies, how they express their own meanings, and how they interpret andunderstand the meanings represented by others using digital media. The concept ofdigital literacy used in this project, therefore, is distinct from the basic ability to useand operate digital technologies and media. It is also different to the use of digitaltechnologies as a technological tool with which to facilitate teaching and learning. In aworld that is increasingly mediated by digital technologies, the skills, competencesand knowledge underpinning digital literacy are ever more important for youngpeople to be able to participate and flourish in learning, work, civic life and leisure, inways that are described by some as ‘participatory cultures’. Being digitally literatetherefore is an important attribute for all young people in an increasingly digitalculture. In order to unpick this overarching concept of digital literacy, a previousphase of the Digital Participation project defined a number of components of digitalliteracy, which, while not exhaustive, can be used to plan for and map digital literacypractices.
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The concept of digital literacy that we are using in this project places digitalliteracy in the context of other theories that see literacy as a social practice, wherebywe make use of the shared symbols of our culture to create and exchange messageswith meaning. The ways that we appropriate and adapt these symbols to expressourselves, and the ways that we understand and interpret representations of meaning,are therefore influenced by the social and cultural resources that we bring to the task.When two people from different cultures look at the same image, or gesture, or text,they may understand different things by it because the cultural symbols and resourcesthey draw on are different. Literacy is therefore situated in a social and culturalcontext, and even within one language, such as English, there are multiple literacies,and multiple digital literacy practices.  This suggests that there may be multiple digitalliteracy practices as people develop and bring to the task of making meaning withdigital technologies different cultural expectations and interpretations.

2 ProblemsHere, the writer formulates the problem as follows: How the digital literacy isapplied at home on tenth years old child.
2 M e t h o d sThis research uses qualitative method from the informal interviews that wereconducted for along five days on 20th to 24th December 2016. The researcher decided tomake four meetings during the investigation. The first meeting was taken on 20thDecember 2016. The first meeting was started with informal interview while she wasmaking slime with her friend. The second meeting was conducted on 21st December2016 when the researcher observed Dannisa made slime and the researcher also did aninformal interview to continue the previous questions. The third was an interview withher mother on 23rd December 2016 and the last meeting was on 24th December 2016when she made a tutorial how to make slime.The ethnographic technique is applied in this study. The ethnographic isimplemented since the researcher just focuses on two participants as the sample of theresearch. The participant of this study is Dannisa Firdausi, a tenth years old girl ofelementary school and Siti Umi Hanik, a forty five housewife and a mother of Dannisa.
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The researcher selects her neighborhood’s daughter who usually plays to theresearcher’s home to share her recorded video on instagram and you tube. The datacollected are by informal interviews to Dannisa and her mom and observation duringthe four meetings along the investigation.
3 A n a l y s i s /  d i s c u s s i o nRelated to the topic discussed, this research examined the practice of digitalliteracy on a ten years old child at home. The researcher is interested in toinvestigate it since according to Dyson (2001,p. 23) states that young children areplaying more games on a tablet (from 21% in 2014 to 28% for 3-4s; from 30% to37% for 5-7s). Overall, more than half of all 8-11s (52%) and six in ten (60%) 12-15splay games online. Based on that result, the children in the age of 8-11 have 52% inusing gadget. In specific, the researcher investigated Dannisa Firdausi, a fourth gradeof elementary student of Vison School at Pondok Candra. She lives in Deltas Fortunano.29 Deltasari Indah Sidoarjo. It is inevitably that nowadays children are engaged indigital earlier since they are born in digital era. They are also called digital native.Dannisa is one of the digital natives.Every day, she always spends her free time with gadget, in this case, her tabletand mom’s phone cell. She’s familiar with the tablet and phone since she was sixwhen her sister used it for leisure. She has been familiar intensively with thetechnology for almost four years. The social media that she usually explores are youtube and instagram. She is interested with it since according to her, you tube is a coolapplication. There, she can see and find many kinds of video of handicraft tutorialsand many things which people upload videos through this application. Furthermore,she is also passionate in making craft thus you tube helps her much in guiding hermaking the crafts she adores. On her nine years old, she got an account on you tubechannel and instagram using her own name, Dannisa Firdausi. She was not onlymade the account on you tube and instagram but also upload her some tutorialvideos via those social media. Those become interesting to be examined that Dannisais not only as a passive digital user but also an active digital user interactively byuploading her videos to share and communicate with other digital users. Besides,with her very young age, she is able to encourage herself sharing her ideas orexperience by making tutorial how to make slime.
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Furthermore, based on the result of the observation and interview, theresearcher found that Dannisa firstly is interested in reading science or experimentbook in English version and comic in Indonesian. Her favorite comic is Komik Next Gpublished by Mizan Group. She was passionate in reading such those books. Hermother told that she likes reading book since she was kindergarten. Then, when shewas seven, she started to read science book in English version. This is supported byher school since her school is an international school in which the language used isEnglish. The environment where she is involved mostly uses English even thoughher family (father and mother) do not uses English as their daily communication.However, she is still able to communicate in English well when the researcher askedher some questions in English.Dannisa started engaging with the gadget along when she was in seven, inwhen her sister got a tablet firstly. She knew you tube firstly when her sister openedand watched some videos via you tube. She was so fascinated to you tube sinceaccording to her, you tube is an interesting social media where she can watch andsearch many videos mainly songs and tutorials relating to how making crafts.Dannisa loves singing songs and making craft. She got many inspirations how tomake crafts from you tube. When the slime becomes a trend among the children, sheis used to explore some tutorial videos how to make slime. Since then, she also madean account by herself using her own name in you tube. She uploaded some hertutorial videos how to make slime or just monologue videos through you tube.Beside you tube, she also uploaded some her videos in instagram. According to her,you tube and instagram are more interesting than reading tutorial how to makecraft in manual book. Since, those media are shown both visually and audio. Readingbook is more boring than watching video, even the book presents some pictures toattract the readers. She shifts the habit of reading book manually to digitally. Shethinks that reading book is sometimes a little bit complicated because she has tobring books which are sometimes heavy for children to bring them whenever shewants. While the gadget (tablet) is just a simple and easy to be carried on byeveryone. She can enjoy the gadget easily, just open and go exploring it where shecan find any information provided by the social media. In other words, one gadgettakes many actions.
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Moreover, she also becomes creative and communicative since she is used touse digital literacy. She is motivated to make more videos when her uploaded videosare watched by viewer even it is just less than ten viewers. Her mother alsoadmitted that she becomes creative and brave to share her ideas to others.Furthermore, to eliminate the negative effects of social media and gadget, hermother gives her some rules in using the gadget. One of them is by filtering you tubefrom accessing the negative or adult contents. Then, her mother also limits theduration of using the gadget. It is about two hours each day in the evening afterstudying and doing homework.In conclusion, based on the above mini research that the digital literacy ismore interesting since it provides audio and visually. It also attracts children morethan reading book manually because of its characteristics. The second, the digitalliteracy practice at home by the children should be managed well by the parentseither making the rule of using the gadget or filter it from adult contents. The third,that the digital literacy also affects someone characters, the above research tells thatDannisa becomes more creative and confident after watching the craft tutorial anduploading through you tube and instagram.
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